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Take advantage of new market opportunities

“I

ndustry is facing major challenges
worldwide,” said Christoph Miller,
Managing Director of EMO organiser VDW
(German Machine Tool Builders’ Association).
He was addressing the audience attending the
EMO 2013 press conference held in Johannesburg,
Gauteng recently.
“In every country, rising standards of living
are boosting demand for better and more modern
products, and machine tools are the key. Cultural
megatrends such as expanding infrastructure,
mobility, energy, nutrition and health require
industry to do more, thereby also promoting the
use of machine tools,”
“As a result new challenges with regard to
machines, tools and components are also
appearing in the manufacturing sector. Aspects such as efficiency, sustainability,
communication and networking, new materials, flexibility, quality, new product
designs and more play an important role.”
Very apt words but nothing new you would say. Industry and in particular the
manufacturing sector has been under intense pressure from all sides for a
number of years now.
Some countries have done a good job of solving internal manufacturing
problems, improving quality, and reducing waste and costs. These internal
programs have kept these countries in the game.
However there is still concern in these countries that manufacturing isn’t growing
in terms of factories, % of GDP, employees, or sales revenue as it should be, by now.
Staying with current marketing and sales strategies is not going to increase
sales. The old paradigm of being loyal to your customer, depending on a few large
customers, and focusing all of your resources on improving your operational
systems to reduce cost and waste, are not working.
If you examine the customer list of most manufacturers you will find the
80/20 rule applies. In other words, 20% of their customers account for 80% of
their sales volume. In fact, it is common for only 10% of the customers to account
for most of the smaller supplier manufacturer’s sales volume.
Needless to say, the profitability of these customers becomes a very serious
issue. For the last 20 years, customers up and down the supply chain have been
trying to reduce costs to compete in a global economy. The pressure from many of
these larger customers has forced price/cost reductions onto their suppliers. But
depending on a few customers for your existence is a dangerous game. They may
decide to offshore their products, use a foreign supplier, or increase their pressure
to lower prices.
Solution
The real answer is to diversify and find new customers and markets. Finding
new customers and markets means taking an aggressive approach to expanding
the number of customers in existing markets, and also finding new markets. It
usually requires expanding sales out of the normal comfort zone. It will require
new methods for prospecting and sometimes new sales channels or in some
cases (like job shops) hiring the first outside sales person or thinking out of the
box and developing some method of generating inquiries. This will, in most cases,
automatically lead to changes in products and services.
There are going to be many winners and losers. However many companies will
“freeze in the headlights” of global change or will hunker down and continue to
use the same strategies with the hope that we will
somehow return to the good old days. Those that
take advantage of the new market opportunities
being created will be the winners.
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POINT

Do you really need
a special-purpose machine?
W
hen you consider the progress in machining
technology, you might wonder if the special-purpose
machine has seen its day.
Not quite yet, but sooner rather than later.
The characteristics of the machining centre today
greatly broadens its scope, allowing it to work with tooling
and fixturing that only a few years ago would not be
considered likely. Gear-cutting, mill-turning, full five-axis
simultaneous machining for contouring, and NC feed-out
tooling for turning operations allow the machining centre
to be effectively assigned many more tasks than milling,
drilling, tapping, and reaming.
This new range of options is made possible by
machining centres designed and built from a clean sheet
of paper with the operations in mind. They feature very stiff
structure to assure volumetric accuracy under load, ample
horsepower and torque, and full five-axis simultaneous
machining.
Particularly in the automotive machining arena, special
machines have been designed to take on special purposes
that standard machines were not designed or equipped to
accomplish. But the machining centre, perhaps with roots
in the horizontal boring mill, has developed to the point
where it can take on most of the tasks for which special
machines were called upon.

Heller, in cooperation with Sandvik and train builder
Voigt, has developed a process to produce large bevel
gears on a Heller five-axis HMC. With this process, Voigt can
avoid the need to purchase a special-purpose machine — a
hobber — and apply the machining center to low-volume
production of the gears, achieving all the quality required.
What’s more, the machining centre can be tasked with
other assignments as the need arises.
Considering turning operations, a machining centre,
equipped with an NC feedout axis, driven by the machine
control through the spindle, can accomplish what used to
require a special boring spindle with fixed tooling: creating
precision bores, such as those in an engine block or pump
housing.
This new machining strategy enables the user to
perform two or more different machining processes on the
same machining centre in a single setup, including facing,
grooving, milling, as well as boring. In a recent application,
the results have been a 50% reduction in net machining
time, reduced tooling cost, and an increase in process
dependability.
Again, with innovative tooling in a highly rigid
machine, many different operations can be included in a
single setup. The right machining centre is more flexible
than ever.

Particularly in the automotive machining arena, special machines
have been designed to take on special purposes that standard machines
were not designed or equipped to accomplish
And machining centers can be reprogrammed or
re-purposed for new assignments as part designs change or
volumes ramp up or down.
A flexible machining-center solution also offers the
advantage in many cases of a lower initial cost than
special machines. With machining centers, manufacturers
can enjoy more capability for a similar investment in
special machines — but with the flexibility of reprogramming
or retooling and re-purposing. For example, Heller
today is retooling several automotive manufacturing
systems that include customer machining centers from
earlier programs, not all of which are Heller machines.
Although machining centres are likely to be assigned
operations on prismatic parts, they can now perform
operations on round parts such as gears, completing
the machining in one setup. Key to this new range of
assignments is full five-axis simultaneous machining by a
highly dynamic, rigid machining center.

The potential cost benefit to manufacturers is large.
Combine 95% or greater spindle uptime with the ability to
perform all necessary operations in one fixture, eliminating
mid-cycle part handling, and you can dramatically reduce the
cost of each workpiece while increasing the quality of the
work and throughput rates. And should part details change or
part volumes adjust, the machining centres can respond in a
very short time.
The advantages are compelling. So much so that
re-thinking the process on existing production parts could
justify an investment in high-capability machining centers,
using fewer machines to deliver the production than may
be the case currently, while positioning the factory floor to
successfully take on the challenges ahead.
But the keystone is the machining centre. It must
combine high dynamic stiffness and a high-torque
spindle with full five-axis capability for complex,
difficult-to-machine parts in a single setup.

This is the viewpoint of Vincent Trampus, Vice President, Heller Machine Tools.
This article was first published in the Manufacturing Engineering.
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New 7000 series inserts
for stainless steel turning
A
dvancements in component material technology
means that cutting tool suppliers have an ever
increasing responsibility of being able to supply tools
that can efficiently cut new materials. This responsibility
is even more apparent when supplying tools for turning
stainless steels.

Stainless steel challenge
The new 7000 series, MC7015, MC7025 and MP7035
have been designed to be an easy-to-choose selection of
grades and chip breakers. Such is the variance in the
properties and machinability of stainless steels, different
tool grades matched with a suitable chipbreaker is essential
to achieve reliable high volume, unmanned production.
A “one grade and breaker suits all” solution is no longer the
best way to realise the high rates of efficiency needed for
todays demanding production environment.
Three choices
● MC7015 is a multi layer CVD coated grade with a
smooth cutting edge to prevent chip welding during
higher speed, lighter cutting applications.
● MC7025 also has a multi-layer CVD coating, together
with an optimised substrate that displays excellent
plastic deformation properties. This combination of
coating and substrate makes it ideal for a wide range
of medium cutting applications.
● MP7035 is manufactured with a PVD coating for
prevention of chip welding and a substrate specialised
in thermal shock and fracture resistance. These
properties make it the first choice for interrupted
cutting and rough machining.
Easy chipbreaker selection
A user friendly and easy to use range of chipbreaker
geometries is employed across all 3 grades.
LM breaker for light cutting provides a sharp cutting edge
to drastically reduce burrs but is optimised using different
rake angles around the cutting edge to also provide the
necessary strength. This provides increased quality on finished
components.
MM breaker for the medium range of cutting has an ideal

LM breaker for light cutting
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cutting edge land
geometry configured using the latest
simulation analysis. This has ensured control over plastic
deformation that in turn leads to longer tool life and reduces
the number of tool offset compensations needed during the
life of a cutting edge.
The RM breaker for rough cutting needs a very stable
edge to withstand the high forces during rough and
interrupted cutting. Stability is achieved by using different
rake angles for the nose and flank and also has specially
optimised-forstrength edge honing. The end result provides
less machine down time for increased levels of
productivity.
In addition, 2 sub-breakers, GM and MA are included
as a secondary selection between the main LM and MM
breakers where fine tuning of performance and productivity
may be needed.
MC7015, MC7025 and MP7035 are available in a
wide range of negative geometries from CNMG through to
WNMG types.

MM breaker for medium cutting

March 2013

RM breaker for rough cutting

Smart miracle coating - New technologies
at the forefront of design
The first choice end mill for stainless steel,
titanium alloy and inconel machining
The latest development of the original and highly
successful Miracle coating is called Smart Miracle.
This series of end mills have been treated with a newly
developed (Al, Cr) N group coating that delivers
substantially better wear resistance. The surface of the
coating has been given a smoothening treatment
resulting in better machined surfaces, reduced
cutting resistance and improved chip discharge. This is the
next generation of coated end mills that delivers long tool life
and is the first choice when machining stainless steels,
titanium alloys, Inconel and other difficult-to-cut materials.
Zero-μ surface
With the Zero-μ Surface, the cutting edge retains its
sharpness. While previous technologies often resulted in
diminished sharpness, the Zero-μ surface achieves both
smoothness and sharpness, as well as longer tool life.
Improved gash shape
In addition to employing a conventional two-stage gash,
the bottom of the gash has been rounded to avoid the
concentration of stresses, thereby improving fracture
resistance. Additionally, an optimized pocket size helps
improve chip discharge performance.
Types
Three new Smart Miracle end mills are now available.
The first of the series to be launched are VQMHV, VQMHVRB
and VQMHZV types.
● VQMHV type:
4 flute, 		
medium cut
length with
variable helix
at 37 and
40 degrees
● VQMHVRB type:
4 flute, medium
length radius
type with
variable helix
at 37 and
40 degrees
● VQMHZV type:
3 flute, medium
cut length, for slotting with variable helix at 43.5, 45
and 46.5 degrees
Vox cutters for cast iron - Series expansion
The Vox range of cutters has recently been expanded to
include a super fine pitch series, from Ø63 – Ø250mm.
Also added is a new insert in the tough and reliable VP15TF
grade in the standard VOX geometry SONX1206PER.
Furthermore, a new wiper insert WOEX1206PER5C is now
also available in VP15TF.
Edge style insert cutter for cast iron
The VOX400 face mill has primarily been designed with
overall stability in mind, enabling it to cover a wide range of
cast iron milling applications.
The design of the side-on or vertical insert allows the
cutting forces to be absorbed through the whole length of the

insert instead of through
the far thinner face to face
dimension.
This absorption of
cutting forces has
several knock on benefits
for increased efficiency and
versatility. It enables the
maximum depth of cut to be greatly increased compared to
conventional cutters.
Fairly large depths of cut can also be achieved with
standard methods, but this usually results in instability
caused by vibration and lack of rigidity that compromises
both component quality and tool life of the inserts. This
example of extra depth of cut was seen to be beneficial when
machining a customers’ cast iron (GG40) press mould base,
where the usual 5mm depth of cut could be doubled to
10mm at a cutting speed of 230 m/min with a table feed
rate of 2050mm.
In addition to the efficiency savings due to the increased
stability, the new SONX type inserts also boast 8 cutting
edges compared to the usual 4 typically found on vertical
type inserts. The increased number of usable edges obviously
provides benefits in economy, but in synergy with the convex
geometry of the actual cutting edge and the shaped face
relief, they also offer valuable reductions in cycle times with
an efficient cutting action. The clamping of the insert itself
is done with a single screw and provides easy usability. The
extremely smooth surface provided by the Black super smooth
coating technology in conjunction with the newly developed
CVD coated carbide grade MC5020 helps prevent the
problems with welding that are common when machining
cast iron.
The Vox series of cutters are available in fine, extra fine or
coarse pitch types from Ø63 ~ Ø250mm.
Multitrade Distributors: The company provides machining /
production tooling requirements for the metalworking
industry and are agents for international manufacturers
Mitsubishi Materials cutting tools, Arno Alu inserts for
aluminium machining, Ssangyong Ceramics ceramic inserts,
NT Tool Corp machining centre holders, Kintek shrink fit
chucks, toolholders for CNC lathes, turning tools, HSK holders
and toolholders and milling cutters with indexable inserts and
D’Andrea accessories such as facing and boring heads,
modular and mono-block toolholder and boring systems.
Multitrade Distributors also distributes the Komet Group
range of modular tooling systems and metal cutting tools.
For further information contact Multitrade Distributors
on TEL: 011 453 8034
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Somta Tools

launches expanded
carbide tooling facility
At a ceremony, held in January, Somta Tools
officially opened its expanded carbide tooling
facility at its factory in Pietermaritzburg,
Kwa-Zulu Natal where the company has been
since its establishment in 1954. The event
was attended by customers from around
South Africa.

A

t a ceremony, held in January, Somta Tools officially
opened its expanded carbide tooling facility at its factory
in Pietermaritzburg, Kwa-Zulu Natal where the company
has been since its establishment in 1954. The event was
attended by customers from around South Africa.
Given that there is no other facility on the African continent
that boasts the combined manufacturing, measuring, coating
and testing capabilities contained in Somta’s expanded carbide facility, the opening ceremony was not only significant for
Somta Tools and its customers, but is a boost for South African
manufacturing which has been struggling to stay competitive. The quality and uniqueness of the tooling produced from
this facility is winning contracts in Germany, Italy and other
European countries. In the South African market, the company’s tools are outperforming many of the leading international
brands and creating the rare ability for users of this tooling to
buy local whilst still improving their performance and productivity and reducing costs.
In this expansion, Somta Tools have not only quadrupled
their capacity, but have created space for further growth in
years to come. The expansion was funded in partnership with
the IDC who were in attendance to officially open the facility.
More on the expansion

Richard McElligot, one of Somta’s non-executive directors
and Walter Mkhize, from the IDC cutting the ribbon to
officially open Somta Tools’ expanded carbide tooling facility
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Since 1954, Somta’s core business has been the manufacture of high quality HSS cutting tools. Now complemented
with cutting edge expertise from its international research
and development partners, who have decades of design and
development experience in the solid carbide tooling industry,
Somta is developing a number of innovative ranges, of high
performance, leading edge, carbide cutting tools, to meet, and
exceed international standards.
To achieve this, Somta has invested over R10 million this
year alone on state-of-the art CNC equipment, which has seen
the company quadruple its carbide tool manufacturing capacity,
thereby improving delivery times. Included in this investment is
a Walter Helicheck Basic 3, for non-contact complete measurement of rotationally symmetrical precision tools with complex
geometry, which significantly improves quality and inspection
procedures as well as seven other machines with a further
three to be added by the end of March.
To accommodate these new machines and allow space
for further expansion, the carbide production facility has been
extended from one hundred and thirty square meters, to four
hundred and eighteen square meters. This expansion will allow
for a dedicated test and training facility which includes the
addition of a Haas VF-3YT CNC vertical machining centre, to
test, run and enhance current and new tool designs, as well as
for training purposes.
High performance product offering
To compete with and out-perform the best in the world, the
company has used the best the world has to offer in carbide
material, coatings and unique, patent pending geometries.
Substantial research has been done to determine how various
combinations of these three factors impact on a wide range of
applications and material types, in order to deliver outstanding
performance in each case.
This effort has resulted in a range of high performance tooling focussed on drilling and milling. Deserving special mention
are the company’s ranges designed for hard steel applications
(tested up to 60 HRC) as well as Somta’s new multipurpose

“Vari-Style” end mill –“VariCut”, both
of which have new patent pending tool
designs. The VariCut’s unique design
uses a new core form and reinforced
end geometry with unequal flute
spacing which enables it to remove
the most amount of material in the
least amount of time with an excellent
surface finish.
VariCut is available in corner
chamfer or corner radius designs
and a neck can be added according
to customer request. It is effective in
the widest range of materials
including cast irons, carbon alloys,
stainless steels, titanium and high
temperature alloys. On stainless or
titanium it will match or outperform
any other four flute “Vari-style” end
mill in the market, says Somta.
Other tools in the high
performance range include four
different roughing end mill ranges,
tooling for aluminium as well as
high performance drills, which are
making substantial inroads into the
performance demanding automotive
industry.

●

●

Short lead times when
compared with much tooling
that has to be sent overseas
for regrind and coating.
Ability to guarantee regrind
accuracy through its 		
“Helicheck” optical
measuring system – the
only one of its kind in
South Africa.

R&D Centre for customers benefit
Somta now offers its customers an
additional value adding benefit – the
ability to utilise the company’s state
of the art R&D facility to find solutions
to difficult machining applications
or material types. Somta is able to
simulate the production conditions so
that their customers no longer have to
break into critical production lines to
conduct testing. Already, the
company is partnering with several of
its customers to find solutions to some
of their machining challenges.
Included in the expansion is the installation
Somta has commenced with the
of seven CNC machines with a further three
running of regular open days in order
to be added by the end of March
to share this exciting development
with its customers, and help
Regrinds
familiarise them with the company’s capabilities. Somta would
As a critical component of the company’s service
like to extend an invitation to all their current and potential
commitment, Somta offers a full regrind facility to enable
customers to make use of this opportunity and attend one of
its customers to get maximum life out of their tooling.
these days. A full factory tour of the high speed steel factory is
The company says it excels over its competitors in this regard
followed by a carbide tour, and a demonstration of their new
due to the following factors:
tools working in the R&D department.
● The coating plant is part of the carbide facility and
To attend one of these days please contact your local
thus coating can be done overnight where urgent.
sales representative or Somta’s Johannesburg sales office
● Minimal cobalt leaching.
on TEL: 011 390 8700

New bus, truck, taxi and component plants
on the cards for South Africa, says Tisa

G

overnment was in talks with a number of vehicle and
component manufacturers looking to establish plants
in South Africa, said Trade & Investment South Africa
(Tisa) investment promotion and facilitation deputy director
Sake van der Wal.
Tisa is a division of the Department of Trade and
Industry.
Speaking to Engineering News Online on the sidelines
of an Indian component manufacturers conference, held
in Tshwane, Van der Wal said an existing truck importer,
as well as a bus importer were both investigating the
possibility of establishing local assembly plants in
South Africa.
These manufacturers were hoping to take advantage of
a new government incentive programme to promote the local
assembly of buses and trucks.
A third plant could possibly be set up by an existing
vehicle importer mulling the assembly of minibus taxis in
South Africa.

One of the final projects on the horizon was a long-awaited
multi-model assembly plant, proposed for East London,
where several vehicle brands could be assembled in low
volumes.
“We have made very positive progress in our engagement
on the East London plant,” said Van der Wal.
The plant would cater for the assembly of cars, minibuses
and bakkies and could accommodate a maximum of six
brands.
A multi-model plant could provide newcomer Asian
vehicle brands and low-selling brands with a soft landing in
South Africa’s manufacturing industry.
The proposed plant was based on a model where a
variety of vehicle brands and models could be built using
the same assembly facilities, such as the paint shop,
body shop, and trim and assembly lines.
Van der Wal said five multinational component
manufacturers were also looking at setting up shop in
Gauteng, Durban and/or Port Elizabeth.
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Yaskawa Southern Africa (Pty) Limited launched

I

n May last year Yaskawa, a world-leading manufacturer of
industrial robots, machine controllers, servo and inverter
products announced the acquisition of the majority of the
shares in Robotic Systems (Pty) Limited, headquarted in
Johannesburg, Gauteng. Yaskawa and Robotic Systems have
worked together on the basis of a supplier/distributor
partnership since 1991.
The Yaskawa Southern Africa company was launched
recently with local clients and dignitaries from Europe and
Japan attending the function.
“Robotic Systems, with an installed base of over 1 000
industrial robots, is a market leader in the segment for robot

Kurt Rosenberg, Sales Director,Yaskawa Southern Africa,
Manfred Stern, President and COO Yaskawa Europe GmbH,
Koichi Takamiya, Chairman / CEO / Regional Head Yaskawa
Europe GmbH, Terry Rosenberg, Managing Director Yaskawa
Southern Africa and Sonohara Yoshimitsu, General Manager,
Business Planning Yaskawa Europe GmbH

systems in South Africa,” said Terry Rosenberg, Managing
Director of Yaskawa Southern Africa.
“We have also represented Motoman Robotics, a wholly
owned subsidiary of Yaskawa Electric Corporation, since
inception of the company. Motoman offers both general
purpose and application-specific robots for a wide range of
applications, including arc welding, assembly, coating,
dispensing, material cutting, material handling, material
removal and spot welding,” continued Terry Rosenberg.
“Yaskawa Southern Africa will closely cooperate and
strengthen the alliance with Varispeed, our long-standing
partner in South Africa for our servo and inverter product lines.
Together we will offer synergies to our customers by utilising
the whole Yaskawa product offering both from the robotics
division and the drives and motion division,” said Manfred
Stern, President of Yaskawa Europe GmbH.
Yaskawa Europe acquisition of Vipa
Yaskawa have also announced the acquisition of German
manufacturer Vipa, an international company serving
customers in 59 countries worldwide through an extensive
network of solution partners, representative offices and
affiliates.
“With the integration of Vipa into the organization, Yaskawa
is implementing its plan to complete its product portfolio with a
view to becoming a ‘Total Solution Provider’. A combination
of Vipa’s product portfolio of PLCs, I/O modules and HMI,
with Yaskawa’s inverter, AC servo and robot product lines, will
enable Yaskawa to offer a comprehensive automation solution
portfolio for a diverse set of markets,” said Manfred Stern.
For further details contact Yaskawa Southern Africa
TEL: 011 608 3182

Suzlon starts construction on 138 MW wind farm
in South Africa, its first project in the country

S

uzlon Group has announced the receipt of Notice to
Proceed to commence construction of the Cookhouse
Wind Energy Facility located in the Eastern Cape Province
of South Africa. Suzlon will supply 66 s.88 2.1 MW turbines to
the project.
The Cookhouse Wind Farm is the largest renewable energy
project selected during Round One of the Department of
Energy’s Renewable Energy Independent Power Producers
Procurement Programme. Financial Closure was achieved in
late December 2012 with construction commencing in
January 2013.
The Cookhouse Wind Farm was developed in
partnership with African Clean Energy Developments (ACED),
a South African based renewable energy project developer
owned jointly by African Infrastructure Investment Managers
(a company held by Old Mutual Investment Group - South Africa
- and Macquarie Capital) and AFPOC Limited.
“The financial closure of the Cookhouse project marks the
commencement of our aspirations for South Africa. This project
will not only deliver clean energy but also create many decent
and sustainable ‘green’ jobs. The leadership of the country has
laid down the foundation for the development of a green future
and we are proud to be leading the way” Mr Tulsi Tanti, founder,
Chairman of the Suzlon Group said.
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Equity for the project will be provided by AFPOC Limited,
African Infrastructure Investment Fund 2 Partnership, African
Infrastructure Investment Fund 2 (Mauritius), Apollo Investment
Partnership II, Old Mutual Life Assurance Company (South Africa)
Limited and the Cookhouse Wind Farm Community Trust.
The Cookhouse Wind Farm Community Trust holds
25 per cent equity in the project, foreseeing significant yield
from the project, in addition to socio-economic development
in the local communities. Local communities of Cookhouse,
Bedford and Somerset East will be beneficiaries of the trust.
For further details contact Daya Coetzee TEL: 011 447 7241

MAN looks to source more parts
in South Africa as new legislation looms
MAN Truck & Bus South Africa (SA) has kick started a project to increase
the local content on its South African assembled buses and trucks.

“W

e have identified components that can potentially
be deleted from the completely knock-down
(CKD) kits we receive from Germany,” says MAN
Truck & Bus SA group manager procurement Dave Khaled.
“We are working with local parts suppliers to increase our
local content.”
MAN Truck & Bus SA manufactures bus bodies at its
Olifantsfontein plant in Gauteng, with both the bus and truck
chassis’ assembled at a facility in KwaZulu-Natal.
Current local content is between 10% and 15% on trucks,
by value, and includes components such as tyres, certain
exhaust parts, air cleaners, bracketry and the fifth wheel.
The target is to increase this in any way possible, says Khaled.
On buses, local content is somewhat higher, as the bus
body sports 80%-plus local content – the minimum required by
current legislation for government and municipal tenders. The
bus body includes parts such as the dashboard console, glass,
seats, roof, body shell and flooring.
For the more mechanically intricate bus chassis, local
content is between 5% and 7%, with 10% the target in the short
term, says Khaled.
While imperatives such as job creation and being a good
corporate citizen are driving the MAN initiative, he adds, more
pending changes in legislation is also a powerful motivator.
MAN Truck & Bus SA senior product manager Livingstone
Mulaudzi says indications are that the definition for the term

‘CKD’ in the truck and bus industry will change in South Africa
by 2017. These changes will render MAN SA, if it continues
operating as it does at the moment, a semi-knockdown truck
assembler, and no longer a CKD assembler. This will have
negative implications on the import duties payable on the kits
the company receives from its German parent company.
It is also believed that legislation will demand 10% local
content as a starting point on bus chassis by 2013/14, adds
Khaled.
“We want to be a CKD assembler,” says Mulaudzi.
“We want to be ready for any changes in legislation affecting
the truck and bus industry.”
One MAN localisation project already well on its way is
a new joint venture between the company and ZF Sachs
South Africa for the assembly of local clutch kits for the
aftermarket. These kits can possibly also be funnelled into the
KwaZulu-Natal original-equipment assembly line, says Khaled.
Other projects showing potential include developing
South African-made propshafts, truck and bus drivers’ seats,
air receivers, fuel tanks, glass products, chassis hang-on parts,
as well as a programme to trim truck cabs locally.
Challenges in sourcing more bus and truck parts locally
are numerous, however, adds Khaled. Finding high-quality
products can be difficult, while bus and truck assembly
volumes in South Africa are also low, which erases the
cost advantages provided by large-scale operations.

More than 500 internationally accredited,
government certified toolmakers set to become
available in 2014

T

he South African manufacturing sector will receive a huge
boost from July 2014 when more than 500 toolmakers,
with an internationally accredited, government certified
toolmaking qualification, become available to the sector. The
manufacturing and the supporting tool, die and mould-making
industries are currently struggling with serious skills shortages.
Addressing the annual general meeting of the Toolmaking
Association of South Africa (TASA) Gauteng in Midrand, the
outgoing chairperson, Mr Ron MacLarty said 213
apprentices are currently being trained as part of the TDM
Powered Foundation Phase and Apprenticeship Programmes.
“Through the efforts of the National Tooling Initiative
Programme (NTIP), a wholly owned TASA company, an
additional 332 apprentices will start with training in
April 2013. This brings the total number of apprentices
in class in Gauteng in 2013 to 545 and nationally to over
1200. Direct funding expended on the TDM Powered Skills
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Development Programme to date is R110 million.” MacLarty
said.
“All the TDM Powered apprentices were placed with
companies for “On the Job” training in 2012. The feedback
from companies has been very positive. By all accounts the
apprentices are on the whole high potential candidates. The
year on year retention rate is in excess of 80% which is well
above the international standard.”
At the same meeting the national chairperson of the
Toolmaking Association of South Africa, Mr Bob Williamson
said more than six thousand jobs in the local manufacturing
and tool die and mould-making industries are currently unfilled
due to a lack of skills. He said quality training is crucial to
fill these posts as a single toolmaker can create up to
28 sustainable downstream jobs. He welcomed the
Masters Artisan phase, which will be introduced as the
next phase of the TDM Powered Programme.

The new Haas GR 712 gantry router that Pegasus Steel has purchased. The company now offers quality
chamfering/bevelling and surface facing of plate as well as being able to add grooves, holes, threading and slots to plate

Pegasus Steel adds Haas GR 712 gantry
router to increase production and quality

P

retty much every service centre processing sheet and
plate looks for process flexibility from the machine
tools it selects. These companies need to be process
agile because of the nature of the work they do for their clients.
Service centres such as Pegasus Steel tend to be
creative in ways that help streamline the metalworking process
to maximise productive machining time and minimise costly
non-productive time. I visited Pegasus Steel’s manufacturing
plant in Greenhills, Germiston, Gauteng, to find out how it has
changed to reflect its manufacturing realities.
Pegasus Steel is a one-stop 24-hour steel working service
centre capable of processing more than 2 500 tons of steel
per month and specialising in CNC laser cutting, high definition
plasma cutting, CNC bending, CNC oxyfuel cutting, CNC
punching, guillotine cutting, rolling and fabrication.
The company has been successful in implementing
numerous techniques to increase throughput and reduce cost
while maintaining quality. However the company found out
that it still had shortcomings in the chamfering/bevelling
department where, for example, welding preparation is needed.
The company addressed the situation when they took delivery
of a Haas GR 712 gantry router in December last year.
“We offer chamfering and bevelling as standard when
cutting plate but the quality did not meet the requirements of
certain clients. To overcome this disadvantage we reverted to
manual labour by using a nibbler but, this was very time
consuming,” said Alex Russell, joint owner of Pegasus Steel.
“Often these jobs are short notice, short delivery and on
short margin. Short lead-time has become a necessity for
business survival these days. It’s necessary to manufacture
efficiently to have a chance of getting the job in the first place.
We also work to the principle of trying to do everything, where
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possible, in house. Once in house, making good parts in ways
that make the shop money becomes job one.”
“Our search led us to Haas and they came up with the
solution of their gantry router.”
“The machine has a relatively large bed size
3680 x 2160mm and a Z Axis of 280mm, so we can
accommodate some large plate. The components are first
laser, plasma or oxyfuel cut to specification and then
transferred to the Haas for chamfering/bevelling.”
“One example of how we have taken advantage of the
machine is a client that needed 200 base beam leg brackets
bevelled. The plates are 10mm S355JR carbon steel. What was
taking us six to seven minutes per component is now only
taking 28 seconds.”
“Another advantage the machine has given us is that we
can now offer surface facing of plate, as well as add grooves,
holes and slots. On the drilling side we will also be able to add
thread.”
“I can’t say that this is a unique solution that we have come
up with but what it has done is given more opportunities to add
additional beneficiation to a component, which saves a client
time and money.”
Simulation and verify
“We have also purchased a HAAS Control Panel Simulator,
the same one that comes standard with the machine. This
allows our programmers to set up a simulation and verifying
through the CAM software before downloading to the machine
via a USB port. Running the simulator lets the programmer
visually verify the complete setup with a display of the solid
model of the workpieces themselves. This is also used for
in-house training on the machine.”

One example of how
Pegasus Steel has
taken advantage of the
Haas machine is a
client that needed
200 base beam
leg brackets bevelled.
The plates are 10mm
S355JR carbon steel.
What was taking the
company six to
seven minutes per
component is now
only taking 28 seconds

Simulation
and verify
“We have also
purchased a separate
15” colour LCD
monitor, the same one that comes standard with the machine.
This allows our programmers to set up a simulation and
verifying through the CAM software before downloading to the
machine via a USB port. Running the simulator lets the
programmer visually verify the complete setup with a display of
the solid model of the workpieces themselves.”
Established in 1995 by Tony Deering and Alex Russell,
Pegasus Steel offers professional steel processing services,
working with sheet and plate in carbon steel, stainless steel
and aluminium. Sophisticated precision-calibrated cutting and
forming technology is utilised for large-format to small-format
projects, and everywhere in between.

The 6 800 m² factory area of Pegasus Steel houses two
Trumpf 5kW laser cutters, one with a 6m x 2m cutting bed, a
Trumpf 6kW laser cutter with a 3m x 1.5m cutting bed, three
Messer OmniMat high-definition plasma cutters, two dry plasma
cutters, six Oxyfuel profile cutters, a CNC punch press, four CNC
press brakes, two conventional press brakes, two NC saws and
four plate rolls.
Pegasus Steel’s full in-house CAD facilities are available
to assist customers with drawings, or to nest items to ensure
cost-efficiency. The ability to rotate the part or assembly to any
angle and zoom in on even the most minute detail assures
correct results first time, every time. Pegasus makes use of
SigmaNEST.
For further details contact Pegasus Steel on
TEL: 011 842 0900
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Japan proposes high-speed
South African railway link

J

apan has joined Germany, China and France in bidding
to build a R157 billion ($18 billion) high-speed rail link
between South Africa’s eastern port city of Durban and
Johannesburg, the country’s commercial hub.
Funding models include partnerships between government
and private business, with a combination of yen loans and
equity, Yoshimasa Sakon of Japan International Consultants
for Transportation Co., told officials from government, the
construction industry and business in Durban. The railway will
be built in two phases, with completion in 2025, according
to Sakon’s pre-feasibility presentation made on behalf of the
state-owned Japan External Trade Organisation.
In the national budget last year, the Finance Ministry
lists R3.2 trillion of infrastructure projects it is considering
implementing by 2020, including R300 billion for a high-speed
railway, to boost economic growth and create jobs for the one
in four South Africans who are unemployed.
In South Africa, “currently only 7% of passenger and
freight transport is by rail,” Sakon said. The study proposes
that the first phase, between King Shaka Airport, north of
Durban, Durban and Pietermaritzburg, 80 kilometers inland,
be completed by 2020, he said. The second phase to
Johannesburg would be completed by 2025 at a total

cost of R157 billion, he said.
South Africa wants to increase the amount of goods and
passengers transported by rail to 80% by 2025, Ruth Bhengu,
chairwoman of the government’s portfolio committee on
transport, said in an interview after the presentation.
‘Economic Heartbeat’
The committee visited France, Germany, China and Japan
to assess their transportation systems, Bhengu said. One of
the conditions of foreign investment in the project would be the
creation of local manufacturing hubs to supply the rolling stock
and rail components, she said.
“We define transport as the heartbeat of economic
development,” Bhengu said. “We must use transport to
develop social standards, to make the movement of people
nd goods easy and to make trading with South Africa easy.”
The trains would be able to transport 48 shipping
containers, known as TEUs, of 160 kilometers per hour
and 600 passengers at 300 kilometers per hour, Sakon
said.
“Passengers would travel between Johannesburg and
Durban during the day, and freight would be transported at
night,” he said.

Image: With the development of a R160 billion high-speed rail route, based on Japan’s Shinkansen rail, the volume could reach between
2.5 million and 4.2 million tons a year. The Tokaido Shinkansen – Japan’s high-speed train did 360 kilometres in 95 minutes
and reached a top speed of 270 kms/hr when I travelled on it
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Dwindling competitiveness to blame
for South Africa’s poor exports

S

outh African policy makers have been quick to pin the
blame for South Africa’s poor export performance
on the recession in Europe, but the dwindling
competitiveness of the local manufacturing sector may be
more to blame.
South Africa’s exports to Germany, one of its largest
trading partners, fell by 13% between January and November
last year, a decline to R34,6 billion from the R39,8 billion
achieved in 2011, according to SA Revenue Service data.
But over the same period last year, Germany’s total imports
increased by 2%, according to its official statistics.
This suggests that South African-specific factors were
to blame for the sharp drop in its exports to Germany,
says Andreas Künne, who heads the German embassy’s
department for economic and global issues.
“You have soaring electricity costs, your infrastructure
is ageing and your skills base is not improving the way it
should,” Künne told local manufacturers at Stellenbosch
University’s fifth International Conference on Competitive
Manufacturing in January. “Also, if you look at the labour
cost per unit in South Africa, you will find it has increased
by 134% since 1994. In Europe, this figure over the same
period actually decreased, because of improvements in
productivity.”
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In 2012, South Africa’s manufacturing growth averaged a
mere 2% (compared with 2,6% in 2011 and 5% in 2010) while
export growth for the first 11 months was only 3% up on 2011.
Though this is not surprising, given global weakness and a
multitude of domestic constraints, the upshot is that export
volumes are still trailing 13% below their 2008 peak.
SA Chamber of Commerce & Industry CE Neren Rau
says a mix of factors is to blame. While he agrees that the
most significant has been South Africa’s loss of price
competitiveness, he feels the global slowdown and the
past performance of the rand have also played a role.
Manufacturing Circle CE Coenraad Bezuidenhout says
there is no question that the competitiveness of SA
manufacturers is being undermined and margins are being
squeezed. He, too, blames the past performance of the
currency, but also rapid, bunched-up administered price rises
and the fact that labour cost increases have outpaced gains
in productivity.
The manufacturing lobby group is calling on national
treasury to undertake a fiscal review to ensure that the way
South Africa finances the expansion and maintenance of
infrastructure contains cost increases for users.
It also wants industrial customers to be afforded industrial
policy incentives to compensate them for the rapid escalation
in electricity prices, since this “poses a severe threat to cost
competitiveness, and ultimately employment, in the sector”.
At the same time it has warned that a myopic approach
to sectoral labour disputes and protracted and violent strikes
could render manufacturing vulnerable to further job losses.
Rau says the biggest risks to South Africa’s manufacturing
competitiveness are labour issues and electricity price
increases. He notes that multinational firms operating in
South Africa benchmark their performance and cost
structures against their operations in other countries.
“Global shareholders aren’t in business for social reasons.
This is a business fundamental not appreciated in South Africa
by many government leaders,” he says. “To think that investors
will keep on investing in South Africa no matter what is just
foolish.”
Manufacturing has shed 300,000 jobs since 2008.
Despite adding about 3000 jobs in the final quarter of 2012,
(during which the sector grew by an annualised 6,6% quarter
on quarter compared with just 0,5% in the third quarter), the
sector’s employment prospects remain bleak.
Most telling is that the employment subindex of the
Kagiso purchasing managers’ index has remained anchored
in negative territory for more than four quarters (on a quarterly
average basis), suggesting that most manufacturing firms are
not willing to hire new workers.
On a more positive note, there are signs of an uptick in
global manufacturing conditions as well as in domestic sales
and business activity.
In addition, production capacity utilisation by large
manufacturers jumped to 83,8% in the final quarter of 2012 a level that would normally signal a rise in investment
activity. Moreover, South African exports to Southern Africa
were up 26,2% in the first eight months of last year.
Economists are hopeful that ongoing expansion of South African
business activity to the region and increased infrastructural
investment will help raise manufacturing activity this year.

DTI names more products affected by local-content regulations

T

he Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) announced
that valves, manual and pneumatic actuators, electrical
and telecommunications cables, as well as solar water
heater components had been designated for local production
and as requiring specified local content levels in the public
sector procurement system.
Trade and Industry Minister Dr Rob Davies signed the
necessary authorisation in terms of his powers under the
amended Preferential Procurement Policy Framework Act
(PPPFA) regulations.
The National Treasury would, in due course, circulate the
instruction notes which would regulate the environment within
which government departments and public entities procured
designated products. The instruction notes would have
specified minimum local content thresholds.
Sectors already designated for local production with
minimum local content thresholds were rail rolling stock, power
pylons, bus bodies, canned or processed vegetables, certain
pharmaceutical products, furniture products, and the textile,
clothing, leather and footwear sector.
Public procurement was one of the key industrial levers in
the Industrial Policy Action Plan (IPAP).
The amended PPPFA regulations, which came into effect on
December 7, 2011, empower the Trade and Industry Minister
to designate industries, sectors and subsectors for local
procurement at specified levels of local content.
The designation policy instrument was one of a suite of
policy levers designed to maximise support for domestic

manufacturing. The others are the Competitive Supplier
Development Programme, which is led by the Department of
Public Enterprises and governs the procurement programmes
of State-owned companies, and the National Industrial
Participation Programme (NIPP).
This instrument obliged overseas companies, which won
tenders valued at more than $10 million to provide ‘offset’
obligations through investments in the domestic economy.
At the end of 2012, Cabinet signed off on a set of policies
which tightened the NIPP framework, closed existing loopholes
and aligned the policy with other public procurement instruments.
Details of these provisions would be made public when the
new regulations were signed off by Davies.
The DTI was confident that local production of designated
products would help stimulate aggregate demand and
strengthen support for the domestic manufacturing sector.
In so doing, the deployment of procurement policy levers
was an added incentive for foreign direct investment in the
production sectors of the economy.
“In the year ahead, the DTI will significantly scale up
designations and other procurement policy levers in support
of domestic manufacturing. This will be done at the same time
as the department deploys a range of other supportive and
interlocking instruments to raise the competitiveness of
South Africa’s manufacturers. This will be done in close
collaboration with business and labour,” said Davies.
Further detail of these measures would be set out in the
2013 IPAP, which would be launched in April.
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New empowered rail group emerges as
M&R sells Union Carriage & Wagon

A

consortium led by South Africa’s State-owned Industrial
Development Corporation (IDC) and black-economic
empowered Commuter Transport Engineering (CTE)
has acquired Union Carriage & Wagon (UCW) from
Murray & Roberts (M&R) for an undisclosed amount.
CTE founder and CEO Patricia Norris told Engineering
News Online that the company entered a competitive
bidding process for UCW in October, when M&R indicated
that it planned to sell the company as part of broader
restructuring efforts.
The consortium, which besides CTE and the IDC also
includes the National Union of Metalworkers, management
and an employee trust, was shortlisted along with two other
bidders, before advancing to the exclusive-bidder stage late
last year.
Norris, who has worked in the rail engineering
environment since 1995 when she took up an executive
position at the then Transwerk, grew up in Cape Town and
completed her post-matric education in the UK. She founded
CTE, with IDC support, in 1999 when the then South Africa
Rail Commuter Corporation issued a tender for refurbishment
of rolling stock.
The CTE Touws River facility initially struggled, but later
found its feet and prior to the UCW acquisition the company
had expanded to employ 500 people across facilities in the
Western Cape and KwaZulu-Natal.
However, the UCW acquisition more than doubles the
company’s asset and employee base, with all 900 UCW staff
to be retained. Norris says the transaction also extends
CTE’s footprint nationally and materially expands its workshop
facilities to cover 58 ha in total.
Norris sees no immediate need to recapitalise these
facilities, which have recently completed assembly work for
Mitsui and for the Gautrain project.
Local content
The deal positions CTE and UCW for localisation workflow
that is expected to arise from the Passenger Rail Agency
of South Africa’s (Prasa’s) re-capitalisation plan, as well as
Transnet Freight Rail’s investment programme.
This localisation dimension has been underlined by the
IDC, with Abel Malinga, who is the development financier’s
mining and manufacturing industries head, arguing that
South Africa’s multibillion-rand infrastructure roll-out provides
a “window of opportunity for rejuvenating the country’s
industrial base”.
CTE has already established relations with Faiveley
Transport, of France, which is hoping to supply components
and systems to Gibela Rail Transportation – the Alstom-Actom
consortium that has been awarded a R51 billion contract
by Prasa to supply 3 600 passenger trains over a ten-year
period, from 2015.
But the new group’s intention is to remain independent
from any one original-equipment manufacturer in the hopes
of securing contracts from a range of rail companies
supplying product into the South African and African markets.
“We are excited about the future prospects of rail
infrastructure, manufacturing and engineering in South Africa,
as CTE and UCW are ideally positioned to take full advantage
of these prospects,” Norris enthuses.
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M&R restructuring
For M&R, the disposal is part of a strategic repositioning,
being led by CEO Henry Laas.
The JSE-listed group has already disposed of steel
producer Cisco and is expected to announce further sales
in the months ahead, with Hall Longmore, Much Asphalt,
M&R Building Products and Rocla likely to be affected.
Group communications executive Eduard Jardim says the
group, which is pursuing a ‘recovery and growth strategy’,
will unveil a comprehensive growth road map during March,
which will underline its core construction focus.
Jardim says that the group is also optimistic about the
future of the railways industry in South Africa, but that its
intention is to participate as a contractor rather than as an
equipment supplier and assembler.

Nissan SA
postpones new
pickup production
at Rosslyn plant

N

issan South Africa (SA) would not start production of
a new one-ton pick-up range in 2014, as the local arm
of the Japanese manufacturer had stated it would, in
September last year.
“Nissan can confirm that the development of the one-ton
pick-up truck allocated to Rosslyn plant, Pretoria has been
postponed,” Nissan SA spokesperson Veralda Schmidt told
Engineering News Online.
“The decision represents a normal part of our
programme-management process and it is not uncommon
for model schedules to change during the planning phase,
or a variety of business reasons,” she noted.
She said, however, that Nissan remained committed to
producing the new pick-up model at the Rosslyn plant.
“The sourcing process is expected to restart within the
next 12 months. We have no more detail to share at this
time.”
Nissan SA MD Mike Whitfield said in September last year
that NIssan has officially signed off on the Rosslyn plant as
a production hub for the new pick-up, in a project valued at
more than R1 billion.
“We need to grow the plant to the 100 000-unit-a-year
level now,” Whitfield said at the time.
The Nissan SA plant in 2011 produced 54 000 vehicles
– including the current NP200 half-ton bakkie, the Hardbody
one-ton pick-up and the Renault Sandero models – up from
25 000 units in 2008.
Whitfield said production volumes of the new one-ton
pick-up would include exports, especially into Africa, but
also other markets.

AIDC in R50 billion project
push to develop auto hub as
special economic zone
A 30-year, R50 billion concept project hopes to establish Rosslyn, Gauteng’s vehicle assembly
hub, as a special economic zone, said Automotive Industry Development Centre (AIDC)
CEO Barlow Manilal, speaking at an Indian component makers conference, held in Tshwane.

T

he project name for the development is Tshwane
Auto City.
The AIDC is a Gauteng Growth and Development
Agency subsidiary and is the organisation that would
implement the project.
Manilal told Engineering News that the aim of the
public–private Auto City project is to achieve economies of
scale, luring more original-equipment manufacturers (OEMs,
or vehicle makers) to Rosslyn, while also enabling an improved
business environment for those OEMs already there, by, for
example, providing a more efficient logistics network.
“Tshwane Auto City will be the biggest multi-OEM
development region in the country. This project is ambitious,
but with the vision and support of the City of Tshwane as a
principal driver of the concept, it is achievable,” said Manilal.
OEMs already active in Rosslyn are BMW South Africa (SA),
Nissan SA, Tata Trucks and UD Trucks, as well as a number of
local component suppliers, with a large percentage of these
housed in the Automotive Supplier Park, a dedicated
component supplier park, near the Nissan plant.
BMW SA and Nissan SA are the volume players on this
list, exporting their vehicles globally. BMW SA has already
upped production on the back of the January 2013
introduction of government’s Automotive Production and
Development Programme (APDP), which rewards volume
assembly, while Nissan SA is gearing up to do the same.
Ford Motor Company of Southern Africa is also housed in
the Tshwane region, with its export plant located on the other

side of the city, however, in Silverton.
Other vehicle production nodes in South Africa are
Durban (Toyota), East London (Mercedes-Benz), Uitenhage
(Volkswagen) and Port Elizabeth (General Motors).
Manilal said the APDP and a concept called ‘Vision 2020’
are the driving factors for the AIDC when planning Rosslyn’s
future expansion.
This incentive programme hopes to enable the production
of 1.2-million vehicles in South Africa by 2020. Production
volumes reached around 550 000 vehicles in 2012, and are
expected to rise to about 650 000 units in 2013.
When compared to global standards, South Africa’s
infrastructure is already under stress from current production
numbers, noted Manilal. Increasing production means that
more and more vehicles will have to be transported by rail,
handled by ports and ferried to dealers. Much greater intraAfrica trade is also anticipated on the back of the Africa Free
Trade Area, which is due for full implementation around 2017.
Further increasing capacity at plants also spells the arrival
of new component suppliers in South Africa, and they will also
need to move their products on roads and through harbours
and airports.
“And they will need power and water,” adds Manilal.
“We considered that Tshwane is the place where the
biggest concentration of auto makers in the country resides,
and then thought about how we could augment the
infrastructure that already existed to cater for the APDP and
beyond, and conceptualised the Tshwane Auto City project.”

For sale: Macsteel’s African business

T

he sale of Macsteel Service Centres SA (MSCSA),
which is one of South Africa’s most substantive privately
owned enterprises, has been announced on the
company’s website.
A select group of interested parties have been invited to
participate in what MSCSA describes as “an orderly and
disciplined process aimed at giving those selected an equal
opportunity at acquiring an equity interest”.
The process is being exclusively managed by Investec Bank.
MSCSA, which is currently led by Michael Pimstein,
operates over 70 steel service centres in Africa and employs
over 5 000 people.
“It is well known to most industry sources and insiders
that we have, over an extended period of time, been in the
process of reviewing and examining different strategic
objectives in the best interests of all our stakeholders,”

the company said in a statement.
It added that the process had been instituted in
“pursuance of these objectives”.
In 2011, Macsteel Service Centres USA (MSCUSA) was
sold to Klöckner & Company, of Germany, which is reportedly
the largest producer-independent distributor of steel in Europe
and North America.
The transaction was completed at a maximum purchase
price of $660 million and included assumed debt of
$260 million.
MSCUSA recorded sales of around 1.2 million tons, or
$1.8 billion, in 2011 and employed more than 1 100 people.
The current shareholders include Eric Samson and
his investment structures, management and a black
economic–empowerment consortium, which includes an
employee trust, which holds 25.5% of the enterprise.
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Ford

seeks local suppliers
in a bid to beat its
Ranger sales record

T

he Ford Motor Company of Southern Africa plans to use
more locally based component suppliers for its new
Ranger bakkie and encourage more foreign suppliers to
establish manufacturing operations in South Africa.
Jeff Nemeth, Ford SA’s president and chief executive, said
the local content in the Ranger currently ranged between
65 percent and 75 percent, depending on the model derivative,
but increasing the local content further would help to reduce
logistics costs while increasing the flexibility of its supply chain.
He said it was also looking to localise more components
because the logistic costs of its supply base were well above
forecast. The increased localisation would involve using
South African suppliers it was currently not using and localising
components that were not now manufactured in the country,
he said.
Nemeth admitted its production plant in Silverton in
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Pretoria had experienced challenges in supplying the new
Ranger to about 148 markets globally because of the length of
its component supply chain.
Ford SA had installed a system globally to allow it to be
very nimble to meet customer demand because its supply
chain was so long. Nemeth said this system allowed dealers to
amend their orders within a few weeks of production but with
components coming from Thailand, China, the UK, Germany
and Argentina, Ford SA experienced some disruption to
supplies to the plant recently. This meant the plant was down
for a few days.
To fix this problem, Ford SA was increasing its inventory of
critical parts and limiting the ability of dealers outside of Africa
to amend their orders so close to production, which would
stabilise their production and allow the plant to build to
schedule each day, he said.

Nemeth added that as it built more Rangers, the more
economically attractive it became to localise components.
He said the Ranger line was currently operating on a one-shift
day but would move to a second shift in September and also
ramp up the line speed in the second half of this year by
15 percent and increase the line speed again in 2014.
“So we should see more localisation in the next two years,”
he said.
Ford SA launched a R3.4 billion investment programme in
2008, with the investment split between its vehicle assembly
plant and its Port Elizabeth engine plant, after securing the
global contract to produce the new Ranger locally.
Dean Stoneley, Ford SA’s vice-president of marketing, sales
and service, said the recent supply disruptions had led to a
decline in Ranger sales to fifth among the top-selling light
commercial vehicles, after consistently being in second position

at the end of last year.
He said last year was a record sales year for Ranger in
South Africa, despite it only being on sale for 10 months of the
year because it was only launched in March.
Stoneley said the Ranger achieved a market share of
17.3 percent of the new light commercial vehicle market last
year, beating its previous record of 12.5 percent set in 2005.
FMCSA sold 49 224 vehicles in South Africa last year, with
ten months of the new Ford Ranger contributing 15 100 units
to this number, giving it a record 17.3% one-ton bakkie market
share.
The previous record in terms of Ranger sales was a 12.7%
share in 2005, with FMCSA now aiming to clinch a more than
20% slice of the one-ton market this year.
Ford SA sold 1 255 new Rangers in South Africa in
January and exported 1 449 units.
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A general view of the conversion presses at the Bevcan, Springs facility

Nampak invests R1.6 billion
in beverage packaging
At its annual general meeting Nampak, Africa’s largest packaging company,
announced that it is investing R1.6 billion in two of its core businesses which produce
bottles and cans for the growing beverage market.

T

he first project will see the company invest almost
R1 billion in an additional furnace at its glass bottle
business based at Roodekop, Germiston. This business
already has two furnaces and a third furnace will improve
overall manufacturing efficiencies and enable it to supply a
broader range of bottles. Sales of the additional production
have already been contracted to key customers.
The second project is an investment of almost R600 million
to add aluminium beverage can capacity and convert existing
lines from tinplate to aluminium. A new high speed line is being
installed at the Springs plant for commissioning in May 2013
and will be followed by the conversion of the other existing
lines. Sales have been secured through long-term supply
contracts with major customers. Aluminium cans are fully
recyclable so there will also be environmental benefits.
Speaking at the meeting, Nampak’s chairman
Mr Tito Mboweni said “these two projects strengthen our

position in the beverage can and glass packaging sectors in
South Africa and show our commitment to growing the
South African economy.”
The company also provided a trading update for the first
quarter of its financial year ended December 2012 and noted
that there had been mixed demand for packaged products
during this period. Hot weather in most parts of South Africa
during the festive season resulted in good demand for
beverage packaging but demand for packaging for many other
fast moving consumer goods was subdued and selling prices
remained under pressure in a very competitive environment.
Operations in the rest of Africa and the United Kingdom
performed to expectations.
Mr Mboweni said “ despite the challenging economic
conditions in South Africa where we generate some 70% of
our revenue we remain confident of a further improvement
in performance in 2013.”

The various stages of conversion on a can-end
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Weir Group acquires Xmeco Foundry to support
global growth objectives

W

“Xmeco is a well-managed business that, with our guidance,
eir Group PLC announced that it will purchase the Port
investment and leading edge technology, will be developed to
Elizabeth-based Xmeco Foundry (Pty) Ltd, which will
reach its full potential. In return, Xmeco will add significantly
form part of their Weir Minerals Africa business unit,
to our capabilities — being a perfect fit with our strategy and
an integral part of the Weir Minerals division. This acquisition
future growth plans. The investment broadens our core foundry
will expand its in-house casting capability and enable the local
capability in a space we understand well, while providing
production of its product range in support of global growth,
extensive opportunities for the combined business and the
whilst at the same time expanding Weir’s capacity and
people it employs.”
capability on the African continent. Subject to regulatory approval,
Commenting on the sale of his business, Exley adds: “I’ve
the purchase is expected to be completed in May 2013.
been looking for a partner capable of taking this business
Specialist large casting foundry Xmeco occupies a 4.5
into the future, building on what has already been achieved.
hectare site in the Neave Industrial Park, Neave Township,
Securing the longevity of the facility,
where it manufactures castings
the job opportunities created and
varying in size from a few kilograms
the contribution to the economy as
up to a maximum of 18 tons, in a
a whole were all important factors in
variety of alloys. The privately owned
making my decision. Weir’s proven
company, employing more than 100
track record, manufacturing excellence
personnel, was established in 1978 by
and the impressive development of
current owner John Exley’s father.
its Gauteng based facilities, leave
Exley has agreed to remain with the
me in no doubt that this is the
business to manage special projects
correct decision for the next phase in
relating to the foundry expansion,
Xmeco’s life and development.”
modification and integration.
Dave Athey, regional MD for Weir
International acquisitions
Minerals’ Middle East and Africa
Two other international
Region, says the acquisition of Xmeco,
acquisitions have also been made in
subject to regulatory approval, is
early 2013 by The Weir Group PLC, one
consistent with the company’s growth
of the world’s leading engineering
strategy and will support the African
businesses. Weir has extended its
and Minerals divisional requirements.
leading presence and capabilities in
“The Xmeco acquisition
global mining and oil sands markets
complements our existing African
with the acquisition of the R Wales
operation, adds the heavy bay
group of companies, a leading
capacity vital for future growth and
Canada-based manufacturer of wear
boosts our existing foundry expertise
resistant linings. In addition, Weir’s
with valuable new talent and
Dave Athey, regional MD for Weir Minerals’
best cost supply chain strategy has
specialised foundry personnel,” he
Middle East and Africa region and Rob Fawcett,
been advanced with the acquisition
adds. “It will also enhance productivity
operations director for Weir Minerals Middle East and
of the Cheong foundry in Malaysia.
with the application of Weir’s lean
Africa region, acknowledge Xmeco and its employees
philosophy in production, manufacturing
For further details contact
as part of the company’s growth plan.
technology, supply chain and front end
Rene Calitz of Weir Minerals Africa
The metal parts for the impressive Warman
business processes.”
on TEL: 011 929 2622
MC pump are cast at the Xmeco Foundry

Cisco to reopen steel mill

S

teelmaker Cape Town Iron and Steel Works (Cisco) is
planning to reopen its Western Cape-based steel mill,
following government’s move to limit South Africa’s
reliance on import.
The once-profitable plant shut down in 2010, but following
Turkish investment group DHT Africa’s acquisition of the unit
from Murray & Roberts, plant start-up is “imminent”.
Cisco believed that the draft policy to restrict the
export of ferrous and nonferrous scrap metal through a
mechanism stipulating that domestic consumers are given first
right of refusal and preferential prices, tabled by Economic
Development Minister Ebrahim Patel, could revive the local
steel industry, which required “all the assistance it can get”
as it buckled under economic pressures.
“While unsustainable economic factors contributed to a
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number of plant closures in the last two years, the newly
proposed measures will go a long way to making [steelmakers]
viable once again,” Cisco spokesperson Ayda Turanli said.
The increase in scrap metal exports deindustrialised the
sector and further pressurised the State’s infrastructure build
programme, as it deprived the country’s steel mini mills,
foundries and other related processors of quality inputs.
“If the intended controls are made law, then domestic
users of scrap will have first offer on ferrous and nonferrous
waste and scrap metal at a discounted price and for a period
of time, before the scrap can be considered for exportation,”
Turanli pointed out.
The new levels of discounts offered by scrap market
suppliers to local users were expected to rise to about 30%
from the current 10% to 15%.

Metric Automotive Engineering

commissions advanced laser measurement
and alignment system

Metric Automotive Engineering
has commissioned an advanced laser measurement and alignment system that
is unique in South Africa

Metric Automotive Engineering’s new
advanced laser alignment system makes
measuring the straightness of bore and
bearing journals a simple task

M

etric Automotive Engineering, one of South Africa’s
most comprehensively equipped diesel engine and
component re-manufacturers, has commissioned an
advanced laser measurement and alignment system that is
unique in South Africa, making measuring the straightness of
bore and bearing journals a simple task.
“The new generation heavy diesel engines are now
moving from 16 cylinder to 18 and 20 cylinder one piece
engine blocks,” Metric Automotive Engineering’s Andrew Yorke,
explains. “As these blocks become larger, the alignment of the

As engine blocks become larger, the alignment of the
main bearing bores has become even more critical which is why
Metric Automotive Engineering invested in an advanced
laser alignment system
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An advanced laser alignment system at
Metric Automotive Engineering places the
company at the forefront of technology in
the diesel engine remanufacturing sector

main bearing bores has become even more critical.”
“The best way to verify bore alignment, both pre-and
post-machining, is to harness this highly accurate laser
alignment diagnostic tool. In fact, this has become the globally
preferred method to align bores with one another. At the end of
the measurement process, the machine produces a report with
graphical and numerical values that forms part of our
inspection documentation.”
The system automatically calculates the bearing journals in
relation to each other, both horizontally and vertically. It is also
possible to analyse the different choices of reference points
and set the offset and tolerance values. A key feature is the
check of “ovality”, for example, to analyse the wear rate.
Both full and half bearing journals can be measured and
aligned with equal simplicity, while a wireless detector
eliminates uncertain factors such as cable pull.
The new machine allows Metric Automotive Engineering
to store more than 200 000 measurements and is capable
of measuring distances from zero to 40 metres with a
measurement resolution of 0.001 mm.
“This level of accuracy is astounding,” Yorke says.
“We’re now able to prove to customers why they need to
machine the line bore. In addition, because these heavy
engines are very costly to overhaul, the dimensions of the
housings are critical. The post-machining report provides a
record of size and alignment for warranty purposes, should this
issue arise and gives our customers peace of mind.”
For further details contact Andrew Yorke Metric Automotive
Engineering (Pty) Ltd on TEL: 011 873 2350

L

South Africa should shift focus from imports
to local manufacturing – First Tech

ocal companies should shift their focus away from the
short-term profits realised through imports and embrace
performance-oriented local manufacturing to drive the
South African economy and enhance job creation, First Tech
Group CEO Andy Bertulis said.
Speaking at the official launch of the commercial and infrastructural services group in Johannesburg, Bertulis attributed
the success of the now R4 billion group to its strategy of
vertical integration coupled with a strong manufacturing focus.
“As South Africans, we often question our ability to
compete on the international production and manufacturing
stage, without realising that we are quite capable,” he said.
He added that a target-driven manufacturing strategy would
enhance job satisfaction and improve overall productivity.
“We need to make factory-based jobs appealing through
the establishment of performance incentives,” Bertulis said.
Moreover, the company was focused on creating
sustainable job opportunities through its skills development
programme, coupled with a targeted expansion into Africa.
First Tech was embarking on a focused pan-African
penetration strategy to further establish a footprint on the
continent and realise its objective of becoming the largest
infra-structural supplier in Africa.
This would be achieved through the acquisition of associated
entities focused on expansion within the company’s four divisions
– construction, manufacturing, piping and mass distribution.
“By carefully identifying companies that have synergistic

offerings with our existing portfolio we have been able to grow
the group successfully in a modular but synergistic manner,”
Bertulis said.
Further growth was planned for Kenya, Ghana, Tanzania
and the Democratic Republic of Congo, with additional
countries under consideration including Zambia, Zimbabwe,
Namibia and Mozambique.
The group most recently acquired steel fabricator and
erector Cosira, which would provide First Tech access to larger
infrastructure, expanded service offerings and additional
resources, while enabling the group to leverage on Cosira’s
established client base in Africa.
“While we are proud of our roots and heritage as a South
African company, we are proactively establishing a footprint in
Africa. Furthermore, it is our intention to continue increasing
our penetration of pan-African countries,” Bertulis added.
The company attributed its growth thrust into the continent
to several local industry challenges, including militant labour
action, a faltering mining industry, skills shortages and
uncertain infrastructure spending.
The continent’s historical lack of infrastructure and the
deterioration of existing infrastructure also provided impetus to
renew focus into Africa.
Bertulis added that the company would continue to seek
out companies and brands that would enhance and
complement its existing portfolio and would benefit from the
intellectual capital made available by this synergistic model.
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VAMCOSA supports
Pumps, Valves and Pipes
Africa exhibition
A new manufacturers’ association has come out in support of Pumps,
Valves and Pipes Africa (PVPA 2013), one of 10 component expos at the SA Industry and
Technology Fair 2013 (INDUTEC).

“L

ocal valve manufacturing in South Africa has
declined by 60% since 1994,” says Ross Hunter,
VAMCOSA’s spokesperson. “We persuaded a
number of local companies to come together as a cluster
to help combat the shrinking industry, and that resulted in
the formation of VAMCOSA, which now has 14 members
comprising 90% of local manufacturers.”
VAMCOSA was formed in June 2011 by Ross Hunter of
RGR Technologies and Mark Wilson of Gunric Valves to
promote growth in the slowly declining South African valve
and actuator manufacturing industry.
Showcasing local quality
“The Pumps, Valves and Pipes Africa show will help us
achieve our aim to create and strengthen relationships with
state owned enterprises,” adds Hunter. “The valve
manufacturing industry is well organised with a strong code
of ethics, and is fully capable of competing with imported
products. We manufacture high quality valves and we have
a lot to offer.”

Director of Exhibition Management Services, organisers
of the expo. “It’s vital to have local manufacturers
supporting these events, especially since a key element
of the National Development Plan (NDP) focuses on
increasing exports – PVPA offers an unparalleled opportunity
to achieve that.”
“The NDP aims to grow the country’s GDP to 5,4% per
year, increasing almost threefold by 2030,” adds Thomson.
“It will also remove most constraints to economic growth,
and expand water and energy infrastructure, for example,
increasing water supply to agriculture and industry, and
building 40 000 megawatts of new power generation
capacity.”
Substantial growth in the valves sector
Eskom will spend about R1,47 billion over the next five
years on valves and valve spares, and about R2 billion over
the next 15 years on on-going operations, new build projects
and maintenance projects at existing power plants.
“Eskom’s approved capacity expansion budget is expected

“We persuaded a number of local companies to come together
as a cluster to help combat the shrinking industry, and that resulted in the
formation of VAMCOSA, which now has 14 members comprising 90%
of local manufacturers.”
The Valve and Actuator Manufacturers’ Cluster of
South Africa (VAMCOSA) will exhibit en masse at INDUTEC
in May, showcasing some of South Africa’s manufacturing
prowess to businesses around the world.
Pumps Valves & Pipes Africa 2013
PVPA 2013 is the eighth international trade fair for
suppliers to mining, water utilities, national and local
government, industrial and civil engineering, manufacturing,
food, beverage, dairy, brewing, agriculture and horticulture,
petrochemicals, pulp and paper.
This year it forms part of the SA Industry and Technology
Fair - INDUTEC, a platform of 10 defined industry sector
trade shows and takes place at Gallagher Convention Centre
from 14 to 16 May 2013.
“We are delighted to welcome VAMCOSA to Pumps
Valves & Pipes Africa,” says John Thomson, Managing
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to grow to well over R1 trillion by 2025,” explains Thomson.
“Key products that will be in demand include control valves,
multi-turn valves, quarter turn valves and electric and
pneumatic actuators; local valve manufacturers are certain to
benefit from this massive build programme.”
Gas and petroleum
PetroSA’s Mthombo crude refinery in the Coega Industrial
Development Zone in the Eastern Cape will provide security
of supply for South Africa’s future fuel requirements from
2014. “With a capacity of 360 000 barrels a day, Mthombo
will be the biggest refinery in Africa, with significant
demand prospects for valve manufacturers for control
valves, pneumatic actuators and quarter turn valves,”
adds Thomson.
For more information on INDUTEC 2013
TEL: 011 783 7250 or visit www.exhibitionsafrica.com

shopfront

focus

Jaws for every chuck
Ways to boost operating efficiency shouldn’t stop at the machine tool.
Shops also need the right cutting tools, toolholders, and workholding.

F

or many shops,
the addition
of new metalcutting technology is all
about buying machine
tools, with cutting tools,
toolholding, and
workholding dealt with as
afterthoughts. But such a
strategy seriously undermines
the productivity of new processes. Instead, shops
should examine the benefits of machine, tooling,
and workholding together before making large
capital investments.
Likewise buying those ‘cheap’ imports from
China could be more costly in the long run.
Holding turned parts
“Holding parts for turning have a variety of
options from which to choose. For instance, you
Soft jaws that have been manufactured by Heri Precision Engineering
may opt for 3- or 4-jaw chucks, which grip parts for
safe machining and establish workpiece location
and orientation with a degree of specified
15 years later. At that stage the company machined precision
repeatability,” says Joe Soares, who took over ownership of
engineering components and that still comprises the bulk of
Southern Africa’s jaws and chucking manufacturing specialist
company’s production schedule every month.
Heri Precision Engineering just over two years ago.
However Wiederhofer ventured into the local manufacture
“With these kinds of workholding devices, the shape of
of jaws and accessories for any current chuck style or size in
the workpiece determines the number of jaws needed. But
1983 and the company soon became known for supplying
the array of workpiece shapes makes it difficult to reduce the
quality, precision machined products. This side of the
selection process to simple rules of thumb.”
business has built up steadily over the years and the company
“We manufacture jaws for any current chuck style or size.
is even in the process of exporting a certain percentage
Products include soft jaws, hard jaws, full grips, and specials.
of its production.
We have been doing so for 30 years and yes you could say that
“I joined Helmuth in 1984 at the age of 22, shortly after
we are specialists in this field.”
completing my fitter and turner apprenticeship and studies.
Heri was formed by the late Helmuth Wiederhofer, an
He became my mentor and developed a wide range of my
immigrant from Austria, in 1973 and a partner that he paid out
skills that I am very thankful for.”


Part of the company’s machine compliment
includes a Samsung lathe
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The company has two Daewoo machining centres and a
turn/mill lathe supplied by Puma Machine Tools

industries, suspension components for the OEMs
in the automotive industry and roller compactor
components.
Mostly the company does small to medium
batch runs.

Owner Joe Soares

“I left the company in 1999 and joined
Derry Engineering where I gained another 12 years
of valuable experience, thanks to Dan Pienaar, in
management and high volume production
environment.”
Opportunity
“Sadly Helmuth passed away suddenly in July 2009.
Heri kept operating as a going concern. However, in February
2011 I was approached to purchase the company and I
officially took ownership in May 2011.”
“The fact that I was given the opportunity to take
over the ownership and running of the company
where I started my career in the engineering
industry, is very sentimental. Nonetheless
sentiment does not make money and I
knew from the onset that I had a big task
on my hands.”
“The name Heri Precision Engineering
has invaluable goodwill in the industry and is
renowned for its quality.”
“The shop floor was a mess and the CNC
machines were tired. I immediately set about
putting the company back up where it belongs and
reinstating those great customer-supplier relationships I knew
the company had while I was there. Two old CNC machines
were retired and sold and within two months there were four
new CNC machines on the floor. I also invested a large sum in
new measuring equipment and tooling.”
“I also knew that I had competition from the cheap Chinese
imports but I was not too worried about that as I knew that I
would lower my costs with the new equipment, which would
be passed on. This is now starting to become a reality. More
importantly the staff bought into my plans and pulled out all
the stops to help get the company back on its feet.”
“They also had to go through a learning curve with the new
CNCs because they had been used to working on antiquated
CNC equipment.”
Heri now has three Doosan machines – one a turn/mill
lathe and the other two are machining centres equipped with
a 4th axis. The machine compliment is made up with one
Samsung lathe and a Dahli 720 machining centre.
Besides the manufacture of its own range of jaws, Heri
machines braking components, parts for the mining industry,
replacement and new components for the timber and sawmill
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Jaws
“The correct workholding selection can
increase manufacturing process stability, efficiency
and safety. Workholding requirements can be
affected by many factors, including the material
being cut, critical tolerance requirements, workpiece shape and dimensions, and frequency of
change-over. High volume machining has a
different set of requirements
than those for a job
shop, with closer
attention to
consistent quality
over longer periods
of time” explained
Soares.
“Jaws are made from
precision steel blocks.
Each jaw is machined on six
sides to tight tolerances on the
width, height and squareness
of the sides. Each jaw is
exactly what we say, a
precision squared
block.”
“Different sizes
and configurations
are currently in
production. However
we carry a large stock of
the popular sizes, but the company
also produces special orders to precise customer
specifications including wider and longer jaws.”
“At the end of the day jaws are a consumable but,
as said previously, an important component of the
machining process.”
Heri operates from a facility in Alberton, Gauteng with a
compliment of 13 staff.
The company is currently upgrading its website
(www.heri.co.za) so as to make it easy for the visitor to
navigate. “An added feature will allow you to fill in your size and
then order online,” concluded Soares.
For further details contact Heri Precision Engineering on
TEL: 011 902 3703

Special hard jaws in progress

Electro-Rail on the fast track
Judging from recent activity,
Electro-Rail (Pty) Ltd has been
making good on its commitment
to make whatever strategic
capital equipment investments
are necessary to improve
service to customers.

Blowout coils for DC line switches

Various components machined and manufactured by Electro-Rail

D

uring the past four years alone, the company, which has
experienced average year-on-year growth of 45% in the
recent past, has installed several new machine tools and
increased its factory size by 1 400 m² to cope with the several
big contracts that the company has won.
The management team at Electro-Rail has seen the
manufacturing landscape in the company change greatly since
they opened shop in a garage in Brakpan, Gauteng in 1997.
A strong management team, the ability to offer a variety of
ancillary manufacturing services, advanced machining
equipment, and expert engineering and design skills have
helped it grow to become a shop with a diversified customer

When Electro-Rail purchased
their first CNC machining centre
the exchange rate was
R11.50 to the US Dollar.
A year later the exchange rate
was R7.40
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base and big plans for the future.
“When we purchased the assets of a company that
consisted of two fly presses and two pedestal drills we had
no idea that we would end up where we are today,” said
partner Vincent van Eyk.
“At the time when we took this bold decision in our lives
I was working in the rail industry and, my partner Edwin Lerwill,
was working at a company that was involved in manufacturing
replacement parts and spares for heavy electro-mechanical
equipment.”
“Our stint in the garage only lasted three months before we
were forced to move into a factory complex because of the
increase in orders that we had managed to win. In 2000 we
moved to our current location when we purchased this facility.
There have been a number of alterations and additions over
the years since we took ownership, including increasing
working space by erecting mezzanine floors. With our recent
rental of the factory behind us we now have close to 4 000 m²
to work with and we hope this will satisfy our requirements for
the near future.”
“Due to the high value of the materials that we work with,
all along we have had to be very cognizant of our security
arrangements. These are very tight.”
CNC equipment
“In the early years we were limited to using conventional

The company has recently purchased a Samsung
PL-240B CNC turning centre with an 8” chuck,
510 mm maximum swing diameter over the bed,
360 mm maximum swing diameter over the cross
slide, 350 mm maximum turning diameter, 540 mm
maximum turning length and 66 mm bar capacity
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The company has
a number of Doosan
CNC machining centres
and lathes supplied
by Puma Machine Tools

Electro-Rail has just installed two Samsung lathes,
both of them equipped with a bar feeder.
They have been set up in a cell with one operator
tending to both machines

equipment but in 1999 we took the decision to purchase our
first CNC lathe, a Daewoo. There was some hesitation until we
began to use it. As first-time users of CNC, we anticipated a
long learning curve, and we were concerned about its impact
on our productivity. However, we quickly found that our learning
curve was minimal.”
“In total we now have 22 CNCs running. The mix of
machines includes 12 lathes and 10 machining centres.”
“Although 55% of our mix of products that we machine
and sub assemble in certain instances are electromechanical
and general engineering components for the rail and mining

Copper contacts for DC line switches that are machined on a Victor
Fortune VCenter 205 CNC vertical machining centre. The machine
has been designed with a long fixed table to provide multi-tasking
machining precision with 30m/min rapid traverse in all axes. The
traveling column enables pendulum loading and machining in cycle
to reduce load/unload times and to maximise spindle utilisation

markets in South and sub-Saharan Africa, we are by no means
limited to these areas of industry. We regard ourselves as a
general engineering job shop and are geared to do production
runs as well as one-offs.”
“For the rail and mining markets our main products
include new and refurbished brush holders, new and re-tipped
contacts, switch gear components, brush boxes, DC traction
and auxiliary motor components, fan components, connectors
and busbars, slip rings, insulators and pole shoes. Wherever
these components, or similar ones, are used in industry you
will find that we have supplied.”


61 traction motor
brush holders

A gear bogie case for a PRASA 5M2 motor
coach that has been fabricated by the company

“Other components we manufacture currently or have done
include backshells, balance weights, brackets, brush arms,
brush rings, cables, electrical cam couplers, cleats, coils,
fasteners, grommets, insulators, keys, locking plates, lugs,
spring carriers, springs and brush terminals.”
“What we do pride ourselves on is identifying imports that
can be manufactured locally and then designing the tooling
and fixtures for local manufacture. We have won a number of
sizeable contracts because of this strategy and we intend to
follow the same path going forward.”
“With the type of clients that we deal with, which include
Transnet, PRASA, LH Marthinusen, Reid & Mitchell, Actom and
Union Carriage, they demand high-quality finishes and service.
As a result we do not operate a just-in-time system but rather
we keep stock levels relatively high, particularly on repeat
components. It does mean that we have money sitting on the
shelves but we would rather be in this position and able to
deliver promptly.”
“Like many other machine shops we do have clients
demanding unrealistic delivery times but as we say to them
if they expect such short delivery times, particularly on new
projects, it would mean that our shop is standing idle waiting
for their orders. So they have to be fair and understanding.
We do however assist clients with urgent breakdowns where
necessary.”

A fan hub machined
by Electro-Rail

Change to investment castings
“The mix of our components is both relatively big and small
with a bigger emphasis on small. In the past we have mainly
focused on sand castings and forged components but there
has been a definite swing in our shop towards investment
castings.”
“If you’re machining components out of bar metal, castings
or forgings chances are it’s costing you a lot of extra time and
money. If those parts require extensive machining, you could
be losing significant money in scrap, especially if you’re using
pricey metals or alloys.”

“An increasing number of shops that make metal parts
that are intricate, require extensive machining or are produced
repetitively or in limited quantities, are finding that investment
casting is the ideal solution.”
“Investment casting offers a variety of alloys while saving
finishing time and material waste. The process can also enable
a company to combine two or more parts into a single piece,
saving on fabrication, welding or assembly and machining time.
The range of metals and alloys that can be investment-cast is
broad, including low-cost alloys such as carbon and many tool
steels or costly alloys such as aluminium, stainless steel,
hastalloy, cobalt and Inconel.”
“When it comes to making metal parts, investment casting
can provide a high return on investment for your shop and
customers. Somewhat overlooked today, investment casting forming metal parts in disposable moulds - offers opportunities
to create “near-net shape” parts of virtually any metal, even in
low quantities.”
“Investment casting is an ideal process for those who
fabricate or use metal parts repetitively, whether intricate
shapes or components that require precise tolerances. If those
parts weigh between 30 grams and 13 kilograms, they can be
investment-cast in close tolerances with surfaces that require
little finishing.”
“As opposed to forming parts from bar metal, investment
casting is also beneficial for fabricators who want to combine
components into a single piece or use pricey metals and want
to avoid wasted material while minimizing machine time.”
“I suppose that some fabricators look at the somewhat
higher initial cost and don’t realise all the savings of
investment casting in time and materials, saving money in
the long run. Plus, they can produce a better component.”
“There will always be a call for machining sand castings
and forgings, as well as machining from bar or blanks,
and we will continue to do so where it is not feasible to
change to investment castings, but with the costs of the
moulds and dies rocketing we are tending to look for

Partners Vincent van Eyk and Edwin Lerwill with
shareholder Andre Gous in the centre

Electro-Rail staff being trained on a Couth portable
pin marker machine supplied by Marking Engineering
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components that can be done the investment casting way.”
Two bar-fed Samsung lathes
“To contradict myself on investment castings we have just
installed two Samsung lathes, both of them equipped with a
bar feeder. They have been set up in a cell with one operator
tending to both machines.”
“The production quantities that we will be running are large
and getting the most pieces from the bar is important to us.
From the standpoint of productivity, using a bar feeder will help
reduce labour costs because the machine can be left
unattended for longer periods. There is less likelihood that the
machines will run out of
material and be idled 10
minutes here, 15 minutes
there and so on.”

one of the main reasons that we rented the building behind
us. It gave us the opportunity to move all the fabrication
equipment, as well as our conventional equipment, into this
building. This has now freed up space in the other building so
we can optimise the workflow for our CNC machining
department. And it will of course allow us to buy more
machines.”
Currently Electro-Rail employs 120 staff, has been
ISO 9001-2008 accredited since December 2008 and is a
level 7 BBBEE contributor.
For further details contact Electro-Rail on
TEL: 011 827 4619 or visit www.electrorail.co.za

Fabrication
Over time Electro-Rail
has also been increasing its
fabrication offerings. This
has come about through
client requests. The
company is now able to
offer TIG and MIG welding
and other operations using
their hydraulic presses,
drilling machines and light
bending and rolling
machines.
Typical products
that the company is
manufacturing include fans,
metal tops and motor
commutator covers.
“In today’s
manufacturing
environment, it’s survival
of the fittest. This division
has been evolving over the
years. These contracts have
become, quite literally, an
extension of the
machining services that
we offer our OEM clients. It
makes sense, particularly
when there is a shop like
ours, with a well-defined
expertise, offering quality
and service. The company
is a job shop, true, but it’s a
job shop serving a specific
industry and providing
specific skill sets. So a
client will become
comfortable dealing with
you and he will expect
you to offer more than
just machining. For many
job shops, the difference
between extinction and
survival lies in the flexibility
of process that yields good
parts.”
Larger floor space
“The fabrication shop is
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Tegmul Engineering have just installed a MicroStep MG gantry construction
CNC plasma cutting machine, supplied by Knuth SA

Time to cut the old technology loose –
Fabrication shop shapes its future
With its 15-year-old machine no longer meeting its needs, Tegmul Engineering
has invested in capital equipment to make the company more competitive.

S

o what makes Tegmul Engineering different from other
fabricating shops, except that it has discovered a fruitful
niche with plate, used in pressure vessel, power
generation, and processing applications in the mining industry
for example? To look at the operation, nothing really jumps out
as extraordinary. If anything, the company looks like most other
fabrication shops. However recent productivity improvements,
coupled with expanding its manufacturing capabilities, are what
is setting this metal fabricator apart from others.

A large fabrication in the Tegmul workshop
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“Our desire to do bigger jobs, to save time, enhance
flexibility, better serve our clients and maximise our
productivity is what has spurred us on to this major growth
phase in the company,” said Tobie Esterhuizen, owner and one
of the original founders of Tegmul Engineering.
“Maximising productivity will allow you to capitalise on the
range of services that you offer and to wage war against
competitors, both near and far. Nevertheless the key to
achieving maximum productivity for plate cutting operations
starts with defining productivity,” continued Esterhuizen.
“Our first plasma system gave us good service for almost
15 years, but we chose to refresh with a new machine, new
warranty, and new technology. The machine still performs
certain operations for us but it is ‘baie moeg’ and was starting
to let us down,” Esterhuizen said.
“The company must maintain high quality standards for
our customers. A very good reason for us to spend money on
modern equipment with state-of-the-art operating systems.”
New MicropStep CNC plasma
“After mapping out our specifications and thoroughly
researching several plasma systems, we determined the final
decision on a machine would be based on three factors: part
repeatability, tolerance of a finished piece over the life of a
consumable, and optimal cutting speed,” continued
Esterhuizen.
“With our old system, as the consumable count grew,



so did the part tolerance go out,” he said. “It was something we
were trying to minimise, but to no avail.”
“We selected a MicroStep MG gantry construction CNC
plasma cutting machine, supplied by Knuth SA, because we felt
it best suited our needs. The machine was installed in January
and the benefits have been tremendous and our productivity
has picked up significantly.”
“The machine is equipped with an efficient and user-friendly
CNC control system MSNC500 that has a TFT colour monitor
with touch screen and an industrial waterproof keyboard.”
“The table size is 13 500 x 3 000 mm, a HPR 400 XD
plasma source with automatic gas control (true hole enabled)
and is powered by SigmaNEST software for nesting and
bevelling.”

Tobie Esterhuizen, owner and one of the original
founders of Tegmul Engineering
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“What was not standard on the machine is the 3D Plasma
cutting head and the tapping and drilling head. More plate
fabricators are investing in combination plate processing
centres that handle all the cutting a heavy plate might require,
including oxyfuel (for extremely thick plate), plasma cutting,
milling, and drilling. The concept is simple: The more you
fabricate in one setup, the less you handle the material.”
“Traditionally, an operator would use an overhead crane
to carry plate to the burn table that would cut the part. Next
he would get on top of the table and use the crane again to
remove the heavy cut blank, and then stack the plate and
move it to a secondary operation, such as tack welding and
hole-making with a radial drill. What if somebody else was
using the crane? Well then, he’d just have to wait.”
“In recent years, however, plate and structural fabricators
have strived to reduce handling time, and the combination
plate processing centre provided a way. The biggest
advancement in recent years has been the fact that thermal
cutting, punching or drilling, part marking, and scribing all have
been combined into one CNC process.”
“The plasma source controls the maximum thickness
of material cut by the plasma. Our machine came with
HPR 400 XD plasma source and we can cut up to 50 mm for
mild steel and 40 mm for stainless steel.”
New Ficep Orient 601 DDB automatic CNC drilling
and sawing line
Scheduled to be installed in May is a new Ficep
Orient 601 DDB automatic CNC drilling and sawing line,
which the company has purchased from Retecon
Machine Tools.

The high performance Orient is one of the latest generation
of Ficep drilling lines said to have been designed to process
beams and profiles quickly, accurately and cost effectively. It
is equipped with a single drill head that can be orientated in
three positions at high speed, which reduces dead times in the
drilling cycle.
New buildings and revamp of existing facility
The expansion and upgrading path that Tegmul Engineering
has embarked on would inevitably leave it short of space for
housing the new equipment. This has been circumvented with
the construction of two new buildings respectively 1 100 m²
and 2 600 m² building, which will take the company’s under
roof total to 15 000 m².
“The two new machines will be housed in an existing
facility which is currently being revamped. This building also
houses our other cutting, bending and drilling equipment, so
in essence this will be the service centre facility of the
company. The building that housed our rubber lining
department has been revamped and now houses our material
preparation department,” explained Esterhuizen.
“What is significant about the 1 100 m² building is that we
have installed a 20 ton crane which has an 18 metre under
the hook capability. This will enable us to take on larger
fabrications with an extended height and also complete them
under roof.”
“The 2 600 m² building will house our rubber lining
department.”
About Tegmul Engineering
Tegmul Engineering was established in 1993 by Tobie



Tegmul uses a Durma bandsaw to cut sections

The company offers chemical cure and steam cure lining
for fabrications used in the mining and chemical industry, but is
not limited to these industries
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Esterhuizen and quickly established a reputation for quality and
service. The business has continued to expand steadily since
its inception, broadening it’s range of services in related fields
such as rubber lining, industrial painting and grit blasting.
Sectors served
The sectors served by the company include mining,
power generation, water treatment, rail, port and transport
infrastructure. Almost 100% of the company’s clients are
OEMs who contract Tegmul to fabricate mainly fabrications
such as pressure vessels, shell and tube heat exchangers,
tanks, chutes, piping and ducting, stacks, ducting and mostly
any other plate work components.
Successful projects completed include projects such as
site built tanks with diameters ranging from six metres to
35 metres diameter in both stainless steel and mild steel
material. The company has undertaken site fabrication from
Saldanha Bay on the west coast of South Africa to Ndola
and Kitwe in Zambia, other projects in Africa in Zimbabwe,
Mozambique, Botswana, Malawi and the DRC.These include an
18 metre diameter paste thickener tank, which included
fabrication of supporting steel work, shop preparation of all
plate material, construction on site, final painting on site and
installation of mechanical components, the fabrication and
erection of a 4.5 metre x 14 metre tall soda ash and lime silo
and the shop fabrication of ducting and a four metre diameter
stack. The scope of work included transportation of
components to site, installation of ducting and erection of the
65 metre high stack. The company is managed by experienced
executives who are committed to long-term sustainability and has
taken steps to be at the forefront of embracing change with
regard to BEE. Tegmul Engineering is a Level five contributor
to BEE. The company purchases a substantial proportion of
its requirements from black empowered organisations and is
developing purchasing relationships with organisations owned
or partially managed by historically disadvantaged individuals.
Staff
Tegmul Engineering employs a workforce of around 60
people directly. However over 300 staff are employed indirectly
through sub-contractors that are located on the same site
(Tegmul’s yard space is over 80 000 m²) or contract workers,
depending on the company’s work load.
The company encourages skills diversification through
on-the-job training. Several training initiatives, from technical

A 90 metre traction thickner with a 650 ton lattice boom crane for the
mining industry – a Tegmul Engineering fabrication and installation
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Plate components cut on the new MicroStep MG gantry
construction CNC plasma cutting machine supplied by Knuth SA

training to management development initiatives, are conducted
on an annual basis and development of future talent for the
organisation is a stated objective.
Tegmul is committed to educating communities, investing
in skills for the previously disadvantaged communities and
assists aspiring disadvantaged entrepreneurs with business
development.
Capabilities
Once the Ficep line is installed Tegmul will be geared to
meet the growing demand for steel products fabricated to
customer’s specifications in mild steel, stainless steel and
3CR12.
Rubber lining
The company offers chemical cure and steam cure lining
for fabrications used in the mining and chemical industry, but
is not limited to these industries. Large quantities of different
bore size pipes have been successfully lined for infrastructure
and mining projects in central and southern Africa. Tegmul
Engineering operates an autoclave for vulcanisation of rubber
lined pipes and vessels up to 2.2m diameter.
Industrial painting
The company also offers paint coatings, surface refurbishment, finishing and painting maintenance services for light and
heavy industrial and mining equipment, pipes and vessels.

Tegmul are capable of fabricating
various large fabrications

Grit blasting
Grit blasting removes
rust, scale, coatings and
contamination in
preparation for painting
or the application of
specialised coatings
or linings. Tegmul
Engineering has the
ability to perform large
grit blasting and industrial
painting jobs on sites.
On an average the
company will fabricate
250 tons of plate a
month.
For further details
contact Tegmul
Engineering on
TEL: 016 362 2007 or
visit www.tegmul.co.za

Shop constantly re-invests for the future
In a shop that turns out over 10 000 components in a month the pressure is
always on to complete the orders and keep clients happy.

E

ugene Veldtman, owner of Thomco Gas & Engineering,
realises that he is very fortunate to be in the position he
is today and he is determined to continue building on the
success that his company has achieved.
Veldtman joined Thomco just over 20 years ago. He had
previously been working in a foundry and he has not looked
back since joining the company.
“Thomco is a well-known name in the gas industry, started
by the late Tom Cowan. Tom needed someone to take control
and implement some organisation of the shopfloor and this is
why he employed me.”
“Fortunately I had a thirst for knowledge and at every
opportunity I was learning the various operations on the
machines while also organising the production flow, stores
and delivery schedules. I was certainly learning by trial and
error and little did I know at the time how invaluable this
would be for me later on.”
Thomco was founded in 1970 when the late Tom Cowan
was contracted to manufacture and supply brass components
for Afrox in 1970. The company started in a workshop in central
Germiston, Gauteng. As the business expanded Thomco moved
to a much bigger facility in Delville Business Park, Delville,
Germiston where it is still situated today.
One of the main focuses throughout the history of the
company has been to machine new and refurbish brass
components and this still remains so to a certain extent today.
The client base in the beginning revolved around the gas supply
companies such as Afrox and the like, but this has diversified
enormously since, as has the component and materials mix.
“We regard ourselves as both a jobbing and production
shop. Machining components for the gas companies only
makes up 30% of our mix. The next biggest percentage is

Eugene Veldtman, owner of Thomco Gas & Engineering

in the security industry, which accounts for 20%.”
“We are machining 2 000 of the same component quite
often but then we will do much smaller runs of larger
components in iron, steel, plastic or aluminium.”
“With the mix of machines that we have we are quite
versatile and flexible.”

New machines
Thomco purchased its first CNC machine in 2002 and it
took another three years before the company purchased its
second CNC.
“At the time it was a big decision in Tom’s life and the
company’s history. The shop was used to running CAM type
automatics, which we still make use of today for certain
production runs. Even though
they are older they still
provide effectiveness with
larger runs. Tolerances are
kept closely as per
specifications.”
“With the CNC we all had
to learn but it is ‘no brainer’
today if you are a machining
shop like ours and you don’t
have some on your shopfloor.”
“It took three years before
we purchased our second
CNC – a lathe – and since
then we have purchased
at least one a year, with
the latest one having only
been installed in February.
Altogether we now have four
CNC lathes and two CNC
milling machining centres
and we are proud to say that
even the first CNC machine
that we purchased is still on
the floor turning out quality
components.”
The most recent machine purchased by Thomco is a Hurco VM10 vertical machining centre
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machining and productivity. The 660 x 406 x 508 mm
work envelope in a 1.8x1.7m working footprint and
10,000 rpm spindle as standard makes the VM10 very
attractive for most applications.”
A little more conversation
“It is the second Hurco we have purchased.
The defining feature of these machines is Hurco’s
WinMax CNC control. The straightforwardness of
programming is just great and the control’s ease of
use as a conversational control, is another benefit.
After installing the first VM10 the shop spent one day
training on the machine and was running parts the
next. In addition, we found the machine particularly
suited to small and medium part runs, where
programming flexibility is essential.”

Some more components machined by Thomco

“Our strategy
in purchasing new,
high-technology
equipment is that
it generally affords
the shop higher
quality, service,
and training from
suppliers, but also
because we
realise you
achieve better
performance and
have lower
maintenance
Thomco was founded in 1970 when
requirements.”
the late Tom Cowan was contracted
to manufacture and supply
“We also never
brass components for Afrox in 1970
wait until we get
an order to buy
machines with enhanced capability. We already have it and
have developed it before we start exploring new opportunities.
That’s a real advantage for us.”
Second Hurco
The most recent machine purchased by Thomco is a
Hurco VM10 vertical machining centre.
“It has a small footprint and large capacity for efficient

After installing the first Hurco VM10
vertical machining centre the shop spent one day training
on the machine and was running parts the next
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About Thomco
Original owner Tom Cowan decided to retire in

The components which Thomco machine include
adaptors and nipples, bull noses/inlet stems, Harris welding
items, hose tails, manifold blocks, fittings, nuts and
porta pack parts and components for regulators, torches
and profile machines

2005 and as Veldtman says “he gave me my second life
changing opportunity”.
“I had been with the company for 14 years so I was quite
aware of how it ran. When Tom decided to retire he offered the
company to a colleague and myself. We had no hesitation in
taking up the offer. Sadly my partner passed away two years
ago and I am now the sole owner.”
It was no coincidence that Thomco took delivery of its
second CNC only three years after purchasing its first one.
“I had seen the merits of CNC and, once we had control of the
company, we purchased our second CNC and subsequently
have purchased a further two lathes and two CNC milling
centres.”
The components which Thomco machine include adaptors
and nipples, bull noses/inlet stems, Harris welding items, hose
tails, manifold blocks, fittings, nuts and porta pack parts and
components for regulators, torches and profile machines.
Services that the company offers include turning, milling
and drilling of components. Materials machined by the
company include brass, stainless steel (303, 304) steel
(EN1A, EN9, K460, tool steel, EN19), plastic (PVC, nylon,
bakerlite, vesconite) and aluminium. They also offer a finishing
or coating service.
Currently Thomco has eight staff members.
For further details contact Thomco on TEL: 011 827 0006
or view the website www.thomcogas.co.za

b etter

pro d u c tion

Rolling for wind
Wind tower production requires intensive use of the rolling machine.
Because of this, selecting the right rolling machine is paramount.

W

ind towers have received their fair share of coverage
over the past few years. Much of what’s made
headlines involves the regulations and tax benefits
that promote the technology. What isn’t talked about as much
is the actual design of the wind towers themselves.
Details get complicated, but their overall design concept is
basic. The energy produced by a wind turbine is proportional to
the size of the blades mounted around the rotor. The longer the
blades, the higher the power output. The generator is mounted
over a steel tower, the height of which determines the
maximum blade length and, therefore, the amount of energy
that can be generated by the wind the system captures.
The power of wind turbines is continually increasing, which
means the size of the towers — height, diameter, and plate
thickness — is growing too. Because of their large size, rolled
sections can’t be kept in stock easily. For this reason, wind
tower production requires a lean, continuous-flow environment,
with sections moving quickly between cutting, rolling, welding,
and then painting.
The precision rolling process forms these massive sections.
And because of the unique demands of the wind business,
rolling machines are now operating at previously unheard-of
levels of productivity.
Machine selection
One rolling machine running intensively over two or three
shifts every working day can produce about 6,000 rolled
sections a year, enough for 200 towers. Any unscheduled
shutdown can be a disaster. Ideally, one rolling machine can
produce one conical section in less than 30 minutes. This time
includes aligning, rolling, and tack welding.
Speed is the name of the game. A machine with insufficient
horsepower for rotation either produces insufficient torque,
which creates quality problems, or insufficient speed, which
lengthens production times. In the wind business, both are
simply unacceptable. Therefore, in this specialized field, plate
rollers usually require above-average horsepower to drive the
rolls.
Because of their high volume and speed requirements,
most wind tower production facilities use fixed-geometry,
four-roll systems. Fixed-geometry machines have lower rolls
that are positioned in a certain way for a given design.
They can be moved up and down, either with a linear slide
(straight motion) or a swing arm (curved motion). On a
fixed-geometry machine, the lower rolls always move up and
down in the same pattern. The rotating top roll cannot be
repositioned. Though fixed-geometry machines may have less
flexibility than variable-geometry designs, they do offer high
precision and speed, which are paramount for a wind tower
operation.
For shops that do not specialize exclusively in wind
towers — those who take on overflow work from other tower
manufacturers, for instance — a three-roll, variable-geometry
machine may be an option. These machines allow operators to
move the lower rolls horizontally and the top roll vertically.
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This allows a shop that usually does, say, pressure vessel work
to take on occasional work involving thicker rolled sections
(50 mm or more). A variable-geometry machine allows
operators to move the rolls to adjust for this increased
thickness. In many of these cases, the higher versatility of the
variable-geometry machines compensates for their slightly
lower output rate.
Correct crowning
The precision of a rolled conical tower section is measured
by the size of the flat ends at the leading and trailing edges,
after pre-bending the level of barrel or hourglass effects over
the full range of thicknesses; and the overall consistency of the
cone angle.
The barrel and hourglass effects usually occur because of
either improper crowning or an under-sized machine. A crowned
roll is designed to work with a specified thickness range. If the
material is too thin for the roll’s crown, the roll doesn’t deflect
quite as much. So it’s bent a bit too much in the center,
producing a rolled section with a slight hourglass shape. If the
material is too thick, the roll will deflect too much, so it will
bend less in the center than at the ends. In this case, the
finished product looks a little like a barrel. An operator can
shim either at the two ends (for thicker material) or at the
center (for thinner material) to eliminate these effects. But this
can slow production significantly, which can be a burden,
especially for a wind tower manufacturer.
A machine crowned for 25 mm material consists of rolls
with the middle slightly larger in diameter than the ends, to
compensate for the deflection the machine will experience
when 25 mm plate is put into the machine. The diameter
difference is slight, measured in thousandths of an inch.
This bulge, or crown, counteracts the material deflection as it
forms up through the rolls.
Precision rolling machines can be designed with the side
bending rolls positioned as close as possible to the lower
center roll (pinch roll) — almost touching, in fact. The top roll,
pinch roll, and side rolls are all larger than on conventional
rolling machines. This added mass guarantees reduced
deflection under load. The larger rolls require less crowning,
so they are able to roll a wider range of thicknesses. In fact,
rolls that are 20 percent larger than normal can help minimize
deflection by nearly 100 percent, which means operators
don’t need to use shims to adjust for various plate thicknesses.
Conical considerations
Because wind towers are conical, rolling machines must tilt
rolls slightly to put more pressure on one end of the roll than
the other. To maintain consistency of the wind tower’s conical
angle, and to prevent off-center loading, the rolls’ degree of tilt
must be preset automatically and kept constant throughout the
rolling cycle.
This constant tilting, or balancing, is ideally accomplished
with numerical control, which can send continual adjustments
to hydraulic proportional valves on either end of the rolls.


hardened steel piece mounted to the machine frame —
contacts the small-diameter portion of the cone, so it can be
rolled slower than the large-diameter portion. However, because
wind tower sections are only slightly conical, the plate never
comes in contact with the contrast die. And since the sections
are formed with a cylindrical rolling operation, there is also no
damage to their bevelled edges from friction.
Increasing productivity
Various additions to plate rolling systems can boost
productivity. For instance, plate supports allow a machine
to operate without an overhead crane. A support beam
on a vertical column, positioned above the roll set, can hold
the material and prevent the cone from distorting. For
wind towers, this top beam can be tilted according to
the cone angle. The top beam’s capacity should be
between 5 and 20 tons, depending on the size of the
heaviest section.
Feed tables also help speed production, reducing the
need for overhead cranes. While the machine is rolling one
part, the feed table can set the next one precisely where it’s
needed, so it’s ready to go as soon as the previous roll shape
is finished.
The conical shape of these wind tower sections does
make the infeed process a bit more complicated, because the
blank isn’t a perfect rectangle. Instead, a slight radius is cut on
either side of the plate. Feed tables therefore must ensure that
plate is properly aligned during the entire rolling process. This
can be accomplished in various ways. One design feeds
material in flat and uses three sets of lateral cylinders that
slide horizontally to ensure the blank remains aligned as it
goes through the machine.
These technologies can reduce rolling time to between
5 and 10 minutes per section. Note, however, that this is just
the rolling time and doesn’t include other operations in the
production cycle, such as tack welding. Tack welding these
sections at the end of the roll keeps these machines occupied
for another 10 minutes. So realistically, you can expect an
output of about two to three rolled sections per hour with one
operator, without re-rolling.

Some machines have four independent bearings
supporting each roll, so that the roll tilt can match precisely
the angle required by the conical wind tower sections while
maintaining full support, even in the tilted orientation.
Electronic balancing systems can keep tolerances at less
than 0.2 mm, as demanded by precision wind tower
work.
Unlike other cone applications, tower cone sections
are only slightly conical. Conical rolls aren’t necessary.
In conventional cone rolling, the contrast die — a wheel or
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Shaving downtime
Wind turbines may be one piece of the puzzle to solve our
global energy crisis. Some bleeding-edge work has pushed wind
towers to become more efficient and larger — incredibly larger,
in fact. Some now rise over 100 metres into the air and hold
fan blades that span the length of a football field or more. It’s
ironic that such bleeding-edge work rests (literally) on a tower
formed with one of the most mature of all metal fabrication
processes.
Such production, however, has pushed rolling to new
levels of productivity. You can’t change the physics of metal.
The fundamentals of rolling haven’t changed. What has
changed is the level of precision and uptime, with minimal time
spent moving work to and from the operation. When wind tower
production is in full swing, it’s rare to see a rolling machine sit
idle for long.
This article first appeared in the Fabricator.
For years Faccin Srl have been a world leader in designing,
manufacturing and selling plate bending rolls, section bending
rolls, dishing and flanging lines for large dome ends. They have
supplied a number of machines to companies involved in wind
tower production.
For further details contact their local agent Talmac
Machine Tools on TEL: 011 827 6539
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SolidWorks World 2013
This year marked the 15th anniversary of SolidWorks World.

I

n 1999, when the first SolidWorks World was held in
Palm Springs, there were approximately 800 people that
attended, 60 partners, and 70 technical sessions.
I was privileged to attend this year’s event held in Orlando,
Florida, US from 20 to 23 January where there were over 4500
attendees, over 240 technical sessions held, and over 100
partners exhibited in the Partner Pavillion.
The number of SolidWorks users continues to grow at
an amazing rate. It was only four years ago that SolidWorks
announced their one-millionth user, and today they have over
two million users.
Here’s a quick look at some of the SolidWorks
community statistics:
● Total SolidWorks users: 2 million
● SolidWorks resellers: 407
● SolidWorksSolution partners: 800
● Certified SolidWorks users:  61 000
● SolidWorks user groups: 218
● Facebook fans: 525 000
● 3D ContentCentral users: 1 million
● DraftSight users: 1.3 million
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But the SolidWorks community is not about numbers — it’s
about people. It is the company’s mission is to make it easy
for you to bring the ideas in your head to life, as well as to help
prepare the next generation of engineers and designers for
success. SolidWorks is currently being taught in over
25,000 schools worldwide, including 72% of the world’s top
universities, as well as a growing number of high schools,
and even middle schools.
Over 2.5 million students use SolidWorks every day —
some of them as young as nine years old. The SolidWorks
Certification Program allows qualified schools to provide
Certified SolidWorks Associate (CSWA) exams to their students.
“We want to help provide qualified students to our
commercial customers that require highly trained, skilled young
designers and engineers. CSWA certification lets you know
that a recent graduate will be ready to work on day one,” said
Bertrand Sicot, SolidWorks CEO in his opening address at the
first General Session.
Sicot continued, “Last September, we announced the
21st release of SolidWorks with our 2013 update. We’re
always excited about all of the new functionality that goes into
every release, and you’ve probably heard that over 90%

89% in 2007. The development team at
SolidWorks has done an incredible job over
the last few years to make the tools you use
every day more reliable, and I believe that
these numbers show that those efforts are
paying off. But we can still do better, and I’m
confident that next year, we’ll get even
closer to 100%.”
SolidWorks Electrical, SolidWorks Plastics
and eDrawings for the iPad and iPhone
“In addition to SolidWorks 2013, we
also released three additional products
last year. SolidWorks Electrical makes it
possible for you to design products requiring
electrical systems for power, control,
safety and data acquisition. We also
recently introduced SolidWorks Plastics
because our users were demanding tools
to help predict and avoid manufacturing
defects in the earliest stages of plastic part
and mould design.”
Bernard Charlès, President and Chief Executive Officer Dassault Systèmes, the
“We also delivered eDrawings for the
holding company of SolidWorks Corp. and Bertrand Sicot CEO of SolidWorks Corp.
iPad and iPhone. Now you can bring your
2D and 3D files to a customer’s site, or
to a sales meeting, or to a family member,
of enhancements are driven by customer requests. That’s
and share the design concepts quickly and easily. And yes,
true for 2013 as well, but this year our goal was to improve
we have heard all of you who have asked for an Android
and simplify the core business processes that affect our
version, and I’m happy to tell you today that we are currently
users on a daily basis. And, we included some new
working on this. It will be available in the coming months, so
capabilities that customers have been requesting for a while.
stay tuned.”
For example:
“When we started in 1995, we never dreamed that we
● New geometry tools to help you create models
would have the largest and most vibrant mechanical CAD
faster and easier
community in the world. The SolidWorks community is made
● Tools to help you optimize the performance of
up of some of the most creative and innovative people, and
SolidWorks and maximize productivity
when we all work together, there are no limits to what we can
● Tools to help you work and collaborate with other
achieve.”
people on your design team, vendors, and other
“So on behalf of the entire SolidWorks team, I would
supply chain partners.”
like to thank all of you for being part of the SolidWorks
community. Our connection to the community is what keeps
“One of these new features is Previous Release Interus excited. It’s what fires the passion we all feel when we
operability. You told us that you needed the ability to open files
come to work every day. And it’s also what keeps us
in SolidWorks 2013 directly with SolidWorks 2012, and we
grounded, making sure we’re always asking “are we doing
listened. Customers have told us that Previous Release Interthe right things for our users?” From our customers to our
operability has already improved their file exchange rates and
employees, from our resellers to our partners, we truly are
reduced delays, while easing the transition to our new release.”
united by design.”
“But in SolidWorks 2013, we did more than just add new

features. We also continued our
relentless pursuit of stability and
performance, and we think we’ve
been successful. In fact, our
customer satisfaction rates have
never been higher. In 2006 we
started soliciting feedback from
our customers annually with a
quantitative, Web-based survey.
We ask questions about how
customers are using SolidWorks,
their satisfaction with the
software, our company, and their
resellers.”
“Our most recent survey
ran this past summer, and we
received around 25 000
customer responses. I am
extremely happy to report that
overall satisfaction is 94% - that’s
up from 93% in 2011, and from
Introducing SolidWorks Mechanical Conceptual, a new way to jumpstart your design process
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I was privileged to attend this year’s event held in Orlando, Florida, US from 20 to 23 January.
There were over 4500 attendees, over 240 technical sessions held, and over 100 partners exhibited in the Partner Pavillion.
Here are two exhibits from the Partner Pavillion – both designed in SolidWorks

Introducing SolidWorks Mechanical Conceptual,
a new way to jumpstart your design process
Conceptual, social, instinctive, and connected — That’s how
Fielder Hiss, SolidWorks‘ VP of product development, summed
up the new product SolidWorks Mechanical Conceptual. The
presentation was part of the opening General Session.
“This is what you’ve told us: 31% of all project time is spent
on concepts. That’s a lot of time,” said Hiss. “On average, there
are six conceptual and four design iterations in a typical
project. Three out of four engineers are engaged in that
process. There can be more than three internal and two
external stakeholder groups involved in the concept phase.”
These and other findings about the company’s core
customers, Hiss suggested, were the reasons behind the
development of Mechanical Conceptual, a new product based
on parent company Dassault Systemes’ 3D Experience
philosophy.
The demonstration revealed a software program with
2D sketching, 3D geometry building, and simple dynamic
simulation functions. “The underlying modelling engine can
facilitate direct, history, and parametric modellings in a single
environment,” Hiss explained.
“Today, SolidWorks is the best solution for detail design,
but it limits your creativity for this key conceptual step.
SolidWorks Mechanical Conceptual fills in these gaps and
allows you to:
● Capture ideas digitally
● Manage multiple concepts
● Collaborate and communicate
Instinctive design
“Evolving a concept is where SolidWorks Mechanical
Conceptual really begins to speed the design time. Most
systems force you to think about product structure in order to
capture ideas. Our single modelling environment is about ease
of use, creativity, and ease of change – with amazing flexibility.
Capturing concepts digitally is quick and easy with familiar
tools and concepts so the focus is on ideas – not on the
software.”
“SolidWorks Mechanical Conceptual merges the benefits of
history, parametrics, and direct editing into a single interface.
As a concept evolves, you can make any change necessary to a
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design while respecting the design intent you previously
created. The Single Modeling Environment allows you to
evolve from layout sketches to 3D geometry, to separate
parts and assemblies, without taking product structure into
consideration.”
“SolidWorks Mechanical Conceptual lets you evolve your
design’s organisational structure as you evolve the idea and
have a better understanding of where the design will go. This
eliminates wasted time because you never have to start over or
drastically rework designs to make an underlying change.”
“In our single modelling environment, as we evolve our
product structure into assemblies we have familiar tools and
intelligence that improves with use as components learn how
they were used previously. You can also automatically apply
previous intent to new designs. And SolidWorks Mechanical
Conceptual always saves the design, as well as various
iterations, so it’s very easy to get back to a previous idea and
develop it further.”
“As we get to more of a 3D concept, we can use motion
simulation to better understand the real world interaction of
parts and identify key concerns early on, before getting to detail
design.”
“Because the conceptual phase in modern product
development revolves around “social innovation,” the new
product will incorporate social media-like collaboration
features,” he explained. “What we’re doing is removing the
noise in social media and letting all the benefits of it to be
applied to engineering,” he said.
Multiple concept management, mobile apps, and tablet
support round out the feature set in Mechanical Conceptual.
Social Innovation
“When you feel that sufficient concepts have been
captured, then it’s key to be able to engage stakeholders
(both internal to the organisation as well as with customers
and vendors) to get feedback on the best path forward.”
“SolidWorks Mechanical Conceptual has social innovation
capabilities built into its foundation. At any point, the designer
can engage stakeholders by posting concepts to their private
communities. Stakeholders are notified that there is a concept
to review and can provide feedback using simple and familiar
Web concepts. The world is becoming more social every day,

and at SolidWorks we believe in collective intelligence.”
“SolidWorks Mechanical Conceptual truly brings these
capabilities to concept design. This type of participation
will allow you to better engage with your customers and
differentiate yourself from the competition. After stakeholders
are done, the designer is automatically notified and can
continue to evolve the concept with this feedback.”
Connected
“SolidWorks Mechanical Conceptual is always connected
to the design database and to other users. This gives us
the ability to secure your data, prevent data loss from any
crashes, and automatically save iterations of each
concept.”
“You are also connected to other users both working
on your project and also in the wider SolidWorks
community. You can participate in live chats with other
users to get feedback on a question or a design
challenge. Users are always working together on the
same design so that there is no time wasted, or
confusion as to what is the latest version. When a team
member makes a change, all users are updated in real
time with the latest version so the concepts will always
progress forward.”
“Being connected provides access anywhere at
any time to your concepts. SolidWorks Mechanical
Conceptual even allows users to take designs on the go
for design reviews, or even for sales and marketing using
mobile applications.”
“We are very excited about the progress we have
made with SolidWorks Mechanical Conceptual.

This product will be a great complement to companies using
SolidWorks. We believe the product delivers on a new approach
to conceptual design by incorporating the flexibility of a single
modelling environment, social innovation, and the benefits of
being connected online.”
“In May of this year, we will be working with select
customers to validate these principles of conceptual design
in their production environments. Once we are confident in
the benefits these customers are seeing we expect to make
SolidWorks Mechanical Conceptual available to all users
towards the end of 2013.”


Dieter Leleu of Mecad Systems, Roche du Toit of
Osborn Engineered Products, Robert Pereira of Mecad Systems
and Abrie Viljoen of Osborn Engineered Products
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The under served market
According to Desktop Engineering report Mechanical CAD
software developers have long courted the conceptual design
segment, but the legacy of CAD, rooted in detailed production
drawings and manufacturing-grade geometry, prevented market
leading programs from effectively addressing the early product
development phase. It left an opening for consumer-friendly
Google SketchUp, newcomer SpaceClaim, and a few others to
capture a portion of the market.
The report says that in the last four or five years,
leading CAD developers like Autodesk, PTC, and Siemens PLM
Software began to pursue the conceptual phase with renewed
vigor, using direct-editing programs that are easier to learn
and use than typical parametric CAD software. Thus, Autodesk
Inventor Fusion, PTC Creo/Direct, Solid Edge with Synchronous
Technology, and others emerged. Now SolidWorks has joined
the battle with Mechanical Conceptual.
Courting new markets
The report also says some leading MCAD makers like
Autodesk have begun courting the prosumer and consumer
markets with easier versions of their software. The hobbyists,
tinkerers, and maker communities represent new fields,
tantalizingly close to the professional 3D modeling market
served by CAD. SolidWorks Mechanical Conceptual, however,
is strictly aimed at the professional design and engineering
market — at least, for now.
“Step one is for us to target the professional market with
Mechanical Conceptual,” said Bertrand Sicot, SolidWorks CEO,
in his meeting with DE editors at the conference. “I’m
convinced there’s room for 3D for the prosumer market. But
for this first application, we’re not thinking about that.”
Thick local client, augmented by cloud-hosted data
Internally, SolidWorks R&D staff debated over the right
architecture for the new software. In the end, they settled on a
thick client (a hefty program that runs on your desktop or
laptop), connected to cloud-hosted data center.
“When I say ‘Connected,’ I don’t say ‘Cloud,’
” Sicot clarified. He was well aware that SolidWorks’ rival
Autodesk, by contrast, is betting heavily on the cloud.
Assurance for SolidWorks users
In the past, the mention of new products stirred
controversies among some loyal fans of SolidWorks, who
worried that the company might lose focus or change their
beloved software beyond recognition. To prevent a similar
outburst online, Sicot issued an assurance from the main
stage.
“Development of SolidWorks Mechanical Conceptual
will not be at the expense of, I shall repeat, will not be at the
expense of SolidWorks,” he said with emphasis.
SolidWorks Plastics
SolidWorks Plastics brings easy-to-use injection moulding
simulation directly to the designers of plastic parts and
injection moulds. It simulates how melted plastic flows during
the injection molding process to predict manufacturing related
defects on parts and molds. You can quickly evaluate
manufacturability while you design, to eliminate costly mould
rework, improve part quality, and accelerate time to market. A
Results Adviser provides troubleshooting steps and practical
design advice to help diagnose and solve potential problems.
SolidWorks Plastics Professional
For plastics part designers, SolidWorks Plastics Professional
enables you to optimise parts for manufacturability in the early
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stages of design. Easy to learn and use, SolidWorks Plastics
Professional is fully embedded within the SolidWorks CAD
environment so you can analyse and modify designs at the
same time you optimise for form, fit, and function.
SolidWorks Plastics Premium
SolidWorks Plastics Premium gives anyone who designs or
builds injection moulds an accurate, easy-to-use way to
optimise them. You can quickly create and analyse single-cavity,
multi-cavity, and family mold layouts, including sprues, runners,
and gates. You can even balance runner systems and estimate
cycle time, clamp tonnage, and shot size, enabling you to
optimise feed system design and avoid costly mold rework.
The SolidWorks World 2013 top 10 list
Every year SolidWorks subscription customers make
suggestions for enhancements they would like to see in future
versions of SolidWorks. Historically, 70% of these suggestions
end up making their way into the software at some point.
Here is the list that was unveiled.
● Make rebuild time faster
● True backward compatibility
● Slot mate
● Cylindrical mates need an option to lock rotation
● Provide a version of the eDrawings mobile app
for Android devices
● Option for equal spacing on linear patterns
● Default concentric mate for axis to cylindrical surface
● External thread wizard for all thread types
● Draw a line segment starting from the midpoint
● Create auxiliary line for dimensioning angles
Art Thompson and Jon Wells of Sage Cheshire, the company
involved with Team Red Bull Stratos that had Felix Baumgartner
breaking the skydiving world record from the edge of space,
rounded off the morning session with an inspiring presentation.
SolidWorks left its fingerprint on two of Stratos’ crucial aspects:
the craft and the helmet. The whole project took five years to
complete with a number of unknowns involved.
Day two and three
The second day general session was exciting as always,
with presentations from Dr. Vijay Kumar talking about the
future of robotics research and Festo displayed their
Bionic Learning Network, where inventions are inspired by
nature.
Dr. Vijay Kumar, professor at the University of Pennsylvania,
showcased the potential of agile aerial robots flying in a swarm.
Dr. Kumar’s Scalable sWarms of Autonomous Robots and
Mobile Sensors (SWARMS) project brings together experts in
artificial intelligence, control theory, robotics, systems
engineering and biology, attempting to understand swarming
behaviors in nature and applications of biologically-inspired
models of swarm behaviours to large networked groups of
autonomous vehicles.
Festo’s presentation featured SmartBird that flew over the
audience. SmartBird is an ultra-light but powerful flight model
with excellent aerodynamic qualities and extreme agility. With
SmartBird, Festo has succeeded in deciphering the flight of
birds – one of the oldest dreams of humankind. This bionic
technology-bearer, which is inspired by the herring gull, can
start, fly and land autonomously – with no additional drive
mechanism. Its wings not only beat up and down, but also
twist at specific angles. This is made possible by an active
articulated torsional drive unit, which in combination with a
complex control system attains an unprecedented level of

Festo’s presentation on day three featured SmartBird
that flew over the audience

efficiency in flight operation. Festo has thus succeeded
for the first time in creating an energy-efficient technical
adaptation of this model from nature.
In the evening this year’s special event was hosted at the
famous Universal’s Islands of Adventure. The amusement park
was closed for three hours for SolidWorks World attendees to
enjoy. Carnival games, drinks, food, and arcades were all free
for our use. White knuckle rides on The Hulk roller coaster and
the Wizarding World of Harry Potter will always be remembered.
Short non-existent lines were a big plus for the 4500 plus
attendees.
The final day of SolidWorks World 2013 was wrapped up on

the Wednesday. As usual, it was focused more on the future
of SolidWorks and what’s coming next, including the popular
Top 10 List – see above!
The guest speaker in attendance was Tom Atchinson
of Mavericks Civilian Space Foundation who provided us
with an inspiring story of a talented group of young students
that constructed, launched, and retrieved an actual rocket
that reached the edge of space with speeds nearing
Mach 3!
The one thing I have always learned at SolidWorks World
is that the event is way more than just about the product. It’s
about the people and the community that are driven by this
passion of creating new innovative products and designing
without limits.
SolidWorks World 2014 will take place in sunny San Diego,
California, January 26 to 29. This year there were four other
South Africans, besides myself, that attended – two from the
local representatives Mecad and two users.
Special thanks
To Mecad Systems – SolidWorks’ agent in South Africa
– for arranging that I attend this conference, and Carola von
Wendland, SolidWorks’ EMEA PR Manager for organising
all my travel and accommodation arrangements and Kristen
Wilson, Senior Manager Public Relations, SolidWorks for
all her help in the US.
For the latest news, information, or a live online
demonstration, visit the company’s web site
www.solidworks.com.
For more information contact Mecad Systems on
TEL: 012 665 1400
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SolidWorks 2013 seminar
Mecad Systems, the South African resellers of SolidWorks, held a series of seminars
around the country in February to introduce users to the new features of SolidWorks 2013.
The pictures below show some of the attendees at the Gauteng seminar.

Hannes Pretorius and Quinton Burger, both of Mecad Systems
with Riaan Ludick of HPE SA in the centre

Riaan van Dyk, Rowland McDonald, Jaco van Zyl, Ruan Gertenbach
and Herman Schalkwyk, all of Robor

Ruan Terblanche of Hall Longmore, Jason Kessell
of Interafrica Engineering, Dhruv of Hall Longmore
and Duane le Roux of Mecad Systems

Shawn van Heerden, Laura Walker and Stuart Kirkman,
all of Centurion Systems

Mecha-Tronika, a new exhibition
of industrial production intelligence
October 24th - 27th, 2013

A

biennial exhibition of industrial robots, assembly,
movement, handling, vision systems, measurement
and control, logistics and transport, process and
manufacturing control, software and
hardware for system and product
development (PLM), component
and accessory engineering, safety
and environment, sfortec-technical
sub-contracting, sensors, detectors,
transducers, testing and measurement
instrumentation, fieldbus and
communication systems, IT for
industry, automation and production
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software systems, electronic production automation, services
and maintenance.
Mecha-Tronika , which will take place at Fiera Milano, Italy
on 23-26 October 2013, is organised by
EFIM-Ente Fiere Italiane Macchine and
Fiera Milano, has a Scientific Committee,
entrusted with the task of defining the
technological agenda that will be the
reference of the new showcase dedicated
to one of the most promising sectors in
terms of manufacturing development.
For further details
visit www.mechatronika.it

Hardinge Inc. buys grinding specialist Usach Technologies
Addition broadens product line, extends access to OEMs.

M

achine tool builder Hardinge Inc. has bought Usach
Technologies Inc., a privately owned U.S. company that
develops and manufactures CNC grinding machines and
grinding systems. The cost of the acquisition was not released.
“Hardinge is a world leader in grinding solutions and the
acquisition of Usach Technologies strengthens and reinforces
that position,” according to chairman Richard L. Simons.
“This acquisition complements our strategy to maintain our
competitive edge by continually advancing and enhancing our
product portfolio.
“Importantly, Usach strengthens our reach into high-profile
OEMs in the U.S., and expands our opportunities in the highly
diversified end markets we serve,” Simons continued.
Usach Technologies, of Elgin, Ill., was established 27 years
ago as machine-tool importer, eventually developing into a
designer and manufacturer of machines and systems for
complex grinding processes. Its 2012 revenue is forecast at
$14 million.
Notably, Usach has a proprietary programming system - the
Usach Open Architecture System© - for standard and custom
internal, external and simultaneous grinding applications.
The company’s ID grinding machines cover the range from
single-spindle to four-spindle systems, with standard and
specialty configurations, capable of grinding parts up to
40 in. diameter and weighing up to 1,300 lb.

Usach’s OD grinding machines are available as
single-spindle, dual-spindle, and four-spindle designs for
grinding wheel diameters up to 30 in., part lengths up to
200 in., part weights of 3,500 lb. and larger, and 42 in.
swing. All these specifications are beyond the capacity of
Hardinge’s current product offerings, it indicated.
Hardinge indicated that the Usach designs would expand
its portfolio of high-precision grinding machines and systems
offered under the Kellenberger, Jones & Shipman, Hauser,
Tschudin and Tripet brands. Usach is said to excel at
customizing machine designs and configurations, and at
equipping its machines for automatic loading.
Hardinge also credited Usach’s “excellent” customer service.
“We are pleased that the owner, Giacomo Antonini, will stay
on as president and general manager of this wholly owned
subsidiary of Hardinge, along with his strong and creative
operating team,” Simons noted. In addition to his role as
chairman, he is president and CEO of Harding Inc.
“We believe together we can help Usach grow beyond its
historical capacity by leveraging our global network of sales
and service organizations as well as providing the financial
strength of Hardinge to back up their commitment to their
customers,” Simons stated.
For further details contact F&H Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 397 4050
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2012 best year ever for Haas Automation

H

aas Automation, Inc., of Oxnard, California, reports that
2012 was the best year in the company’s 30-year history,
with revenues exceeding $967 million – an increase of
11.5 percent over 2011 – and CNC machine tool production
exceeding 13,300 units, an increase of 5 percent. The 2012
numbers reinforce Haas Automation’s position as the world’s
leading CNC machine tool builder.
Sales of Haas CNC machine tools remained strong
throughout 2012, with December yielding a near-record
1512 units sold. Total sales for the year exceeded 13,000
machines – an increase of 6 percent over 2011 – and the
company shipped a total of 13,324 units worldwide, with more
than half going to international markets.
“It was an incredible year,” stated Haas General Manager
Bob Murray, “our best year ever. And we owe a lot to our

international customers. We will continue investing in our
growing international markets to ensure that all Haas
customers receive the high-quality products and world-class
service they deserve.”
All Haas products are built in the company’s 1-millionsquare-foot manufacturing facility in Southern California. They
are distributed worldwide through a global network of Haas
Factory Outlets (HFOs) that provide the industry’s best sales,
service and support. Currently, there are more than 170 HFOs
in more than 50 countries worldwide, with more planned for
the future.
“Our growing HFO network allows us to provide Haas
customers around the world with local access to Haas
products, sales assistance, replacement parts, and factorytrained service personnel,” continued Mr. Murray. “This
commitment to serving
our customers is one of
the driving forces behind
Haas Automation’s
global success.”
For more information
about Haas Automation
and Haas products
contact the local agent
Haas Factory Outlet on
TEL: 011 974 2301 or
visit www.haassa.com.

Chiron acquires majority stake
of Scherer Feinbau GmbH
The Scherer Feinbau GmbH stands for vertical lathes and shaft turning machines, automation
solutions and manufacture of parts for the automotive industry in particular.

L

ate last year the management company of the
Chiron-Werke GmbH acquired a 75.1% stake of the
Scherer Feinbau GmbH, which is head-quartered in the
Lower Franconian city of Mömbris, Germany.
Mr. Frank Scherer, who until now was the sole shareholder,
retains a 24.9% stake and continues to serve the company
as managing director. A further managing director, Mr. Volker
Göddertz, has been appointed, who until now was the head of
procurement and logistics at Chiron-Werke in Tuttlingen.
The addition of Scherer Feinbau GmbH, a manufacturer of
vertical lathes, means the Chiron Group has gained additional
expertise in production solutions for lathing. Since the business
segments are similar, synergies in international marketing and
service as well as in manufacture can be expected.
Scherer Feinbau GmbH
The Scherer Feinbau GmbH stands for modern vertical
lathes for chuck and shaft parts, often associated with
automation solutions. The company was founded in 1978
and is mostly involved with project business and is known
as a reliable partner of the automotive industry. Its turnkey
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production solutions have been put to use around the world.
In the financial year 2012, the 180 employees will probably
achieve a turnover of about 60 million euros. The new owner
emphasises continuity. At the Alzenau location, new
construction is being planned.
About Chiron
Chiron-Werke GmbH & Co. KG, founded in 1921 and based
in Tuttlingen, Germany, is a globally active manufacturer of
vertical machining centres. It is a part of the Hoberg & Driesch
group of companies and employs about 1,600 employees
worldwide. The company makes about half of its turnover
through sales of turnkey solutions. About 60 percent of its
machine tools are exported to places around the world. Chiron
maintains an extensive international network of service and
distribution companies. Among the customers from the
automotive and aerospace industries, machine construction,
medical engineering and the watches and jewellery industry
are many who are international leaders in their fields.
For further details contact Edwin Roth Pty Ltd on
TEL: 011 970 1930

SpaceClaim and Simpoe team up on
plastic part tooling simulation
Companies announce integration of SpaceClaim Engineer and Simpoe-Mold.

S

paceClaim and Simpoe, providers of plastic injection
simulation solutions, announced a direct integration
between SpaceClaim Engineer and Simpoe-Mold.
Simpoe-Mold and SpaceClaim Engineer work together to
help users optimise the design and the tooling of plastic parts
while minimising manufacturing costs, the companies said.
“The direct coupling between SpaceClaim Engineer and
Simpoe-Mold plastic injection simulation software provides an

Mould engineers can evaluate designs from any CAD
system and adjust them as necessary, regardless of how
the model was originally created. “Combining the model
preparation capabilities of SpaceClaim Engineer with the
plastics moulding strengths of Simpoe-Mold provides the
design engineer a cost-effective, comprehensive plastics
moulding solution,” said Rich Moore, vice president of
business development at SpaceClaim.

“SpaceClaim and Simpoe both emphasise ease of use, speed,
and affordability, and our partnership with SpaceClaim is a natural fit to offer
state-of-the-art technology to the plastics industry.”
unprecedented solution for plastic parts designers, mouldmakers, and part manufacturers to drastically streamline their
product development process,” said Thierry Leroy, Simpoe’s COO.
“SpaceClaim and Simpoe both emphasise ease of use,
speed, and affordability, and our partnership with SpaceClaim
is a natural fit to offer state-of-the-art technology to the plastics
industry.”

“This integration will ensure we offer a leading-edge
solution to the plastics industry and expand our market
presence, while removing waste associated with traditional
feature-based CAD,” he added.
For more information on SpaceClaim® contact
SolidCAD on TEL: 012 645 4400, www.solidcad.co.za
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Volkswagen bucks trend and replaces
aluminium with steel to save weight

I

Europe, with more than 100,000 orders, Volkswagen is
n its quest to save weight Volkswagen is ripping aluminium
out of plans and bills of material to replace it with steel. Not
planning additional special shifts at its main plant in Wolfsburg.
The plans include three additional early shifts on
good old steel. They replace it with much better new steel.
Volkswagen AG is using new high strength steel to
Saturdays in the first quarter of the year, producing 2000
additional vehicles for the European market.
make cars lighter and comply with strict emissions rules
The seventh-generation Volkswagen Golf has got off to
confounding forecasts that aluminium would be the metal of
choice for reducing weight.
a successful start on the market. Despite the technical
modifications to production equipment required at the
High tensile steel is up to 6 times stronger than conventional
steel and helped Volkswagen
Wolfsburg and Zwickau plants,
more than 800,000 Golfs were
reduce the new Golf’s weight by
once again delivered in 2012.
about 100 kg while also saving
money. Aluminium is about a third
No other European car is
of the weight of conventional steel
more successful or more popular.
For more than nine years, the
but costs three times as much.
Golf has headed the list of
“Volkswagen is using high
best-selling cars in Europe
strength steels in increasing
amounts. It is a very cost effective
without interruption. In Germany,
way of reducing weight. Using new
the Golf has even been the
market leader for 37 years.
innovations in steel engineering
it is possible to reduce weight
Others use more aluminium
without the use for more costly
Bloomberg reported that
materials such as aluminium and
carmakers from Ford Motor Co
carbon fibre,” Mr Armin Plath
VW Golf – 100kg lighter thanks to steels
to Audi AG and Jaguar Land
VW’s head of materials research
Rover Plc are using record
and manufacturing said.
amounts of aluminium to replace heavier steel providing relief
“Volkswagen uses hot formed advanced high strength and
to producers of the metal confronting excess supplies and
ultra high strength steel. Other companies also increasingly
depressed prices.
use these materials. However, Volkswagen may have to change
According to Mr Gayle Berry, a London based analyst
its mind after all,” he continued.
at Barclays, Aluminium content in vehicles is rising about
Volkswagen plans special shifts for the Golf
5% a year and growth will accelerate in the next decade as
As a result of the high demand for the new Golf throughout
drivers seek improved fuel economy and lower emissions.

Vero Software acquires Surfcam from Surfware, Inc.
Second acquisition for Vero Software in a month.

V

ero Software, the world’s largest and number one CAM
specialist is pleased to announce the acquisition of the
Surfcam assets from Surfware, Inc., a US based software
specialist responsible for the development of Surfcam and the
award-winning TRUEMill technology.
Commenting on the acquisition, Richard Smith, CEO
of Vero Software says, “Across the enlarged Group, the
complementary products address the worldwide need for
efficient and innovative CAD/CAM/CAE technology. Surfcam
is a robust, and well respected CAD/CAM system with a large
number of loyal customers and knowledgeable resellers. With
an emphasis on sharing already proven technologies, we will
provide the development platform to reinvigorate the Surfcam
product and continue to help its customers become more
efficient, profitable and successful.
“Following our recent European acquisition of Sescoi
(WorkNC), this US acquisition is further evidence of our
growing influence on the global manufacturing market.
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We fully recognise the importance of product branding and it
is important to emphasise that we will continue to invest in
Surfcam through our new subsidiary Surfcam Inc., and
welcome the existing US and overseas Surfware partners and
resellers into the Vero network.”
Alan Diehl and his son Larry originally founded Surfware
in 1988, with Alan’s other son Bryan joining the company in
1990.
Regarding the change, Alan says, “We have dedicated
our lives to developing innovative and productive machining
technology. Just as importantly, we enjoy customer and
reseller relationships that are the envy of our competitors.
We know we are joining a group with a similar view.
We are confident that Vero’s additional resources and
global distribution will take Surfcam to new levels of
efficiency, and will continue to provide solutions that boost
our customers’ productivity, reduce costs and improve
quality. “

Trumpf posts record-breaking sales
and pumps up R&D investment and personnel

G

ermany’s Trumpf Group has achieved the
highest sales in its corporate history, and is
expecting growth to increase slightly more for
the coming fiscal year, despite the gradual economic
slowdown, it was revealed at the company’s recent
annual press conference.
Trumpf, which manufactures machine tools (CNC
laser profiling, CNC punch presses, CNC press brakes),
laser technology and medical technology, achieved
sales of €2.33 billion at the end of fiscal 2011/12 –
a 15% increase over the previous year’s €2.02 billion,
which means it has beaten its pre-recession record.
The company created over 1,000 new jobs over
the past fiscal year, with more than half of them in
Germany, with the number of employees worldwide
having risen to 9,555.
“Trumpf benefited from the fact that a lot of
customers caught up on investments that had been
postponed during the recession,” said president
Nicola Leibinger-Kammüller at the press conference.
She added that, thanks to its highly flexible
production systems, Trumpf quickly managed to
adjust from recession to recovery, gaining market
share worldwide in the process.
Orders also rose, to €2.35 billion, up on the previous
year’s €2.22 billion, while profits were up 13.8%, reaching
€211 million, as against the previous year’s €185 million.
In Machine Tools, the company’s largest division, sales
rose by 17% to €1.89 billion; the Laser and Electronics division
increased its sales by 14.8% to €727 million; and the
company’s Medical Technology division, saw sales rise by
4.4% to €184 million.
The company’s largest regional single markets in the past
fiscal year were Germany (sales growth +14% to €671 million),
the USA (+23% to €274 million), and China (+9% to
€186 million).
Added Nicola Leibinger-Kammüller: “We are noticing that
some customers are holding back on investments, despite full
order books, because the sovereign debt crisis in the Eurozone
is making them nervous. Despite this, we are continuing to
aim for growth in the new fiscal year, since we are

well-positioned in the markets that count.”
Innovation is a key factor in Trumpf’s success, with the
company having “considerably increased its investments, as
well as expenditure on research and development over the
past year”. The company invested €153 million in tangible and
intangible assets - €61 million the previous year. Expenditure
on research and development rose by 22.4% to €193 million
(the previous year’s figure was €158 million). R&D expenditure
at 8.3% of sales makes it almost double the average for the
industry, Trumpf reported, and 1,352 employees now work in
research and development – 17% more than in the previous
year - it said.
“It is only by making these major investments in the future
that we can retain our technological lead over the long term,”
underlined Nicola Leibinger-Kammüller.
For further details contact Retecon Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600

German machine tool orders slump
Foreign orders dropped 4% while domestic orders were down 2%.

A

drop in orders from abroad hit Germany’s key mechanical
engineering sector in November, following two months of
strong increases, the industry federation said.
Incoming orders fell by 3% in November from the level in
the same month of 2011, the VDMA association said.
Foreign orders dropped 4% while domestic orders were
down 2%.
“After two consecutive monthly increases, incoming
orders in the mechanical engineering sector in November 2012
fell just short of previous levels,” said VDMA chief economist
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Ralph Wiechers.
Regarding export orders, “the unusually high number of
orders from outside the Eurozone seen in September and
October could not be repeated. Domestic orders continued to
stabilize. All in all, November brought no new surprises, either
positive or negative,” Wiechers said.
Taking a three-month comparison to iron out short-term
fluctuations, overall orders were up 5% in the period from
September to November, with foreign orders up 10%, while
domestic orders declined by 6%, VDMA calculated.

Hypertherm buys waterjet systems developer
AccuStream adds new cutting technology option.

C

utting technologies specialist Hypertherm is buying
AccuStream, a specialty manufacturer of waterjet
cutting systems and products. The terms of the purchase
were not announced, but the deal is notable because it brings
together two suppliers of all the major cutting technology
options available to manufacturers and fabricators — plasma,
fiber laser, and waterjet cutting. Hypertherm indicated it has
acquired “substantially all” of the AccuStream assets, and
certain liabilities.
Hypertherm noted no major changes are planned for
AccuStream’s operations. The manufacturing operations will
remain in New Brighton, Minn., and no workforce reductions or
consolidations are planned.
AccuStream workers will be eligible for all Hypertherm
benefits, including profit sharing and full participation in its
employee stock ownership plan.
Hypertherm designs and manufactures handheld and
mechanized plasma systems and consumables, and fiber laser
cutting systems, as well as CNC motion and height controls
and CAM cutting software. Its products are used in major
manufacturing operations, automaking and automotive repair,
shipbuilding, and general manufacturing.
AccuStream Inc. engineers and manufactures
high-pressure waterjet components and replacement parts,
including intensifier pumps e.g., AccuStream A and

AS Series, with the Advanced Intensifier Technology™.
It also works with other manufacturers of waterjet cutting
systems and products, including WARDJet Inc., Park Industries,
Retro Systems, CNC Machines International, Axsis Cutting
Systems, Industrial Motion Systems, and Micro Waterjet,
LLC.
“AccuStream’s core values and focus on building reliable,
highly precise cutting products makes the company a perfect
fit for Hypertherm,” stated Hypertherm founder and CEO Dick
Couch. “We believe waterjet cutting is an excellent complement
to Hypertherm’s existing plasma and fiber laser technologies
and look forward to working together to advance the
capabilities of waterjet technology.”
The buyer said the acquisition would advance its strategy
of providing customers with an optimal cutting technology
(plasma, laser, or, now, waterjet) for particular cutting
applications, supported by controls and software to increase
performance and ease of use.
Hypertherm also noted AccuStream and its customers
would benefit by access to Hypertherm’s engineering resources
and global infrastructure.
“Hypertherm’s worldwide sales and service infrastructure
is ideally suited to expanding the availability and support of
our waterjet products,” noted AccuStream co-founder and
president Eric Chalmers.
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Sandvik Coromant sparks dialogue
with new trend report
Recently the global tool manufacturing and knowledge company decided to take a closer look
at the macro trends influencing the future of the manufacturing industry.

T

hrough an extensive study the company identified four
areas of special interest: Rapid urbanization, sustainability,
new advanced materials and new technologies.
“Traditionally the manufacturing industry has been
conservative in exploring new opportunities. Now, the
situation is different. Simply put, the world is moving at a much
faster pace than before. In order to develop future solutions
and meeting customer demands, industry leaders have to be
perceptive and forward thinking,” says Kevin Lorch, Marketing
Manager Innovation at Sandvik Coromant.

much more integrated part of the manufacturing business
model in terms of recycling, energy saving processes, reduction
of water use and green transports.
New advanced materials
A major influence on the manufacturing industry is
material development. With new high performance materials
like carbon fibre and super alloys the demand on productivity
increases. This also influences new methods of manufacturing,
machine- and tool design as well as software.
New technologies
Digital solutions are a more integrated part of manufacturing
than ever before. There is a lot of data to interpret and analyze
in order to optimize manufacturing processes. Several CAM
companies are deeply involved in projects relating to the use
of digital data in the development of CAD/CAM services to the
end customer. This opens up the use of digital products, which
is turning into a competitive advantage.
“With the release of the trend report we hope to spread a
dialogue about the future across the manufacturing industry.
No matter if it relates to products and productivity solutions or
competence and labour needs; insights and knowledge about
our constantly changing world are important keys to the future
success of the manufacturing industry,” Kevin Lorch concludes.
The trend report and accompanying video is available for
download at: www.sandvik.coromant.com/lookingahead.

It was decided early on that the result of the study should
be shared with the rest of the industry. The reason for sharing
came out of a need in the industry of a more general
discussion relating to the common challenges of the future.
“While many companies perform market and trend research
for internal use we decided that the result of the survey could
be used to spark a dialogue about the future of manufacturing
and the attitudes in the industry toward new challenges,” Kevin
Lorch explains.
Rapid urbanisation
In a future context societies evolve rapidly. Global and
local are no longer opposites, but part of an intricate
network spanning across borders. Today, half of the world’s
population – 3 billion people – lives in urban areas. Over
the next 15 years, the makeup of the group of top 600 cities
will change as the center of gravity of the urban world moves
south and, even more decisively, east.
Sustainability
Environmental issues have been part of the manufacturing
industry for a long time perhaps especially in terms of
legislation. However, in the future sustainability will be a
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Sandvik appoints new Presidents
Jonas Gustavsson, currently President of Sandvik Materials
Technology, has been appointed new President of Sandvik
Machining Solutions as of 1 February. Jonas Gustavsson has
been with the company since 2008 and previously held senior
positions at ABB and Bombardier. Jonas Gustavsson succeeds
Andreas Evertz who after five years will leave Sandvik to
pursue new challenges outside the company. Sandvik
Machining Solutions with around 18,000 employees is a market
leader for products and solutions for primarily metal cutting.
Petra Einarsson has been appointed new President of
Sandvik Materials Technology and member of Sandvik´s Group
Executive Management as of 1 February. Petra Einarsson is
currently head of the Tube product area at Sandvik Materials
Technology. Her career with Sandvik spans 22 years. Sandvik
Materials Technology is specialized in advanced products and
solutions based on high-alloy metals.
“Jonas Gustavsson and Petra Einarsson have a track
record of improved profitability from Sandvik Materials
Technology. Petra Einarsson will leverage the positive momentum
generated at the business area. I wish Andreas Evertz the best
of luck in his future career. Sandvik Machining Solutions has
developed a solid and successful strategy under his leadership.
Jonas Gustavsson, with his proven background as a
successful leader, will focus on further developing Sandvik
Machining Solutions and capitalizing on its growth potential,”
says Sandvik´s President and CEO, Olof Faxander.
For further information contact Sandvik Coromant
South Africa on TEL: 011 570 9615

Italy’s builders fear slower global demand
Decline in Q4 2012 exports complicates growth possibilities, as domestic demand remains static.

S

tatisticians for Italy’s machine-tool builders trade
association report that the members’ fourth-quarter
2012 new orders increased 1.6%, but that slight increase
obscures a more serious concern: that weakening international
demand for manufacturing technology is eroding the confidence
of the member companies, who are already struggling to offset
the low level of demand in the Italian domestic market.
“It is certainly not possible to grow indefinitely,”
acknowledged Luigi Galdabini, president of UCIMU, “but the
slow down in orders from the export markets has become a
rather serious complication, taking into account that in Italy
investments in capital goods are still at a standstill.”
UCIMU-Sistemi per Produrre is the association of the Italian
machine tool, robot, and automation system manufacturing
industry. When the group presented its consolidated results for
2012 in January, it reported export volumes had increased 12%,
though domestic shipments fell 13%. Thus, while foreign orders
have sustained the manufacturers, the second quarter and
third quarter, and now the fourth quarter of 2012, have shown
the momentum for demand is working in the wrong direction.
The statistics indicate Italian domestic orders increased
38.8% during Q4 2012, versus Q4 2011, but with an absolute
value that is still more than 10% below the index value for
the period.
Likewise, Italian exports of machine tools and related

equipment declined 4.3% during Q4 2012, versus Q4 2011,
though the absolute value of orders remains just slightly above
the index average.
On an annual basis, the UCIMU index decreased 4.8%
versus the 2011 average, which the group notes results from
falling foreign demand (-5.3%) and the continuing low level of
domestic demand.
“These last figures confirm the feeling that investments in
the main outlet markets for (products) ‘Made in Italy’ are
slowing down,” Luigi Galdabini, noted. “This is a very dangerous
situation for Italian manufacturers, who in the last few years
have concentrated their activities over the border to counteract
the stagnation of the domestic market.”
The UCIMU president went on to reiterate his group’s recent
call for economic policies in Italy that will ease the tax burden on
capital equipment purchases, and a revision of regulatory requirements in order to promote industrial growth and development.
“In response to the more difficult conditions of the sectors,”
he said, “it is necessary that those who will run the country
consider the central role of the Italian industrial system which,
thanks to SME, provides employment to hundreds of thousands
of families. For this purpose, UCIMU-Sistemi per Produrre, in
line with the requests of Confindustria, asks that companies
are supported in their growth and development, without which
the country risks falling back on itself.”
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The old and the new

Iconic car brand
celebrates 100 years
of heritage

The new

The British car manufacturer Aston Martin has launched a global celebration
and thereby marking a century of success.

O

n 15 January 2013, British sports car maker
Aston Martin launched its year of centenary
celebrations with a return to its roots in
London.
The luxury brand marked the official anniversary
of its founding 100 years ago with a ceremony in
Chelsea’s Henniker Mews – the original home of the
company that went on to become Aston Martin, founded
on 15 January 1913.
“I am proud to be celebrating 100 years of heritage
and the best of British craftsmanship,” Aston Martin CEO,
Dr Ulrich Bez said.
“Aston Martin is known around the world for our leading
design combined with advanced technology. Ours is the
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coolest luxury car brand on the planet and I am looking
forward to our second century of building the world’s most
desirable sports cars.”
“It’s great to be back at the place where it all started.
The Aston Martin story reaches a significant milestone in
2013 with our unique heritage and fiercely independent
tradition inspiring exciting chapters yet to come,”
Aston Martin Chairman, David Richards said.
“We look forward to sharing this milestone with our team,
our partners, our customers and Aston Martin enthusiasts
around the world.”
The event in London marked the start of a year-long
celebration of all things Aston Martin, with events taking
place worldwide over the next 12 months.

Global wind power market
could triple by 2020

A

new report shows that wind power could supply up to
12% of global electricity by 2020, creating 1.4 million
new jobs and reducing CO2 emissions by more than
1.5 billion tons per year.
Greenpeace International and the Global Wind Energy
Council released their bi-annual report on the future of the
wind industry.
The fourth edition of the Global Wind Energy Outlook
shows that wind power could supply up to 12% of global
electricity by 2020, creating 1.4 million new jobs and reducing
CO2 emissions by more than 1.5 billion tons per year, more
than 5 times today’s level.
By 2030, wind power could provide more than 20% of
global electricity supply.
Three different futures for the industry
The Global Wind Energy Outlook paints a picture of three
different futures for the wind industry, looking at scenarios
out to 2020, 2030, and eventually to 2050; and then
measures these scenarios against two different projections
for the development of electricity demand: the first based on
the International Energy Agency’s World Energy Outlook, and
another, more energy efficient future developed by the ECOFYS
consultancy and researchers at the University of Utrecht.
“It is clear that wind energy is going to play a major role in
our energy future,” said Steve Sawyer, Secretary General of the
Global Wind Energy Council.
“But for wind to reach its full potential, governments need to
act quickly to address the climate crisis, while there’s still time.”
An attractive option
In addition to being a major source of emission reductions,

wind energy also uses no fresh water to generate electricity,
a unique attribute (along with solar PV) which makes it an
attractive option in an increasingly water-constrained world.
Wind power is by definition an indigenous energy source,
which is particularly useful to countries burdened with large
fossil fuel import bills; and wind power is now competitive in an
increasing number of markets, even when competing against
heavily subsidised ‘conventional’ energy sources, with little or
no financial compensation for its environmental and social
benefits: zero CO2 emissions, zero water use, and no air or
water pollution.
“The most important ingredient for the long term success
of the wind industry is stable, long term policy, sending a clear
signal to investors about the government’s vision for the scope
and potential for the technology,” said Sven Teske, Greenpeace
senior energy expert.
“The Global Wind Energy Outlook shows that the industry
could employ 2.1 million people by 2020 – 3 times more than
today, given the right policy support.”
Wind energy installations totalled 240 GW globally by the
end of 2011, and the industry is set to grow by at least another
40 GW in 2012.
By 2020, the IEA’s New Policies Scenario suggests that
total capacity would reach 587 GW, supplying about 6% of
global electricity; but the GWEO Moderate scenario suggests
that this could reach 759 GW, supplying 7.7-8.3% of global
electricity supply.
The Advanced scenario suggests that with the right
policy support wind power could reach more than 1,100 GW
by 2020, supplying between 11.7-12.6% of global
electricity, and saving nearly 1.7 billion tons of CO2
emissions.

Siemens to acquire LMS International
Deal will place simulation software for auto, aircraft testing in Siemens PLM division.

S

iemens announced that it is going to acquire
mechatronic simulation provider LMS International,
based in Belgium.
“The mechatronic simulation will become more and more
important for intelligent and competitive product development
and production processes. With the acquisition of LMS, we are
entering a leading position in this software segment as well
and can significantly boost the pace and power of our clients’
innovation,” said Siegfried Russwurm, member of the
Siemens AG managing board and CEO of the industry sector.
The purchase price for LMS amounts to approximately
680 million euro. The transaction is subject to approval by
regulatory authorities.
With more than 1,200 employees and revenues of
around 140 million euro for the first nine months of 2012,
LMS is a global partner to more than 5,000 companies in the
automotive, aerospace, and other industries. LMS offers a
complete software platform to model, simulate and test
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vehicles, aircraft, and other complex products to optimize
their acoustics, vibrations, oscillations, fatigue strength, and
dynamics.
The business activities of LMS are to be integrated into
the product life cycle management (PLM) software portfolio
within the Siemens industry automation division.
“This acquisition is the best possible strategic option
to maximize our future growth and continue the long-term
success for LMS in a consolidating industry,” said Urbain
Vandeurzen, chairman and CEO of LMS. “Since LMS’
foundation in 1980, we have reported over 30 years of
continued profit and revenue growth. Our customers can
continue to count on our portfolio of solutions and now
also on a strong partner that offers complementary
technical software, deep industry expertise and long-term
stability.”
For more information contact Esteq on TEL: 012 809 9500,
www.esteq.com

European auto sector hits 17-year low

N

ew car registrations in the European Union fell by 8.2%
from the 2011 level to 12.05 million units last year, the
European Automobile Manufacturers’ Association said,
but the fall in Germany was just under 3%.
Revealing the dire state of the sector despite the global
strength of German automakers, European auto sales plunged
to the lowest point for 17 years in 2012, trade data showed.
The figures came only hours after French manufacturer
Renault announced the latest job cuts and restructuring in the
European car industry. The company said it would shed 7,500
French jobs, or about 17% of its workforce by 2016.
Renault, which has diversified its manufacturing into low-cost
countries close to Western Europe in recent years, notably in
Romania where it builds its Dacia-branded vehicles, said that an
agreement with unions would save it 400 million euros (US$534
million) in overheads and would avert any plant closures.
“On the basis of a progressive recovery of the European
market, establishing such an agreement would allow for
growth in French output that is more sustained than that of the
European market,” Renault said.
PSA Peugeot Citroen, the second-biggest carmaker in
Europe after the booming German VW group, has just had its
financing arm rescued by the state. The group is restructuring
with 8,000 job cuts and targets development abroad after a
government report said its strategy had missed the bus of
globalization.
And French car parts maker Faurecia reported weak profits
and a surge of its debt, blaming a sharp fall in car production
for pushing up the cost of holding inventories.
By contrast the VW group has reported record global sales
for 2012 with a rise of 11% to 9.07 million units and aspires
to being the biggest manufacturer globally, ahead of Toyota, by

2018. And Daimler said at the Detroit auto show that it is on
track to be the world’s top luxury carmaker by the end of the
decade.
The second-biggest manufacturer globally is General
Motors, which struck a strategic partnership with PSA this year,
but GM’s sales across the whole of Europe fell by 8.2% last
year.
Markets vary by country
In some countries the market, and employment, were
supported after the financial crisis hit economies in 2008 by
government subsidies for the replacement of old vehicles with
new ones but these schemes have run out and many European
groups have announced job cuts and plant closures.
However the European trade data for the year showed big
differences between countries. Car sales rose only in Britain, by
5.3% from the level in 2011.
In Germany, a fall in sales on the home market was contained to 2.9% but in France sales slumped by 13.9%, in Spain
by 13.4% and in Italy by 19.9%.
In terms of brands, sales in Western Europe by PSA Peugeot
Citroen fell by 12.9%, by Renault 18.9% and by Fiat of Italy by
15.8%.
Sales by Opel, based in Germany but owned by General
Motors which has recovered strongly from bankruptcy, fell by
15.6%.
However, other German brands did far better. Sales by
Audi rose by 3.7%, and by BMW they slid by 0.1% and by
Mercedes-Benz by 0.9%.
In terms of sales in Europe by foreign manufacturers,
the South Korean group Hyundai-Kia raised sales under the
Hyundai name by 9.4% and under the Kia brand by 14.6%.

NHTSA report gives edge to steel
for auto-lightweighting
For mass reduction, Advanced High-Strength Steels are more cost-effective than aluminium.

N

ew research published by the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration concludes that advanced
high-strength steels (AHSS) are the most cost-effective
material for reducing mass in North American vehicles.
“Cost models have traditionally associated a significant cost
penalty with alternative materials,” explained Steel Market
Development Institute president Lawrence W. Kavanagh.
“This is significant, as automakers have the challenging
task of developing affordable vehicles that meet new and
tightening regulations.”
Mass Reduction for Light-Duty Vehicles for Model Years
2017-2025 was researched by EDAG Inc., George Washington
University, and Electricore Inc., on behalf of SMDI, a business
unit of the American Iron and Steel Institute.
The study examined mid-size body, chassis, and interior
vehicle systems and determined that basic lightweighting
costs $0.46/lb. of weight saved ($1.02/kg) using advanced
high-strength steels, versus $1.55/lb. ($3.41/ kg) using
aluminium.
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SMDI also noted that steel’s safety advantages had
already been well established: studies by George Washington
University verified the crash performance of lightweight
vehicles, including a simulated New Car Assessment Program,
Frontal, Lateral Moving Deformable Barrier, and Lateral Pole
tests. The International Institute for Highway Safety’s Roof, and
Frontal Offset tests returned similar confirmation.
“This extraordinary safety performance is due to steel’s
unique ability to reinvent itself by continually expanding the
range of properties and performance available to the auto
design engineer,” according to Kavanagh. “There is no other
material that can provide the automotive industry with the
complete package necessary to meet CAFE regulations. As a
result, steel will remain the preferred material as it enables
carmakers to enhance mass reduction, manufacturability and
safety at the lowest cost of any material.”
SMDI develops concepts that promote cost-effective
applications for steel in the automotive, construction and
container markets, and in emerging markets.

Coastal FP
still to be approved

pro d u c t

review

Amada HG-1003 ATC:

A new press brake with automatic
tool changer
Trailblazing technology for constructing prototypes and
production of small batches.

I

ncreasingly, the sheet metal working industry is confronted
with the demand for a wide range of variant parts and the
associated short runs. Amada leads the way in meeting this
challenge with an HG series press brake fitted with an
automatic tool changer.
Users in the sheet metal working industry are increasingly
confronted by this challenge: The parts to be manufactured
are becoming more specific, the number of part variants is
growing and run sizes are shrinking. For the machine
manufacturer Amada, the first step in meeting such
requirements is to engage with its customers. Feedback has
confirmed that due to today’s production requirements, the
proportion of time devoted to productive bending operations
can sometimes be less than 50 percent. The remaining time
is spent on machine setup operations. An HG-1003
servohydraulic press brake was fitted with the ATC automatic
tool changer. The resulting HG-1003 ATC machine makes it

possible to produce even tiny batch sizes of less than ten
economically.
Experience driving technology
The automatic tool changer ATC is a unique development
with which Amada is making pioneering strides on the
global market. Nonetheless, the company has many years
of experience with this technology – thanks to the
tried-and-tested use of automatic tool changing systems in
the Astro series of bending cells. The Amada HG-1003 ATC
is a production solution intended for fabricators that
frequently have to bend small part runs as well as customers
specializing in the manufacture of prototypes and samples.
Furthermore, a press brake equipped with ATC represents
an ideal extension to any existing machine pool and allows
suppliers to complement their inhouse range with services
catering for low-volume runs.

The Amada HG-1003 ATC is a production solution intended for fabricators
that frequently have to bend small part runs as well as customers specializing
in the manufacture of prototypes and samples
System with plenty
to spare
The ATC
offers
outstanding
versatility
coupled with
enormous
capacity. The
tool changing
system possesses
18 magazines for
dies and 15 for
punches. Each of
these magazines
can accommodate
tools of up to
800 mm in length.
For further
details contact
Amada (UK)
JHB Branch on
TEL: 011 453 5459
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“Anti-Pull” device blocks cutter
pullout - Rego-Fix
Locks collet and cutter to toolholder to eliminate slips.

A

new “anti-pull” system that locks a collet and cutter
to a toolholder body eliminates cutter slippage during
demanding metal removal, so that the only possible
failure mode is that of the cutting tool. The new secuRgrip
device was introduced at IMTS 2012 by Rego-Fix as a new
feature of its powRgrip product series.
The full powRgrip series includes holders, collets and a
mini-press. The secuRgrip works by using the powRgrip’s
considerable gripping strength in conjunction with a patented
locking system and threaded cap.
With the increased cutting tool security that secuRgrip
establishes, manufacturers (especially in the aerospace sector,
according to the developer) can have greater confidence when
machining expensive castings or materials. Rego-Fix indicated
it developed the secuRgrip system in response to customer
demand for a fail-safe system.
The secuRgrip system has a TIR of 0.002mm that allows
manufacturers to preset tool heights. Rego-Fix customers can
modify their existing powRgrip holders for use with the system.
David McHenry, senior product engineer, indicated that
even with the highest clamping forces in the industry there are
still applications that require additional safety measures.

Unlike
other systems,
secuRgrip does
not require the purchase of specially modified endmills.
Rather, it makes use of standard carbide or HSS endmill
designs. Standard ground notches found on most Weldon-type
endmills will accept the locking key insert of the secuRgrip
system for fast and easy assembling.
The secuRgrip system assembles quickly by placing the
small, profiled locking key insert into the flat of an industrystandard Weldon-type endmill. Then the endmill is screwed into
a collet with the same thread pattern. Next, the collet assembly
is securely and accurately pressed together using the powRgrip
mini-press before a small retaining cap is added to the outside
of the holder to secure the collet to the holder.
The secuRgrip system is applicable for use with
Rego-Fix PG 25 or PG 32 holders in all tapers, including CAT,
BT, TC, HSK, CAPTO and dual-contact Rego Plus.
Licensed by BIG Daishowa, Rego Plus products are
compatible with all Big Plus spindles.
For further details contact Star Tooling on
TEL: 011 818 2259
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TaeguTec’s Rhino Turn series of
mini ISO turning inserts
Tiny and mighty

C

urrent trends in manufacturing involve component
production with reduced machining stock due to improved
casting and forging technology. Depths of cut in rough
turning are predominantly in the range of 2 to 3 mm, thus
rendering the conventional ISO turning inserts with 12/15 mm
cutting edge lengths towards redundancy. In the modern
machining environment with high focus on cost reduction,
TaeguTec is proud to launch the Rhino Turn series of mini ISO
turning inserts to meet the manufacturing industry’s needs of
reduced machining costs and competitiveness.
The Rhino Turn series’ outstanding performance is credit to
the insert’s smaller but durable size and two directional clamping
forces,
making the
“Tiny & Mighty”
in size and
stature.
Moreover, the
Rhino Turn
outperforms
conventional
ISO turn’s one
directional
clamping force
because of its

two directional clamping forces, the company says. This results
in improved productivity via high feed cutting with low cutting
force in general applications. A further benefit is the exceptional
performance in interrupted machining on weak machine set-ups.
Not only does the Rhino Turn include holders with rigid
clamping but also optimal chip breaker inserts available in
three types - FG, PC and MT.
This new line will mean high productivity and cost savings
through efficiency and improved clamping design as well as
the insert’s smaller but optimal size.
For further details contact TaeguTec SA on
TEL: 011 362 1500

Yaskawa Motoman introduces MC2000 “Master Cut” robot:
Offers superior path accuracy for laser cutting applications

T

he new Motoman® MC2000 “Master Cut” robot is
designed with high rigidity and precision
drives to provide superior path
accuracy for laser cutting small
holes and sharp corners. Path
accuracy can be within 0.1 mm,
depending on the application.
Cutting of shapes or profiles
is easy using Formcut software which
automatically generates the ideal path based
on user-specified geometry. Circle, rectangle,
ellipse, pentagon and hexagon shapes are
supported with easy definition of shape and
size rotation from a single programmed
point. The cut motion start and
overlap, robot speed, timing options
and corner radii are all defined in
a single cut.
The MC2000 features a 50 kg
payload, ideal for a Remote Laser
Welding head. When used with a
standard welding or cutting laser
head, the MC2000 offers higher
path accuracy. This robot has a
2,038 mm horizontal reach, a
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3,165 mm vertical reach and a ±0.07 mm repeatability. It is
floor-mounted and has brakes on all axes.
In addition to material cutting, the six-axis MC2000 can be
used for laser welding and dispensing applications. Proportional
analog generates a control signal corresponding to the speed of
the robot. When used with dispensing equipment flow controls,
a uniform bead is produced on contoured parts. The signal is
available as an analog voltage or on a fieldbus network.
The MC2000 uses the dynamic Motoman DX100 controller
that incorporates patented multiple robot control technology to
easily handle multiple tasks and control up to eight robots
(72 axes), I/O devices and communication protocols. Featuring
a robust PC architecture with unmatched memory capacity, the
DX100 uses a Windows® CE programming pendant with color
touch screen. The energy-saving DX100 controller features
faster processing speeds for smoother interpolation, advanced
robot arm motion, built-in collision avoidance, quicker I/O
response and accelerated Ethernet communication. Its
extensive I/O suite includes integral PLC and HMI pendant
displays, 2,048 I/O and a graphical ladder editor that can
provide system level control. The DX100 controller supports
all major fieldbus networks. It is compliant to ANSI/RIA
R15.06-1999 and other relevant ISO and CSA safety standards.
For more information contact Yaskawa South Africa on
TEL: 011 608 3182

Siemens Sinumerik 808D rounds off
the lower end of the Sinumerik family, bringing
the benefits of CNC to the lower end of the lathe
and milling machine performance range

S

inumerik 808D, the latest addition to its series of CNC
drives, and priced as an entry-level control for milling
and turning machines. Siemens Drive Technologies
supplies electrical and mechanical components products,
systems, applications, solutions and services for the entire
drive train.
The Sinumerik 808D is designed for the 230-V, three-phase
and economy machine tool market, a competitive and
high-volume segment of manufacturing. With up to three-axis
plus spindle control capability in milling or turning applications,
it is offered as a package with Siemens Sinamics drives and
Simotics motor solutions.
The Sinumerik 808D will be immediately available for OEM
machine tool builders and for retrofit installation at current
operations by Siemens business partners, worldwide.
The advantages for machine tool builders start with an

IP 65 enclosure, easy-to-load USB port, mechanical, hot
and soft keys for easy, intuitive operation, clamp-mounted
front panel and a modular design that allows customising by
machine model or with out-of-the-box operation.
In addition, the machine control panel is a plug-and-play
installation using a simple USB interface. On a turning
machine, the Sinumerik 808D provides high-contour accuracy
and maximum machine productivity on high-volume production
runs. On a milling machine, it offers builders of vertical
machining centers all the benefits of the Siemens MDynamics
velocity control for mould-and-die section work.
A 7.5-inch LCD colour display with 640 x 480 resolution
for easy reading, selectable function keyboard, rotary dials for
speed and spindle override, LED tool number display, durable
buffer battery and rear connection ports for USB, RS232 C,
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distributed and onboard I/O, setpoint to feed axes and
spindle, spindle encoder, fast I/O, e.g., for probes and
handwheel operation are all standard on the Sinumerik 808D.
Workpiece accuracy and repeatability are improved
because of the drives’ 80-bit, “nano floating point” accuracy
and intelligent jerk limitation that support smoother path
cutting and less mechanical stress on the machine structures.
Whether turning with a C-axis changeover or milling mould
sections where path control is paramount, the Sinumerik 808D
is designed to significant heighten the performance level of
basic machine tools.
The new CNC features programGuide Basic, making
available a range of pre-determined technology cycles, in
addition to the standard G-code and coordinate transformation
language. Standard ISO codes can also be intermixed with
high-level Sinumerik CNC commands on the 808D.
The onboard contour computer further
allows complex programs to be created and
modified at the CNC without the need for a
CAD/CAM system.
A full library of system parameters is
accessible onscreen at the push of a
button, so maintenance or troubleshooting
issues are readily addressed.
Commissioning is simplified with a
ready-to-run PLC program that is
customisable with built-in function and
data blocks for program testing and
debugging.
The Sinumerik 808D further easy
connection to the PLC I/O of other machine
devices, whether proximate or remote. The
Siemens CNC open architecture remains
available, so customised HMI screens and
menu trees are easy to define and create.
Last, with Manual Machine Plus (MM+)
function on this new CNC enables transition
from conventional machining to CNC
programming. A machine equipped with
MM+ can be operated using handwheels
but with all the benefits of CNC-assisted
technology cycles.
In addition to the above features and benefits for the
machine builder, shop operators and programmers alike will
appreciate the Sinumerik 808D for its end-user advantages,
including simplified keyboard entry of all program values,
named part programs in subfolders just like a PC, convenient
shortcut keys to access tool offset lists or the Program Manager,
intelligent jog features easily identified and graphicallysupported, precise tool handling and tool wear data readily
available onscreen and a powerful simulation routine.
The multimedia training materials include on-screen tutorial
video and full step-by-step procedures to go from the blueprint
to the finished part. For offline training, a fully operable software
machine control panel on a PC is available to end-users.
For further details contact Siemens on TEL: 011 652 3640

Absolute linear sets new standards
for large measuring lengths

H

eidenhain’s new LC 200 linear scale sets new
standards in linear measurement on long machine-tool
axes. With this scale, the advantages of absolute
position acquisition are now available for measuring lengths
of up to 28 meters, and provide that reference routines,
which can be particularly cumbersome on long axes, become
unnecessary since the absolute position value is available
immediately upon switch on.
The new LC 200 features a Metallur steel scale tape
as the measuring standard. Even with large measuring
lengths, the position value is formed from only two
graduation tracks. The absolute track with its serial code
structure provides unique values over its entire length.
The additional incremental track is interpolated for the
position value. The information from the two tracks is
processed to attain a high-resolution, absolute position
value.
The LC 200 boasts high output signal quality scanning
due to its highly integrated opto-ASIC which makes it
possible to design more compact single-field scanning

technology. Apart from increasing the tolerance to
contamination, this allows a smaller scanning unit with
increased rigidity in measuring direction. The LC 200 is
therefore attractive for use with linear motors. A further
advantage is the expanded power supply of 3.6 V to 14 V.
Like Heidenhain’s successful LB 382 long length
incremental linear scale, the new LC 200 is assembled
on the machine from individual components. The housing
sections now feature an improved mounting and sealing
technology. An integrated seal on the face and a tongue
and groove system make it possible to lightly slide the
housing sections together. Large mounting tolerances
facilitate assembly of the entire system.
It is also important to note that the LC 200 is currently
in development as a single-encoder system for safety-related
applications up to SIL-2 (EN 61 508) and PL d (ISO 13 849).
System accuracy for the LC 200 is ±5 µm, with the
current EnDat interface.
More information on the LC 200 for long lengths is
available by contacting Mafema Sales on TEL: 011 314 4416

Afrox introduces world leading
tungsten electrode for TIG welding

I

n a South African first, Afrox has introduced a new radiationfree TIG tungsten electrode that offers safer, more economical and more efficient welding than any other TIG tungsten
electrode currently on the market.
Afrox’s Ferdie Pretorius says the new electrodes, imported
from Wolfram Industries in Germany, offer several advantages
over existing products, including rapid ignition and superior
welding results across a range of applications.
“These world class electrodes will set a new benchmark for
this type of product in South African industry,” he says. “They
offer absolutely reliable arc-striking on any weld metal, a low
burn-off rate and the highest quality of arc,” he says. “The arc
remains stable at all times, without any flickering or movement. Significant power consumption reductions are already
being achieved by customers, along with prolonged service life,
reduced set-up costs and gas consumption reductions of up to
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50%, when used in combination with the correct accessories.
Results are 100% reproducible.”
“The burn-off rate is very low compared to other electrodes and the electrode tip doesn’t change during welding.
Importantly, TIG tungsten electrodes don’t contain thorium and
are therefore free of radioactivity. The tungsten electrodes are
environmentally friendly, owing to significantly lower material
consumption.”
The level of impurities contained in these electrodes is less
than 0,2%, exceeding the requirements of ISO 6848:2004,
while surfaces are ground and cleaned to a higher standard
than those specified in AWS/ISO.
TIG tungsten electrodes are available throughout South
Africa at Afrox retail outlets.
For further details contact Ferdie Pretorius on email:
Ferdie.Pretorius@afrox.linde.com

Paper or plastic?
Advances in software media

D

o you remember using paper tape with
your CNC control? If you’ve been in the
machine tool industry for a while, you
may remember the days of managing your
part programs (cutting programs) on paper
tape media. In the early days of NC
controllers, it was the only method of
installing the NC Software, and transferring
your part programs to the CNC control.
We’ve come a long way since the days of
paper tape media. As Okuma expanded their
CNC control platform over the past decades,
they’ve introduced new media devices to keep
pace with the current technology. Looking back on
it, this evolution has been pretty dramatic:
The earliest Okuma CNC controls that utilized paper tape
were the OSP 2200 and OSP 3000. So, back when Bob Dylan
was playing ‘Tangled Up in Blue’ in night clubs, machinists were
trying not to get ‘tangled up in paper tape’ as their part
programs reeled through tape readers to cut that precious part.
Thinking back to the 80s, we might wince at the memory of
bad hair-bands (Poison anyone?), but things were more
promising on the software media front. Okuma’s OSP 5000
CNC control introduced the 8” floppy disk media to its
customers. Finally, you had a whopping 128 Kbytes of program
storage capacity in a nice neat package!
Okuma’s OSP 5020, OSP 7000 and OSP U100 CNC
controls that followed from the late 80’s through the 1990’s
brought 3½” floppy disks to the machining world. This industrystandard disk media allowed customers to easily transfer part
program data between the CNC machine and the office PC on
controls that supported MS-DOS disk format. Programmers

could now sit in their offices and save part
programs to a floppy disk while jamming to
Stone Temple Pilots. As grunge music
resurrected the music industry, the 3½”
floppy disk delivered a groundbreaking
innovation to the world of part program
management.
In the late 90’s, with the introduction of
the OSP E100 CNC control, Okuma began
using Compact Flash to store the NC
software on the control, and the 3½” floppy
drive unit remained on the machine tool for
part program management.
In 2004, Okuma’s THINC®-OSP CNC control
technology revolutionized the machine tool industry
with its open-architecture, PC-based platform and full office
interconnectivity. This broke the boundaries of software media
restrictions. All this while new bands like Audioslave and Velvet
Revolver showed us what’s possible when you reinvent yourself.
Today, Okuma provides all THINC-OSP CNC control software
on DVD media with every machine. The OSP System software
can be installed via DVD or USB memory stick through standard
USB ports, and customers can easily manage their part
program data via Ethernet or USB connection to the machine.
From the OSP 2200 to their THINC-OSP CNC controls,
Okuma continues to provide its customers with the latest
software and media to keep your CNC machines running while
adding new functionality. And the company still produces
software to support all of the media and Okuma controls
mentioned in this article.
For further details contact F&H Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 397 4050

New VariMill II ER extends
the Widia VariMill product range

F

ollowing the success of Widia’s VariMill I™ and
VariMill II™ end mills, the new VariMill II ER™
end mill offers the superior performance of its
predecessors with added features that enhance
stability. Due to its success as a popular and effective
custom solution, Widia is now making the VariMill II ER
end mill available as an option in its standard product
portfolio. Bringing this option to the standard portfolio
provides customers with fast and easily accessible
ordering options worldwide.
Like the VariMill II, VariMill II ER end mills are
engineered with five unequally spaced flutes. However,
unlike with the existing VariMill product line, the
eccentric relief (ER) available with this new tool’s
cutting edges provides greater edge strength and
enables high feeds and metal removal rates. The
VariMill II ER end mill has a different taper core than
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VariMill I and II for increased stability and robust
performance, and also differs from its predecessors in
that it is designed for centre cutting.
VariMill II ER is also the first off-the-shelf tool to offer
Safe-lock by Haimer, which provides excellent stability,
eliminates pull-out risk, and makes the tool more stable
and concentric, overall. Safe-Lock is available on tools
12mm in diameter.
More than 100 VariMill II ER standard line items will
be available globally in diameters from 10 to 25mm.
Though primarily designed for roughing and finishing
applications in the aerospace industry, VariMill II ER
tools can be used as a solution for any titanium or
stainless steel machining and are capable of slotting,
ramping, and plunging.
For further information contact Kennametal
South Africa on TEL: 011 397 3540

TurnLine - Tungaloy extends
market leading “DoMiniBore” range
with SS chip breaker

T

he market leading internal turning range from the
Tungaloy Corporation has now been extended with
the addition of the SS chipbreaker being added to the
DoMiniBore series of boring tools. Developed specifically for the
machining of stainless steels, the new SS chipbreaker provides
exceptional chip control with low cutting forces when finish
machining on stainless steel components.
The new SS chipbreaker design from Tungaloy is
complemented by the addition of the TS chipbreaker design for
general stainless steel machining. Both insert types offer
performance that is comparable to ground inserts available
with G-class precision levels for manufacturers that demand
the utmost in precision machining. The DoMiniBore series is
well established in the marketplace and the new SS and TS
chipbreakers further enhance the capabilities of the
emarkable boring range.
The new inserts have a large edge
inclination to reduce cutting forces
and chatter while the wide chip pocket
prevents chip re-cutting and
delivers smooth swarf control. Further
improving these benefits, the new SS
chipbreaker has a large rake angle
and unique chipbreaker geometry.
Under test conditions the SS and
TS chipbreakers have outperformed
competitor products by chip control
and productivity levels. This is credit to
the ability to machine at depths of cut

from 0.15 to 2 mm at remarkable feed rates.
The SS and TS chipbreakers are available in Tungaloy’s
AH725 PVD coated grade as well as the NS530 cermet &
GT530 coated cermet grades for high speed cutting on steels,
stainless steels and cast irons. The new double-sided inserts
incorporate a dimple type chipbreaker that stabilises chip
evacuation with low cutting forces to improve tool life and
productivity levels. This negative insert range provides tool life
comparable with positive type inserts while offering twice the
number of cutting edges. This makes the DoMiniBore a far
more economical option for end users. This economical
advantage also extends to the ability to use the same insert
type and size for a number of DoMiniBore toolholders to reduce
inventory requirements for the end user.
The DoMiniBore toolholders that accommodate the new
insert designations are suitable for boring and internal profiling
with 12 mm minimum bore diameter.
With optimal toolholder design for
exceptional rigidity and chip removal,
the DoMiniBore is available with the
option of a steel or carbide shank for
extended tool life and rigidity. With
a uniquely designed dovetail insert
pocket that supports the enhancement
of rigidity, the DoMiniBore delivers
surface finishes and accuracy levels
beyond that of alternate products.
For further details contact
Star Tooling on TEL: 011 818 2259

Tongtai TMT-2000 8-axis multitasking
turning centre

O

f special interest is the two-turret, two-spindle Tongtai
TMT-2000 8-axis multitasking turning centre cast from
Meehanite iron. The TMT-2000 is loaded with extra
features not found on comparable machines in its class. For
example, it’s designed with a 75-degree mono-block slant bed
offering excellent rigidity, chip flow, and helpful operator
ergonomics. Further, the perpendicular Y-axis leads to
simplified programming while high power synchronised spindles
provide fast acceleration and deceleration times. X, Y, Z rapid
traverse rates are 30, 15, and 36 metres per minute.
Two servo-driven live turrets, with a hefty BMT-65 tool
system, with Y-axis on the upper turret, enhance productivity
and reduce cycle times. Maximum turning diameter is 320mm
and maximum swing is 720mm. Because of its inherent rigidity,
users can take full advantage of the 15kW main high torque
spindle motor and the synchronous 18kW oil-cooled subspindle. The 4500 rpm main spindle with 64mm bar capacity
provides ample power and unsurpassed acceleration while
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the 6000 rpm
sub-spindle
has a 50mm
bar capacity.
Both feature a
full contouring
C-axis directed
by the Fanuc
31iT-B control.
The frame design
allows the X and Z axes to be
perpendicular to each other, greatly improving accuracy and
simplifying programming. To additionally ensure precision and
thermal stability, the headstock, sub-spindle, and saddles are
all mounted on the same plane. The precision ballscrews are
double-nut type and pre-tensioned to eliminate thermal growth.
For further details contact PBS Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 914 3360

Get Xcited and
make it easy Bystronic
The Xcite - A new pressbrake

E

lectrically driven; never seen before at Bystronic. And what
are the benefits for the customer? “It is the fast and
economical way to high-quality bent parts,” explains Johan
Elster. “Above all fast,” he adds. In concrete terms some 2.5
times faster than a hydraulic pressbrake. Using the Fast Bend+
safety system the tool can be positioned very close to the metal
sheet without the operator being placed in any danger. Only
then does the machine switch over to bending speed.
And it is accurate, the Xcite. Thanks to Bystronic’s proprietary
Force Dynamic Drive it bends to within a top class tolerance of
plus/minus 25 arc minutes and with a simply incredible
repeatability of plus/minus 0.0025 millimeters. Behind the
Force Dynamic Drive there lies the interaction between a special
mounting of the lower beam and the unique drive system of the
upper beam. Delightful for the machine operator: The Xcite is
user friendly. Thus the use of the ByVision control package for
laser cutting and waterjet
cutting machines has been
extended for use with
pressbrakes. Since this took
place, every user can attain
the required objective with very
few interactions via the 22 inch
touch screen. Where the level
of prior knowledge required
is negligible ByVision guides
a beginner safely through the
programming and supports him
with many automatisms. On the
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other hand it allows professionals to make use of their
knowledge and to define their own limits for the bending
technology.
BySoft 7 – Make it easy
Last but by no means least: BySoft 7. “Not simply an
update, but rather a completely new software generation,” as
Johan Elster explains. BySoft 7 was unbelievably well accepted
by the visitors and converted the Bystronic Software Forum
into a kind of vacuum chamber that seemed to suck in the
public as if by magic. But what is so special about BySoft 7?
“Numerous new functions and possibilities,” according to
Johan Elster. If a user wishes to construct a part or a
component, he experiences the first surprise: A single click and
the latest version of SolidWorks is opened and hence a 3D and
2D CAD package with a worldwide fan community as well as an
excellent reputation.
Also at the CAM level,
BySoft 7 users will find
numerous innovations. Inside
contours of cut parts, for
example, can be
automatically reduced. This
function minimizes the
probability that the nozzle
collides with such scrap pieces.
The result: The machine
functions even more reliably.
Greater process reliability is
also offered by what is known
as spread nesting, with which
the nested parts can be better distributed. Better in this case
means that BySoft 7 increases the distance between the parts
in order to achieve an even higher process reliability. If the user
wishes to go in the opposite direction he can now make use
of the new function, compressed nesting. With compressed
nesting, BySoft 7 minimizes the safety distance in order to
nest even more parts on metal sheet. Additionally there is the
optimized common cut, pre-piercing of selected contours,
automatic scanning and much more.
BySoft 7 consists of four modules: Sheet Processing,
Tube Processing, Bending and Plant Manager. The Plant
Manager is a unique tool that plans and also monitors all laser
and waterjet cutting processes for the customer. Over and
above this it makes available all relevant machine and
production data and thus ensures maximum transparency in
sheet and tube processing.
For further details contact First Cut on TEL: 011 614 112

Hyundai WIA’S VMC series
specifically designed for mouldmaking

H

yundai WIA has introduced the new Hi-Mold
Series vertical machining centers which are
specifcally designed for machining precision moulds.
The Hi-Mold Series boasts a bridge design that delivers
low-heat and high rigidity
characteristics for
high-precision
mouldmaking.
The
axis’ main
head
moves
left to
right and
up and
down on
the cross
beam to
make the
table turn
front to
rear. All of

the axes are driven by double-nut ball screws of high precision
to stop thermal increase while machining. Offering an
outstanding repeatability and positioning, the double
pretension design also provides practically no thermal increase.
Reducing any backlash, all ball screws are directly linked to the
servo drive motors avoiding the need for belts or gears.
The linear motion guideways help achieve fast axis
movement trimming on machining time and non-cutting time.
The spindle traverse for the A/C axes is 70/150 rpm while for
the X/Y/Z axes is 50/50/50 m/min.
Hi-Mold VMC’s main spindle is engineered for precision
machining delivering 24,000 rpm, geared with precision-class
angular bearings offering fast acceleration or deceleration.
Even at the greatest rotation levels, the spindle maintains low
vibration, reducing thermal transmission to the main spindle
and therefore, promoting stability.
An optional 40,000-rpm main spindle is offered for
high-quality machining of mould cavities and bases. To ensure
that oil temperature remains constant and to reduce the growth
in the spindle caused by heat distortion, it also gets a spindle
oil chiller that can control the spindle temperature.
For further details contact Edwin Roth Pty Ltd on
TEL: 011 970 1930
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Starrett’s HB400-M2-CNC bench top
optical comparator

S

tarrett’s
HB400M2CNC bench
top optical
comparator is
a motorised
version of the
HB400 optical
comparator controlled
by a touch screen
tablet PC running new
MetLogix M2 CNC
metrology software.
The Starrett HB400 is an industry-standard bench top
horizontal projection comparator that provides a fully usable
16” diameter viewing screen, a vertically corrected projected
image, 21” x 5” workstage, 12” x 6” of stage travel, and high
110 lb workload capacity. Linear glass scales provide 0.5 µm
of resolution. In addition, a Q-axis scale reads out angles

to 1’ resolution as the projection screen is rotated. A bayonet
lens socket accepts a choice of six projection lenses with
magnifications from 10x to 100x.
The HB400-M2-CNC model augments the HB400 base
model with motorized X-Y stage motion under the control of a
10” touch screen tablet PC that runs new M2 CNC software
under Windows 7. It also adds optical edge detection and data
upload/download capability via Wi-Fi. The combination of
CNC control with optical edge detection converts the optical
comparator into a fully automated, closed loop control
inspection system that is suited for high-throughput
measurements of production parts. Manual parts positioning
is also supported by means of a joystick.
“Our Model HB400-M2-CNC takes our popular HB400
optical comparator to the next level by providing the software
for fully automatic measurements and Windows 7 network
connectivity,” states Mark Arenal, general manager of
Starrett Kinemetric Engineering.
MetLogix M2 CNC metrology software capability is also
available as a field retrofit for older HB400 CNC optical
comparators.
For further details contact WD Hearn on
TEL: 021 534 5351

New machining centre - Doosan
DNM350/5AX – small parts… 5-axis versatility

N

ew from Doosan, the DNM vertical machining centre
produces parts up to 15.7” diam. by 13.2” high, and
now, with a factory installed, fifth-axis rotary-turning
table, can produce complex geometries with shorter cycles and
greater accuracy.
The turning table is durably constructed, with double-lead
worm and pinion gears that mesh fully along the length of the
teeth. A patented pneumatic clamping device, working in
conjunction with the table, increases clamping forces by 250%
and indexing speeds by 50%. The 13.8” x 13.8” table is
supported in all positions, with no table overhang, enabling
high accuracy, even when machining far from the tilting axis.
The maximum load is 550 lbs.
The DNM350/5AX is constructed on a sturdy fine-grain
Meehanite casting for superior dampening characteristics and
heat dissipation. High speed, high precision linear motion
guide ways are used on all axes.
The spindle is driven by a 20 Hp motor that generates
speeds up to 12,000 rpm for faster cycles and finer finishes.
Maximum low end torque is 78.2 ft-lbs. Cooling oil circulates
around the spindle and bearings to maintain a constant
temperature and minimize thermal deformation. A Big Plus
dual-contact tool holding system provides contact between
the machine spindle face and the tool holder flange face,
and simultaneously between the machine spindle taper
and the tool holder taper shank. The result is higher
rigidity, better ATC repeatability, superior surface finish, and
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extended tool life.
A double-arm ATC has a 30-tool capacity (40 and 60 tool
are optional). Maximum sizes for the machine’s 40 taper tool
system are 10.6” long and a weight of 17.8 lbs. T-T-T change
times are 1.3 sec.
For further details contact Puma Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600

Prima Power press brakes –

high technology based on a long tradition

P

rima-Power has been a true pioneer in applying servo
electronics in sheet metal working technology. The first
punching machine with the green e-technology was
introduced back in 1998. Today this technology is offered
in a wide range of products e.g. stand-alone punching
machines, laser combi and Shear Genius® machines as well
as panel benders.
When it comes to press brakes Prima-Power’s
experience goes back to 1987, when Finn-Power bought
a Finnish press brake and shear manufacturer. Ever since
press brakes have made part of the wide Prima Power
product offering.
Servo electric eP-press brake
The long tradition has now been combined with the
know-how of servo-electric drive systems. The new eP-Series
press brake is a fast, accurate, non-hydraulic bending
solution. The Group’s own Prima Electro CNC control and
servo electric drive system feature the advantage of high
acceleration, deceleration and fast response times. The
pulley-belt system distributes the force over the whole
bending length eliminating upper tool deformation.
Programming includes automatic bending sequencing
and is done over a 17” touch screen with an intuitive 2D
graphical interface. In case of off-line programming the control
is equipped with interactive 3D visualization graphics. No
compromises in productivity are needed to obtain highest
operator safety. Lazer Safe’s “Block Laser” system provides
safe high speed closing down to just 2 mm. Compared with
other guarding systems or even unguarded machines the block
laser system can save up to two or more seconds per cycle.
Special attention has been given to the frame construction:
the rigid O-frame eliminates horizontal deflection and allows
back gauge positioning over the whole working length.

The linear scales are mounted on independent side frames and
guarantee a ram positioning accuracy of +-0.005 mm.
The features of the new 55 tons 2-meter eP-0520 include:
● Prima Electro Open Control
● Belt-pulley force transmission
● Lazer-Safe “Block-Laser” safety device
● Increased approach and return speeds with
310 mm stroke
● O-frame construction with increased rigidity
● 5-axis back gauge with increased rigidity
● Wila tooling system
For further details contact F&H Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 397 4050

New drills from Walter are specially engineered to
tackle stainless steel and other ISO M materials

W

alter has introduced the Walter Titex X·treme Inox, a
high performance solid carbide drill with internal
coolant and special coating, designed to tackle
stainless steel and other high-alloy ISO M materials.
The X·treme Inox advantage begins with a tip geometry that
has been specially adapted to these materials, reducing the
cutting forces and minimizing the otherwise frequent formation
of burrs. A multilayer TiAlN tip coating maximizes tool life while
minimizing adhesion. A high degree of process stability is
ensured thanks to the superior stability of the
X·treme Inox’s main cutting edges,
and the drill’s new flute
profile.
The coordinated
margins ensure minimal friction
against the hole wall, while correct operating

temperature is made possible through the internal coolant
supply characteristic of the universal drills in the X·treme series.
These properties and features work together to produce
excellent hole quality when drilling stainless steel, along with
a high degree of process reliability and feed rates up to 50%
higher than those obtained with other universal solid carbide
drilling tools.
Walter supplies the Walter Titex X·treme Inox drill in
diameter ranges from 3 to 20 mm, and in standard
lengths up to 5xD. Additional lengths of up to 12xD and
stepped tools are optional. Typical applications for the
Walter Titex X·treme Inox drill can be found in the
aerospace, chemical, and medical device industries, as
well as in the production of food processing equipment and in
general metalworking.
For further details contact Spectra Carbide Tooling
Technology on TEL: 0860 23 23 23 or visit
www.spectra-sa.co.za
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Versatile gauging takes a step up

F

ollowing the widespread success of the Equator™
300 gauging system launched in 2011, supported
by a turnkey installation service and global support
network, Renishaw has expanded the range with the new
Equator 300 Extended Height system. Developed in response
to customer needs, it provides users with extra fixturing space
below the measuring volume.
This new variant allows components to be transferred onto
the machine on their machining fixtures and also allows the
use of automated systems such as robots and conveyors. The
system can inspect features on parts up to 300 mm tall, with
rapid changeover to smaller parts using an extended fixture
plate spacer.
Since its launch Equator systems have been installed in
multiple automotive, aerospace, medical and electronic
companies across the world. Users have been attracted by the
reduced purchase, maintenance and fixture costs compared
to traditional gauges, plus the ability to gauge multiple parts
and to re-program for design changes. Equator 300 Extended
Height systems have already been supplied to customers
looking for the flexibility allowed by an extra 150 mm height
below the measuring volume.
In seconds, users can load parts that are still attached to
the fixtures used during machining operations. The Equator
fixture plate can be easily exchanged for other plates, each
mounted to the Equator base using highly repeatable threepoint kinematic seats. The plates can also be exchanged for
fixture plate spacers, allowing smaller parts on their own
fixture plates to be gauged in the same measuring volume.
Turnkey installations
Since the launch of the Equator gauging system in 2011,
many customers have also taken advantage of the turnkey
programming service offered by Renishaw and its partners.
Using Renishaw’s comprehensive MODUS™ software,
experienced engineers work closely with a customer to
generate programs that allow a wide range of parts to be
gauged on a single Equator system.
A customer’s shop-floor staff then simply select and run
programs using the intuitive Modus™ Organiser
operator front-end software, requiring little or no training.

The Organiser software can report gauging results with a
simple ‘pass’ or ‘fail’ message, while also allowing a full
inspection report to be viewed.
Equator principle of operation
Equator is a radical alternative to traditional dedicated
gauging, filling a gap in the market never before addressed.
The patented low-cost design, unique in construction and
method of operation, is capable of high-speed comparative
gauging for inspection of high-volume manufactured parts.
Equator is a lightweight, fast and highly repeatable gauge that
operators can use with ‘push-button’ simplicity. Equator can
switch between parts in seconds, perfect for flexible
manufacturing processes or accepting parts from multiple
machines.
Thermal stability
Equator’s innovative and highly repeatable gauging
technology is based on the traditional comparison of
production parts to a reference master part. Re-mastering
is as swift as measuring a production part and immediately
compensates for any change in the thermal conditions of a
shop-floor environment. Equator can be used in factories with
wide temperature variation – simply re-master and the system
is ‘re-zeroed’, ready for repeatable comparison to the master.
Traceability to calibrated CMMs
Master parts do not need to be expensive custom parts
like those used on a traditional gauge; users simply take a
production part and measure it on a co-ordinate measuring
machine (CMM) to establish the variation from CAD or
drawing nominals. The results from CMMs can be configured
to be used directly within the Equator software.
Effectively, the calibrated absolute accuracy of the CMM
(often located in remote temperature controlled rooms to
ensure accuracy) can be ‘extended’ onto the shop floor to
provide calibrated traceability to Equator measurements. With
the calibration file loaded into the Equator software,
measurements made in the Equator system can be referred
back to the CAD or drawing nominals.
Low-cost fixturing
Compared to dedicated gauging, Equator cuts fixture
costs considerably. By using fixturing that positions
parts to within 1 mm of where the master was
measured, there is no significant effect on system
repeatability and the need for expensive precision
fixtures is removed.
Integrated stylus changing
Further versatility is offered by the Equator-specific
stylus changing rack, included in the purchase price
of an Equator system, which allows automated in-cycle
changing of SH25 stylus holders. The SH25 holders
couple to the industry-standard Renishaw SP25 probe,
allowing Equator users to swap the stylus configurations without re-qualifying each time. Up to six stylus
combinations can be loaded into the rack at any time
and they can be used on a single complex part or with
multiple parts of varying geometries.
For more information contact Toolquip & Allied on
TEL: 011 370 2727
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Updated software for PartMaker 2013

D

elcam’s PartMaker 2013 software release features a
restyled user interface with added controls and updated
diagrams, as well as a new Job Explorer tree for faster
navigation of machining-function windows and parts features.
An ASM high-end milling module replaces the previous Surface
Machining Wizard module for surface machining of free-form
shapes. According to the company, the module enables faster
toolpath calculation, greater tool control and improved surface
finishes. The module’s milling strategies can be
applied across the entire suite of PartMaker CAM
applications, including PartMaker Mill, PartMaker
Turn-Mill and PartMaker SwissCAM. Existing
PartMaker users can upgrade to ASM free of cost.

PartMaker Modeling 2013
PartMaker Modeling 2013, the new version of
its 3D CAD for CAM application that provides users
with the ability to create 3D solid models from
scratch as well as to repair and modify 3D
engineering data of any origin.
PartMaker Modeling is the most powerful 3D
CAD system available alongside a productionoriented CAM product on the market today. The
2013 release features a host of new productivity
enhancements, including a number of new
features that make it even easier to use as well as
enhancements to its unique “Direct Modeling” technology.
One of the most important new features in PartMaker
Modeling 2013 is the ability to rewind the solid history tree
of a model to any position using a graphical slider. Edits can
then be made, either by applying the Solid Doctor to repair
problematic data or by using the full range of direct modelling
tools in PartMaker Modeling 2013, without losing the history of
the model. Once the required edits have been completed, the
rewind point can be moved or deleted; the complete solid
history is then re-built automatically.

There have also been a variety of changes made to
PartMaker Modeling 2013 to make it even easier to use. For
example, the command input box is now more boldly featured
in the user interface, which will make it easier for new users to
come up to speed faster. Additionally, new work planes can be
more easily snapped to existing solid faces. This makes adding
new solid features to “dumb” solid models even easier. Solid
features can also now be grouped, to create more organized,
easy to manage feature trees.
Another change that will also save significant
amounts of time is that clicking the right mouse
button now has the same effect as pressing
“Apply” or “OK” on all forms. This is particularly
useful when carrying out repetitive tasks such
as filleting around a complex model. The user
can now select each edge to be filleted, click the
right mouse button and then move on to the next
edge. Similarly, a series of holes can be created
more quickly just by selecting the desired position
and clicking the right button for each hole.
A more flexible replace-face option now
allows faces of one solid to be replaced with
faces from a separate solid, while new hole types
allow faster creation of holes for standard caphead screws and bolts. Additionally, the power
and flexibility of chamfering in both 2D and 3D
have been much improved in PartMaker Modeling 2013.
In addition, the Solid Doctor has been made more flexible
with the ability to relax or tighten the linking tolerances on
specific edges. This is important for subsequent modelling as
tolerance issues can affect the reliability of Boolean operations.
PartMaker Modeling 2013 also includes a powerful new
‘nesting’ functionality, for performing automatic nesting of
2D shapes.
For more information contact PBS Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 914 3360

CoroMill 316
exchangeable-head milling system now available with internal coolant

T

he CoroMill 316 exchangeable-head milling system is
a truly versatile system for milling operations. It can be
applied for high feed face milling, slot milling, helical
interpolation, shoulder milling, profile milling and chamfer
milling of components in material groups from ISO P to ISO S.
From March 1st this high performance system is available
with internal coolant holes.
The machining of such materials as Heat Resistant Super
Alloys, Titanium and Stainless Steels often requires
the use of coolant for temperature control and
chip evacuation during cutting. Re-cutting of
chips and chip jamming often lead to poor
surface quality, damage to the cutting
edge and tool breakage.
By offering an internal coolant solution,
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with precise positioning of coolant holes to optimize the effect
of the coolant jet, CoroMill 316 is able to outperform existing
solutions with external coolant, guaranteeing superior chip
evacuation and a secure cutting process.
The CoroMill® 316 system allows machine
shops to quickly, easily and accurately switch
between various operations such as cutter type,
radius variation, teeth frequency, geometry and
grade. CoroMill® 316 end mills are even suitable
for five axis milling of flanks which often require
tapered tools for stability at longer tool reach.
For further details contact Sandvik
Coromant on TEL: 0860 101 006 or Mary-Ann
Germishuys on TEL: 011 570 9615 or email:
mary-ann.germishuys@sandvik.com

DMG / Mori Seiki offers the DMC 80 H linear
in a multitude of versions – now also with an
HSK-A100 tool taper and 430-Nm spindle

A

fter the success the DMC 60 H linear achieved last
year, DMG / MORI has launched the DMC 80 H linear.
Designed for larger workpieces, this horizontal
machining centre impresses just like its smaller brother with
maximum precision, excellent idle times and brilliant
dynamics. Linear drives, an intelligent tool magazine and
the extensive use of modular building block system offer
productive machine solutions whatever the variant. The
DMC 60 H linear has also been given a new interesting
option: in future it will be available with an RS12 rotary pallet
magazine, thus offering users even more flexibility.
The areas of application of the DMC H linear series are
as versatile as its different configurations. Like the
DMC 60 H linear, the DMC 80 H linear is also predestined for
both the production of classic components in the job shop
sector and the machining of motor and gearbox components
for the automotive industry. The travel ranges of the machines
are ideal for the machining of the crankcases and cylinder
heads of v-engines and serial six-cylinder engines. It is also
well-suited for applications in the hydraulic industry and
security sectors.
All the application examples have one thing in common:
the high demand on productivity, precision and flexibility.
The latter begins for the new horizontal machining centre with
the work area: the generous 630 x 630 clamping surface
can accommodate workpieces with a diameter up to 1,000
mm. Workpieces with a maximum height of 900 mm and a
maximum weight of 600 kg can be machined on the 5-axis
version equipped with a swivel-rotary table. As far as the
standard NC-rotary table is concerned, these values even go
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up to 1,100 mm and 900 kg. The small space requirement of
the standard pallet changer brings a plus in productivity and
allows an overall footprint of just 19 m2 making this the most
compact machine in its class.
The extensive spindle range offers the customer an
endless choice of options. Other spindles available, in
addition to the standard 12,000-rpm spindle (20 kW,
110 Nm), include an 18,000-rpm motor spindle and an
HSK-A100 spindle with 430 Nm that sets new standards in
heavy-duty machining.
The horizontal
machining centre proves
equally versatile when it
comes to the available tool
wheel magazines. There is
space for 40 tools in the
standard version of the
HSK-A63 machine. Up to
363 tool pockets are
possible if additional wheels
are added. The short
chip-to-chip time of this
version is fully in line with
productive and efficient
manufacture: at 2.6
seconds it enables the
shortest possible
throughput times. Equipped
with the large HSK-A100
tool interface the magazine
can take up 243 tools in
its most extensive version.
Both expansion options can
accommodate tools with a
length of up to 650 mm.
In addition to the fast
and intelligent tool

magazines, the X, Y and Z-axes are also outstanding with
regard to top dynamics thanks to linear technology. Rapid
traverses of up to 80 m/min guarantee fast machining
speeds, and the 0.8 g acceleration provides the necessary
dynamics. To ensure long-term accuracy of the linear drives
– as well as the motor spindle and rotary table - DMG / Mori
Seiki puts its faith in effective cooling of these components.
The arrangement of the drives is another means used to
prevent thermal deviations: the linear drives are all located
outside of the work area, so they have no thermal impact
during machining.
Chip disposal within the machine was also optimised by
DMG / Mori Seiki during the development of the DMC 80 H
linear. One-piece vertical steel covers ensure long-term
durability, while steep chip guide plates allowing unobstructed
flow through the machine bed enable direct and simple
connection to a central chip disposal system. A centrally
located spiral conveyor transports the chips to the rear of the
machine. This facilitates ease of use as does optimum
accessibility of the work area and user-friendly controls:
a Siemens 840D solutionline offering operators extensive
programming possibilities is integrated in the clear and
ergonomic SLIMline-panel with 15“screen.
Increased flexibility thanks to a rotary pallet magazine
for DMC 60 H linear
In future the product portfolio will be expanded to include
a DMC 60 H linear equipped with an RS12 rotary pallet
storage. Ten additional pallets, or rather a total of 12
pallets provide the user with the chance of reacting

individually and flexibly to the respective order situation.
At 600 kg, the maximum loading capacity of each pallet is
the same as the standard DMC 60 H linear machines. The
pallet dimensions are 500 x 500 mm. The rotary magazine
also contributes to reducing idle times, because the individual
pallets can be loaded parallel to primary machining and pallet
handling is fully automated.
For further details contact Retecon Machine Tools on
TEL: 011 976 8600
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Iscar launches
IQ for productivity
Iscar’s new IQ tooling, comprises of new products in each of the company’s product sectors:
turning, hole making, grip systems, milling and adaptation systems. The developments
are many and varied but the common thread is in increasing customers’ productivity and
through that increasing their profits.

E

very few years, tooling giant Iscar makes a major product
launch. The company’s CEO, Jacob Harpaz, travelled to
various destinations around the globe to unveil the
company’s HIghQLine (IQ) ‘Intelligent Machining’ campaign.
Harpez said that the culture of innovation is maintained
through continual consultation between R&D and the product
managers. He is still head of R&D himself and with 40 years
experience with the company has a comprehensive knowledge
of the product range.
“Development comes from a combination of customer
feedback and innovating from within,” he said. “Production is
also a big player, so there is on going communication between
R&D marketing and production.”

And the promise being held out by Iscar is that the
company will guarantee to reduce part costs by 15% in the
first year and bring further savings year on year. How? Simple,
explains Mr Harpaz, and “it’s not about the price of carbide
tooling, because that accounts, typically, for around 3% of
total costs – other inputs related to machine (26%), manpower
(28%), overhead (21%) and material (22%) are much greater.”
“If Iscar gives you a 50% discount on your tooling for a
year, will that help you compete? Or, if we give it to you free
for a year, can you compete against China or Russia?” Well,
no. “Because since tool cost is just 3% of part cost, that
doesn’t get you anywhere close to 15%,” is how he answers
his own question. “And if tool life is boosted by double, that

“Iscar’s IQ range delivers higher cutting speeds and feeds, while also boosting
tool life – thus driving up productivity; reducing setting times; and, in the case of
hard material machining, offering the possible elimination of grinding.”
It was around five years ago that the company had such
a similar major multi-product launch, with its Sumo line being
the main event. Of course, in between, there have been
product developments, but the latest launch saw a veritable
avalanche under the Intelligent Machining banner and within
Iscar’s new IQ line of products. There are some 1,350 new
product lines across around 20 product families released as
part of IQ, with additional improvements made elsewhere.
“Machining intelligently means machining 24 hours a
day, non-stop, with zero set-up time,” explains Mr Harpaz.
“In support of this, Iscar’s IQ range delivers higher cutting
speeds and feeds, while also boosting tool life – thus driving
up productivity; reducing setting times; and, in the case of
hard material machining, offering the possible elimination
of grinding.”
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just gives a 1.5% advantage,” Mr Harpaz adds.
“The only way to drive down cost by a large proportion
is by boosting speed and feed, without also slashing tool life increasing productivity by 20%, in fact, to get a 15% part cost
reduction. This has been achieved via new coating technology,
new insert geometries, new toolholder designs supporting
more free chip flow and improved insert clamping (greater
rigidity), while clever toolholder design has reduced insert
change times via faster, easier in situ insert changing.”
Key developments
Key product introductions highlighted by Mr Harpaz
include Dove IQ Turn, which sees an innovative dovetail insert
pocket, and corresponding insert features, combined with a
clever clamping mechanism providing extremely secure and
rigid insert location for
heavy turning. The system
employs no top clamp
and can employ trigon
inserts with six cutting
edges, or two styles of
rhombic inserts with
two or four edges.
(The dovetail design
feature is a common
theme throughout
much of Iscar’s
new developments,
incidentally.)

Penta IQ Grip is a novel design of small pentagonal insert
with five cutting edges, intended for deeper and more
accurate grooving and parting applications. This represents
the next step on from its Penta Cut design and is now able
to part off bar up to 40 mm in diameter, although grooving
and side turning are also supported. It supports higher
feeds than before (courtesy of a new moulded in chip
breaker), features a single screw that means “almost no
set-up time”, while side deflection is less than 10% that of
others’ products, resulting in good turned surface finish.
The dovetail location feature is employed again for solid,
accurate positioning.

Heli IQ Mill 390
milling inserts have
three true 90°
cutting edges and
feature advanced
cutting geometries,
offering reduced
cutting forces that
result in lower power
consumption. This is
a development of the
previous Helimill that
features just two cutting
edges. Due to the low
cutting force design, the
cutters are suitable for
use on high temperature
alloy, Iscar highlights.
Dove IQ Mill 845 Line features a milling insert having
a claimed unique design boasting eight cutting edges and
is applicable for a wide range of face milling applications,
including 45° and roughing, plus finishing operations on a
wide range of materials.
Hold IQ Lock is a new ER collet design that features strong
and reliable clamping, preventing a tool from being pulled out
of the holder in heavy applications. These can be used with
any standard cylindrical, Weldon or whistle notch tool, from
12 to 25 mm diameter. The main element is, in fact, a key
that sits in the flute of a cutter, at the top, preventing slippage
and pull-out – cutters are loaded through the rear of the
collet and engage the key.
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IQ upgrades
In addition to these, and numerous other new product
introductions, Iscar has upgraded several other products.

capability for Inconel and titanium machining – the high
pressure coolant breaks the chips. The upper jaw has
been eliminated, meaning unlimited life for the toolholder
itself. Parting up to 600 mm diameter is possible.
The Tang Grip face grooving line similarly benefits from
the elimination of the top jaw, thus supporting better
chipflow, with the result that deeper grooves are possible.
The same insert can be used for both right- and left-hand
tool, as well.
The company’s Cut-Grip range for sliding-head and other
turning machines has been redesigned with a new side
clamping mechanism, which supports fast in situ tip changing
to reduce set-up time and again places the screw head out of
the way of swarf flow.
Supporting improvements in tool management, the
company revealed its new Maxi and Mini systems. And to aid
more efficient insert recycling, Iscar has introduced Matrix
recycle, an automated system into which scrap tips are placed
and weighed continuously, sending a message to the tool
supplier when collection is required.
Finally, to further enhance its levels of customer
support, Iscar is continuing to develop its Iscar Tool Advisor
(ITA), a parametric search engine that supports tool and
process selection. In addition to the online version, there
are applications available for Apple iOS and Google Android
operating systems. Moreover, Iscar has an offline DVD version
available in 26 languages. ITA, says the company, has become
the industry standard for optimising tool selection and
process parameters. All its new HIghQLine tools are included
in Iscar’s ITA system.
For further details contact Iscar South Africa on
TEL: 011 997 2700, www.iscar.co.za

The company’s Cut-Grip range for sliding-head and other
turning machines has been redesigned with a new side clamping mechanism,
which supports fast in situ tip changing to reduce set-up time and
again places the screw head out of the way of swarf flow.
For example, the
company’s Swisscut
tooling range has been
‘IQ upgraded’ with the
addition of an elliptical
screw that is also
accessible from either
side of the tool – it is no
longer necessary to
remove the screw from
the holder to change
a tip, thus reducing idle
time. Iscar’s Picco
internal turning range
has also been improved
to deliver 10 x better
cutting edge position
accuracy, again
reducing downtime
according to Harpaz.
The Tang Grip parting
line has received a boost,
too, with Tang-Grip IQ
now combined with
Jet HP Line high
pressure coolant
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The 1’000th S33 from Studer
Studer produced the thousandth machine in its best-selling S33 series
in the hundredth year since the company’s foundation.

T

he Swiss celebrated this event during the sixteenth
Indian Machine Tool Exhibition IMTEX, which took place
in January 2013 in Bangalore, with a festive dinner
party. A total of 70 customers, press representatives and
colleagues from Körber Schleifring India (KSI) were invited.
And the universal cylindrical grinding machine also received
appropriate recognition on the exhibition stand of the
Schleifring Group: In the presence of guests and visitors to
the KSI stand, Swiss Airbrush Champion Philipp Klopfenstein
sprayed a special design onto the body of the 1000th
Studer S33.
Studer was one of the first to succeed in using several
grinding wheels on one machine, an “All in One” solution.
And so the future began – the future of more efficient and
intelligent machining.
The foundation stone of today’s S33 was laid in 1996
with the S30leanPRO. This machine also has Studer’s
“All in One” invention, and became well known as a compact,
easy-to-operate and extremely flexible universal cylindrical
grinding machine with two external grinding wheels and one
belt-driven internal grinding wheel.
An innovation at this time was the creation of grinding
and dressing programs using pictogramming. Operator
prompting developed and patented by Studer – revolutionary
for the industry – allowed the operator to create the process
directly, using icons, without ISO codes.
In the year 2000 the eco650, an external grinding
machine for beginners, was designed specifically for
the American market. The customer could configure
and mount his own accessory kits on a standard machine
basis.
Then, in 2003 the developers designed a new universal
machine model, specifically planned for the requirements of
job shop operations. Two distances between centers
(650 and 1000mm), external and internal
cylindrical grinding on a rotatable

Later Studer also
specified a part
automation device
for large batch
production, the
smartLoad® - due
to the relatively
confined space
conditions a
telescopic system had
to be developed, and also
patented, of course!
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grinding head for machining the workpiece in a single
clamping. The product was upgraded twice with additional
functionality during its life cycle.
Over the course of time, market-specific variants of the
S33 developed. The so-called derivatives on the S33 platform
can well be compared to the product strategy of the
automobile world. The S33 as a highly functional universal

Studer was one of the first
to succeed in using several
grinding wheels on one machine,
an “All in One” solution.
And so the future began –
the future of more efficient
and intelligent machining
design, the KC33 specifically for the Chinese market,
built by Körber Schleifring Machinery Shanghai, the
favoritCNC as a simple variant for the Eastern European
and American markets and the ecoGrinder as the best
process-accessible version for the Asian continent.
Later Studer also specified a part automation device
for large batch production, the smartLoad® - due to the
relatively confined space conditions a telescopic
system had to be developed, and also patented,
of course!
For further details contact the local agents Retecon
Machine Tools on TEL: 011 976 8600

